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INTRODUCTION 

The   Lnterregion.il   Symposium on the Development of Metalworking Indus- 
tries in Developing Countrioa was held in Moscow from 7 September to 6 Octobor 
1966, under the sponsorship of the United Nations and the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist liepublios.    The Symposium programmo was set up 
jointly by the Centre for Industrial Development of the Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs  of tho United Nations,  and the State Committee for 3oience 
and Technolog, tho Ministry of Machine Tool Industry, and the Experimental 
Scientific desearon Institute for Machine Tools (ENDtS), of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics.    Participants from 25 developing countries 
attended. 

The purpose of the Symposium was to provide, through the presentation of 
papers and through discussions, a comprehensive review and analysis of impor- 
tant economic and technical problems concerning the establishment and develop- 
ment of the metalworking sector in the developing countries, and to assure a 
basis for future constructive action. 

The substantive items on the agenda were: 

(a)   A survey of modern development and trends in machinery production 
and metal working praotioes, and the state of metalworking indus- 
tries in developing countries | 

(bi Treads and problems in the design of industrial machinery and 
equipment, and in the design of other engineering produots in 
the metalworking sector; 

(0)   Eoonomic problems of th: 
industries. 

development of the metalworking 

The geographical distribution of the participante was at foil owe t 

Africa - 6     (5 oountries)| 

Asia - 12     (8 oountries)| 

Europe - 7     (5 oountries)| 

latin America - 13     (7 countries). 

In addition to the abjve, the Symposium was attended by 26 experts, most 
of them from industrially developed countries (lO), inducting one expert from 
the Eoonomic Commission for Asia and the Far East, and two from the Eoonomio 
Commission for Latin Amerioa, as well as by 24 observers from ten oountries 
and an observer from the International Labour Organisation.    The attendance 
of the experts at the Symposium was arranged by the Symposium management. 

Forty-one papers from international experts of established reputation 
in their respective fields were rr»"«nted.    All were followed by intensive 
discussions on the relévanos and application of the subject matter to the 
ciroumstanoes and needs of developing oountries in general, and to the 
speoifio conditions in the participants' oountries. 

The ooaplete lists of participants, experts, members of the Symposium 
management,  observers, authors and papers are given in Annex I and Annex II. 

To supplement and illustrate the discussione of the Symposium, and to 
aoquaint the participants with a variety of practical aspeóte of the opera- 
tions of the metalworking industries, an extensive plant tour was also arranged 
through the kind offioee of the Government of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republios.    Tours included visits of exhibitions and of plants in 
I'osoow, as well as a trip to Leningrad, Kiev, and Erevan, in each of which 
several plants were visited. 



The Symposi'in was 'ponici \y  Mr. N.K. Cîri :">riov, Director of tiu Jontre 
for Industrial Dovei ipnont if the '.Tnitod Natila.;. Mr. 0ri;:>ri<3V c mvoyed 
meetings from tho Socrotary-Genoral >f the Unitod Nations to tho partici- 
pants, thanked the Givornnont if the Union of Soviet Socialirt Republics 
for it3 hospitality and its offerte in making the Symposium possible, .and 
outlined tho format and the purports of the meeting. 

Ho then proposed that Profe33or A.1:. Prokopovich, Deputy Minister of 
Machine Tool Industry of tho Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, servo as 
Chairman of the Symposium. V.r.  Prokopovich '.ras unanimously elected. 

In his address, the Chairman thanked the participants for their con- 
fidence in him and velcomed them to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
He obsorvod that the example if the Trowth of motalworkinr industries in tho 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics cmld be beneficial to a n-.unLcr of develop- 
ing countries in thoir efforts to build up their own metalworking industries. 

Next, the participants were welcomed '»y Mr. Konstantin V. Ananiehev, 
Director of the Department of International Organizations of the Stato Com- 
mittee for Science and Technology of tho Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Council of Ministers, and by Mr. O.A. Mikhailov, Chief Specialist of tho 
State Committee for Science and Tochnolo;jy of tho Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. A message of welcome from Mr. I.H. Abdel-Rahman, Commissioner 
for Industrial Development of the Unitod Nations, was also read. 

Messrs. A. Ashburn (United States of America). S.M. Patii (India), and 
R. Matthews (Economic Commission for Latin America), Unitod Nations experts, 
served as disoussion leaders for items A, B,' and C respectively, of the Agenda. 

The participants elected the following committee to draft a report of 
the Symposium: A. Adegboye (Nigeria), P.A. Bustos-Soffia (Chile), 
M.Y. 121 Hakim (Sudan), R.K. Gejji (India), J.O. Leal de Abreu (Brazil), 
P. Prades-Sanchez (3pain), K. Shimo (Japan), and M. Trifunovic" (Yugoslavia). 

The Drafting Committee elected Mr. R.K. Gejji as it3 Chairman. 

Mr. I.D. Radovic, the Unitod Nations Rapporteur, was.also attached to 
the Drafting Committee. Messrs. A. Ashburn, J. Kaczmarok, M. Kronenber-;, 
R. Matthews, O.A. Mikhailov, A.A. Pado^in and S.M. Patii, Unitod Nations 
experts, served the Committee as advisers. 

The Drafting Committee presented its report to the Plenary Meeting of 
the Symposium on 5 October. With minor modifications, the report was approved 
and adopted. 

In adopt in,? the report, the participants vdsh to express their gratitude 
to the United Nations and to the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republios for organizing tho Symposium. They also wish to plaoe on reoord 
their deep appreciation for the assistance and direction provided by the 
United Nations experts and the United Nations and 3oviet Symposium Management 
staff. 



ttllAPTSR I.    JIOHIFICAIICE OF ICTALWOHKIIIG F03 TIE NATIONAL ^ONOCT •i/ 

1. Under present conditions, not even the mos* devolopod country can pro- 
duce the required number, and maintain tho necessary technical lovol, of all 
machines and other apparatuo requirod for the output of the country. It 13 
therefore necesoary to purchase a considerable portion of such equipment from 

other countries. 

2. Organizing the production of industrial equipment in a given country 
should ¿erhaps be limited initially to those types of machines, instruments 
and mechanisms that are necessary for tho development of the leadin- branches 
of ita economy, and that are chiefly related to its natural resouroes. 
However, there have been numerous instances in which a country, sometimes a 
developing country, has organized the manufacture of certain products from 
imported raw materials and competed successfully in the market. 

3. It is difficult to give a generalized answer as to what priorities are 
to be assigned to single branches of tho oconoroy in the process of the indus- 
trial growth of developing countries. Every case has to be analysed and in- 
vestigated separately and on its own merits. Sevoral methods of approaoh are 
possible. From the point of view of the entire national economy of a country, 
the main criteria for the choice are based on resources to be allocated to 
investment, on foreign-exchange earnings and expenditures, and on manpower 
resources. The capital intensity (capital/output ratio) of the metalworking 
industries as a whole is near the average of all types of manufacturing 
being lower than that of metal-producing or chemical industries and higher 
than'that of most light industries. The foreign-exchange offeet depends 
largely on the proportion of domestic raw materials used. If indigenous 
production of raw materials is substantial, the metalworking industry ranks 
high in foreign-exchange earnings or savings. Also, the metalworking 

The metalworking industries produce gooda for the various sectors of the 
engineering industry that are classified as follows by the International 

Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC): 

Manufacture of Machinery, except Electrical Machinery (I3IC 36) 
Manufacture of Electrical Machinery (I3IC 37) 
Manufacture of Metal Products, except Machinery and Transport 
Equipment (simple raeial products or simple metal manufacturóse {I*U ij) 
Manufacture of Transport Equipment (I3IC 33) 
Manufacture of Professional, Scientific Measuring and Controlling 

Instruments (ISIC 391)• 

The corresponding olasses of tho Standard International Trade Classifica- 

tion (3ITC) are: 

Maohinery, other than Electric (SITC 71) 
Electrical Maohinery, Apparatus and AppHanooa (3ITC 72; 
Manufacture of Metal. N.E.3. (3ITC 69) 
Transport Equipment (3ITC 73) _ .   . . 
Professional, Scientific and Controlling Instruments, Photographic 
and Optical Goods, Watches and Clocks (3ITC B6). 



industries aro lab r.ir— intonn i vc^J.     In lona industrialized countries, thi3 is 
sonorally considered an mlvntr.^o, 1,,u* ",n- >'hich ir: somo-..*hat counterbalanced 
by the hi.^h donami;; an the ski Un imi ouucotion of t!io lib our force. 

.,40 of tho ppc^^-yao^ mustry 

4. Within the raetalvorkin» industry,   the nrchino-t >ol  industry playa a key 
role in the expansion of \;orld industrial production,   since nearly all other 
products aro manufactured by machine tool3  or by machinery that hac been pro- 
duced -..-ith such tools.    This is true f :>r r. anali pen as '.*oll an a  ^iont aero- 
plane,   for type-.Titern and uashin^ nachino3,  for toycj and reapons,   for nodical 
instruments and supplies,   for agricultural machinery and automobiles.    Nations 
vrith highly developed netalrorkin-7 industries enj >y the hi-host standards of 
living.    Therefore,  the industrial development  of a country depends to a con- 
siderable decree on the number,  r.70,   quality and typo  of nielline tool3 -.;hich 
it possesses. 

5. The machine-building industry i3 fulfilling tw> basic   -onorai  functions: 

(a) First,  the manufacture   of neanr,  0^ production,   i.e.    of equipment 
and instruments for making various typen   if products; 

(b) Second, production of consumer oniipnent,  such -3 radi::* and other 
means of coaraunication,  refrigerators, and other h mnohold 
appliances. 

6. One method of assessing the significane« of r.achine tools for the general 
economy of a given country ia to analyse estimates  of expenditures for metal- 
cutting operations in that country.    In 192?', about I.5 million machine tools 
of all types were in operation in German machine shops.    Of the3o,  approxi- 
aaluly one million could be classified as raetal-cuttin» machines.     A3surain~ 
one eight-hour shift per day and 300 working days per year,  there •..•ore 
2,400 million workin» hours per year spent on machine tools.    Usin** a cost of 
3US 2 per hour (in 1927)( it uas estimated that "U3 4t"00 million was spent 
yearly in Germany for metal-removing operations.    In I905, expenditures for 
metal-cutting operations in the United States were estimated in a similar way 
at SUS 34|000 million for the country's metalworking industries - roughly 
5 per oent of the nation's r*ross national product. 

State of thfc aetaluorkin/; industries»    renerai survey 

7. Xotalworking industries aocount for almost 30 per cent  of the world's 
industrial production, measured in tenas of value added.    Anon» the major 
branches of industry, raetalv-orkin^ has sho-.m the jrenteat increase in produc- 
tion 3ince 1938.   The increase has been more 3i?nifioant in the developing 
countries than in industrialized areas,    nevertheless, the share of the devel- 
oping   countries in the total production of metal products uas only 3.9 P«p 

cent in 195% and waa *ne lowest araon» all major branches of industry. 

3.     The relative importance of the metalworkin? industries may bo assessed 
in terms of their percentage share in the total manufacturing output, their 
contribution to employment, and the value added in the process of manufacture. 
Por example, the percentage production of machinery and industrial equipment 
of the total industrial output is high in industrialised countries such as 
Csechoslovakia (34 per cent), 3a3t Germany (CDïï) (33 per cent), Japan (32 per 
oent), Pranoe (3B per cent), We3t Germany (PUG) (39 per cent), Union of 

gj   Compared with the average of the manufacturing industries in torras,  for 
example,  of the capital/labour and  output/labour ratios,  or the share of 
labour costs in the value of   output,   thare ore,   of courso, considerable 
differences amoiç sub-sections of  the metaluorkin ' industries. 



3oviet   Socialist   lîer-ublics   (TT  por  .-.ont),   United   Kingdom  v4,>   per   :<;rU ,<, 
United States   if Angrier«   (34 per cent),   -nd   1 >w   in   the lens  ind-.iKtri.il i >.-.: 
countries such nB   T'.urrn   (r   nor  cent),   Pakistan  (3  per cent),   and   the 
Philippine.:  (4 per  cant). 

9. For the purposes  of this report,  the dcvoiopin- countries  can bo clas- 
sified  in three distinct  groups,  according to the  de ;reo of development  of 
their metal-; irking industries.     These categories  are: 

Group I:       Countries vrhose engineering production is already developed 
and  diversified. 

Group II:    Countries vhose engineering production is in an initial 
sta "e. 

Group III: Countries without engineering production,  or with such 
production restricted to repairs and simple metal 
manufacture. 

10. The typical structure of the engineering industry in industrialised 
countries, -./ith percentages estimated for individual branches,   is an follow*: 

Simple metal prodxicts 6^-> 

I'achinery except electrical 33',^ 

electrical machinery 24> 

Transportation equipment 33> 

Instruments, watches and clocks 4$ 

Total 100£ 

11. In less industrialized countries where engineering industries have been 
developed (Group I), the share of simple metal products is substantially 
higher (20 to 30 per cent can be considered typical), but tends to decrease 
as engineering production increases.    In Groups II and III, available statis- 
tics show that the share of simple metal manufacture is still higher (typic- 
ally,  35 to 40 per cent for Group II, and over 50 per cent for Group III). 

12. In developed countries, the production of nonelectrical is generally 
higher than that  of oleotrical machinery (typically by 30 to 40 por cent). 
In Group I of the developing countries, the production of electrical is 
tvice that of non-electrical machinery.    The percentage of the total pro- 
duction of machinery (electrical and non-electrical), which is very low or 
even non-existent  in Group III,  increases with the stage of development, and 
is more than 50 per oent in a typical industrialized country. 

13. Industrial machinery and equipment are produced chiefly under the sec- 
tors "machinery except electrical" and "electrical machinery".    These, of 
course, produoe for other sectors of the economy as well, mainly for agri- 
cuJture, commerce, and households.    The share of industrial machinery is 
generally higher in more developed countries. 

14. As far as the metalworking industries are concerned, the categories can 
be considered as successive stages of industrial development, each having 
its special problems whioh require special measures for the development of 
engineering industries in general, and for the manufacture of industrial 
equipment and machinery in particular. 

15. Pour countries - India, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico - belong to Group I. 
3aoh already has an important manufacturing industry, the total number of 
persons engaged in industry being well over one million for each country.    In 
these four, also, manufacture of industrial machinery and equipment is already 
diversified.    Steel production, already appreciable in these countries, is 



expected to increase further at a very rapid pace, so that, except in the case 
)f Argentina, the increasing domestic consumption should be essentially satis- 
fied in the foreseeable future. Thus the most important base of domestic sup- 
ply of raw materials for the metalworking industries, among others, will be 
created. 

16. Tliis Troup ot countries differs markedly from Oroup II in regard to 
meaningful economic indicators, such as value added and/or number of persons 
engaged (both in total manufacturing and in metalworking industries), steel 
production and consumption etc. 

17. Oroup II includes Chile, Colombia, Indonesia, Iran, Pakistan, the 
Philippines, Turkey, Venezuela, and the United Arab Republic. These coun- 
tries have manufacturing industries engaging between 200 and 5OO thousand 
persons, and a smaller amount of engineering production. Their manufacture 
of machinery and equipment is restricted to relatively simple products. 
Steel production is either non-existent or at the beginning stage in these 
countries. However, their steel consumption of about 400 to 8OO thousand 
tons per year indicates that domestic steel production is economically just- 
ified, especially if an anticipated increase in consumption is taken into 
account. This fact is indeed reflected in the economic planning of several 
countries in the group. However, it is expected that not more than 70 to 
75 per cent of consumption will be satisfied by domestic production during 
the next ten to fifteen years. 

18. Groups II and III are not very clearly distinguishable. The latter is 
leas homogeneous, comprising countries already having appreciable manufac- 
turing activity, together with oountries in which there is hardly any manu- 
facturing. Some oountries in this group are oharaoterised by a complete 
absenoe of engineering production. In others, engineering production is 
restricted to simple metal manufacturing and repair work. Machinery produc- 
tion is laoking or negligible, steel consumption low, the prospeots of a sub- 
stantial development of dornestio steel production are rather remote. 

19. existing practice shows that the maintenance of automobiles, refrigera- 
tors, radios, and other equipment by companies of those countries which sup- 
ply these items may be acceptable during the first stage of development. 
Industrial progress of a country requires the creation of its own repair 
facilities and services. This makes possible faster and more economical 
services both to industry and to the population. 

1C 



rtUPTCB TT.     REVIEW OF METALMttKIBO  INTXJSTRIES  IN DEVELOPING! COUNTSIEE 
BY REGIONS 

Africa 

'0.   The value of the current output of mechanical industries in Algeria 
¿an be estimated at  1,000 million francs (new franc) per -ear.    The wo« 
force emploved in this sector is about 15,000 persons.    Basic industries 
are virtuallv non-exietent:    there are no steel plants, no foundries,  onl> 
several forging shops engaged in simple production operations.    However, 
some larger plants do exist,  including one manufacturing electrical cables 
and throe making pumps;    there is one boiler shop and several shops for 
agricultural equipment.    Industrial concerns built in the past were engaged 
chieflv in comparatively simple finishing operations ¡ueh « »"«^ of 

cars, trucks and motors.    Some small plants making metallic building 
components, metal furniture and similar products were also built.    The 
existing mechanical shops were, of necessity, multipurpose in nature. 

21. The mechanical industries which were inherited did "ot «^ì?1* *!!i 
needs of the country.    The situation became worse with the departure or 
many proprietors of industrial enterprises,  and of a large number of 
skilled workers and specialists, when Algeria achieved independence.    It 
thus became essential to provide for maximum utilization of •*lB""f 
facilities,  and to train technical cadres,  skilled workers and specialists. 
The first of these goals has been achieved almost completely, but the 
second is still far from bein* realized,  although great progress has been 

made. 
22. Plans for the development of mechanical industries in Algeria are well 
advanced or are already being executed.    An increasing amount of ""£•»« 
is being made in Algerian plants.    Work has started on a one-mi Hi on-ton 
,uTl plant which should be in operation by 1969.    Plans also include the 
development of the machine-tool industry,  as well as plants for the Pro- 
KioTof ammonia,  phosphates and aluminium, of automotive equipment parts, 
and plants for mineral processing, amon*» others. 

23. The machine-tool industry is almost non-existent  in Sàia».  ««£ 
that some plants have machine shops where parts are manufactured mainly for 
•mewrency Repairs and maintenance.    Guch shops exist at the Fría Alumina 
ñS and at the Mack Truck factory in Conakry.    Guinea imports most of the 
•foment, tools and parts which it needs.    This raises many *«rious 
2SKZ for the country, the most important of which is the need for 
foreign currency.    A substantial portion of the national resources is used 
r^ÄTSSi.    Nevertheless, many motor vehicle- are *^do"** J««*»" 
of the shortage of spare parts.    The establishment of a national metalwork- 
ing industry is thus imperative. 
2d      The prospects for the development of metalworking industries in 
Guinea^ verv good.    Guinea's deposits of iron ore and high-grade bauxite 
S^TtnTrtS^; in the world.    At present, the country s export, co- 
Est of about 560,000 tons of iron ore, 90,000 ton. of bum««, »J 
430,000 tons of alumina psr ysar. Even without considering other existm* 
metal oreo, one can see that Guinea possesses the raw materials for 
establishing heavy industries. 

11 



.';.     Close1'/   linked to  the«;»» Túneral  resources  in  the  hydroelectric 
capability  of Guinea.     Preliminary  studies show a potential power supply of 
no  less than c million mop-awatts.    The Konkoure hydroelectric dam,   if con- 
structed,  would produce more than one million megawatts.    This power could 
be utilized  for the reduction of nlumina into aluminium metal,  and also for 
the construction of steel plants.    Since steel and aluminium are the most 
important  metals  in a modern economy,   their availability  is a factor that 
could bring  rapid economic development  to the country.     In the future, 
Guinea should therefore be able to produce both heavy-duty eiuipment  and 
precision machines.    With this goal in view,  the transportation problem is 
being solved by the building of new railways and the modernization of roadB. 

¿6.    In order to establish its netalworking industry,  however, Guinea would 
alBo have to solve two main problems:    obtaining the necessary capital and 
the needed mialified personnel.    With close economic co-operation among the 
West African states, and with help from friendly countries in obtaining 
capital emiipment,  technical know-how    etc.,  Guinea should succeed in 
building up a metalworking industry. 
¿''    Nigeria, with a population of about 56 million and with an area of 
roughly  3^0,000 sTuare miles,   íB rich in mineral deposits.    It has poten- 
tialities that could make large-scale industrialization possible.    At the 
moment,  however,  in relation to the size of the country, very few metal- 
working industries exist to support this industrialization process. 

2li.    Metalworking has already progressed somewhat beyond the stage of mere 
maintenance and repair of existing plants..   There are railways, electricity- 
generating plants,  road and building construction facilities, as well ae 
provisions for main term« OP of v*»Mrli»H ^•n»r?,lly and of ¡sachinsr" in other 
industries such as the textile,   cement  and oil  industries.    The stage of 
actual manufacture of simple components and products for local use has been 
reached.    For example, domestic utensils of iron,  steel and aluminium of 
a value erruivalent to 3US 12 million were manufactured during 1965/1966. 
For the expanding building and civil-engineering industry, a rolling mill 
produced bars and rode,  valued at about  5U5 3.4 million in 1965»  from local 
scrap steel, while metal window frames ($UT> l.r> million) and corrugated 
roofing sheets($US 5 million) are manufactured *t other plants.    Fabrication 
of metal drums and tanks  (3US 6.5 million), and assembly of vehicles, 
Bewing machines and bicycles employ a large number of men. 

¿9-    I-'ost of these industries are private enterprises,  but without doubt 
they are aided by the incentives which the Government gives to pioneer 
industries,   such as the Industrial Development (import Duties Relief) Act, 
and increased tariffs on competine imported ,"w>ds.     Industrialisation has 
been mainly on an import-subrtitution basis, 

30. However,  the Government has announced its desire to embark on an iron 
and steel proiect very soon.    This, as well as the Kain ú Tan Hydroelectric 
Pro lect which is in progress,  and the presence of oil, natural gas and 
essential minerals within the country, will give impetus to the development 
of metalvorkin^ inductriec,  l*»ad to the expansion of other industries,  and 
result in the greater welfare of the country's ^6 million people. 

31. In the Republic of Sudan,  industry has developed very steadily since 
the country gained independence, thus reducing the need for imports.    The 
Approved Enterprises Act (1956) encourages the establishment of industries 
by neans of generous concessions to qualified applicants«    "Approved 
industries" are automatically entitled to relief from business profit taxes, 
and further concessions »«y be obtained according to the merits of a project« 
With the help of the United Nations and developed countries, an industrial 
research institute, a productivity centre and vocational training centres 
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were established in the country to help in the improvement and planning of 
industries.    Also, an industrial bank was established with domestic and 
foreign capital, to help with investments.    Many small industries were 
formed, among them food processing and canning, textile, cement, sugar, 
plastic, and rubber plants.    Extractive industries have not been developed 
to any great extent, but surveys of mineral resources are now under way, and 
scrap-iron and steel-smelting mills are under construction. 

32.    Foreign-trade statistics for 1963 and 1964 show that the annual 
increase in imports of machinery and metals has been remarkable. 

Table 1 

Increase in imports of machinery and metalB. 1963-1964 

Imported Machinery (units) 
« " (value) 

Ferrous metals for fabrication 
Non-ferrous metals 

325 
£443,000 

29,340 tons 
1,600 tons 

745 
£1,030,000 

130,000 tons 
1,900 tons 

33. «Hie metalworking industry is now passing from the stage of 
maintenance of the inventory of industrial and transport equipment to 
production of simple metal products.    The maintenance workshops make 
simple replacement parts for pumps, engines and machinery.    Also, oen- 
tralised maintenance and overhaul workshops for locomotives and vehicles 
have been established by the Government. 
34. In addition to maintenance shops, the following metal-forming 
industries are now in operation: 

(a) Six aluminium-houseware factories; 

(b) Four factories for steel furniture, windows, and construc- 
tion material; 

(c) Two factories producing nails, hinges, pins and clips; 

(d) Four factories manufacturing and assembling air and water 
coolers, air-conditioning units and refrigerators; 

(e) One factory producing welding electrodes; 

(f )   Manufacture of carpentry tools and other metal products. 

With the further development of extractive industries, metalworking 
industries are also expected to advance. 

35.    The percentage share, in 1962, of the metalworking industries in the 
total manufacturing output within the BCAFE countries showed wide variations: 
16.4 per cent in Australia, 22.5 psr cent in New Zealand, 7.1 per cent in 
China (Taiwan), and 14.4 P«r cent in India.   The percentage share in the 
total nuaber of persons employed in manufacturing shows similar variations: 
24.9 psr cent in Japan, 25.2 per oent in New Zealand, 12.4 per cent in 
China (Taiwan), 16.7 psr cent in India, and 24.4 per cent in Australia. 
In value added, the percentage share of the metalworking industries was: 
Philippines, 8.8 per cent, Korea, 8.1 per cent, New Zealand, 22.5 per cent, 
and Australia, 20.3 per cent. 
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Ai .     The Wk¥T. ro-'ion contami  -.»ri- than   >ilí   ttv    population of the world 
in  \T,V than  ono-f-ixth of tht»  eartït'r  lind  area .mi fi ID experienced a 
tronondour  rite  of populiti >n   inerir»'.     "onncTUt'sntVy, the need  for increan- 
in,~ the productivity of laK-nir   v.   well or  improvin    the economy of tho 
countri^r hy   in urt ri ili ration  i:   of utnort   ira port UT-*.    The proper ¿rowth 
of netalworking induntrior   ir  <-*r\>   ->f th<-   :ry   factorr  in irhievinc thic ond. 
In thic region,  labour IB abundant, bit capital  rearee;    h«nce the devclop- 
ncnt of labour-intensive metalw^rVinr indurtricr   in eminently   <'.ei-xrabie. 

\'\    ;-ìr.pl'jynent trends in the rnetalworìuiv: industries in most countries of 
the region fr^rn li^o to 1>:"»,,   particularly  in  thr machiner:,   ana traneport 
Croupe,  indicate  a rapid ¿-rowth  ir. the more  advanced countries-  (Japan and 
Aur-tralia),   and r, rtoady growth in the other countrior.    The index of era- 
ploynent, bared on ICO in 105",  in the machinery industry in Japan rose 
fron    1,'  in  19% to l?7.c> for 1%3.    In traneport equipment, the index rose 
fron "16.4 to  1S¿,  and in metal products the increaee was from l?»u to .''Oó 
for the sane  period.    In Pakintan, the machinery branch index rose from 
1 2.3 to 171.1    In Australia,  the index for metal industries (machinery etc.) 
increased fro© 9(»3 in 1/.6 to  l?l in 1>'.2.     In ^hina (Taiwan), the 
machinery group increased fron .)/. to 10%  and the traneport eroup,  from 
85,S to 10e.,8J  in the Philippines, the machinery index rose from 6Ì in 
1956 to 70.3 in 1963. 

y\.    The metal çoods produced in the countries of this region are intended 
primarily to meet domestic demand, with the exception of Japan,  India and 
Australia.    There are, however, consumer goods and machinery itens ouch as 
teving machines, bicycles,  simple agricultural implements and cartings, and 
metal furniture which can be produced competitively within the ECAJE 
countries for international markets.    It has been possible to manufacture 
•one of these goods at competitive costs because of the relatively low 
wages in EC AFE areas, coupled with the application of modern technology 
ana the use of efficient machinery.    Inproved ciethoás of organisation and 
know-how can further reduce production costs. 

39. Continued expansion of output can only be achieved with considerable 
investment both in ïhe improvement of existing facilities and the establish- 
ment of new industries.    For the immediate future, technological procesaos 
must be imported from abroad,    later, as has already been the case in Japan, 
more and more local designs and production techni<jues will be developed. 

40. Host of the raetalworking industries in Asia are of recent origin.    In 
the case of Japan and India, a great portion of the investment has been 
channeled to capital-intensive metalworking industries.    In Pakistan, the 
Philippines and Chins (Taiwan),  investments have been concentrated in light 
metalworking industries.    However, present and future development plans of 
the latter countries include investment in heavy metalworking industries. 

41. accept for Australia,  India and Japan, statistical data on the 
structure of the metalworking industries and on the demand for and supply 
of metalworking equipment and products in the region are inadequate.    ECAFE 
Is currently engaged in a programe to promote the collection of this inform- 
ation,   which is indispensable for planning purposes and forecasting.    In 
the past, forecasts were usually based for the most part on available 
import figures only. 

42. lite products manufactured in selected countries in Asia and the Par 
East may serve to illustrate the various levels of development of metalwork- 
ing in this region.   In Ma¡MEái2¡Mb industrialisation, including the 
establishment of metalworkinginduetriftB, began only about fifteen years 
ago.    Due to difficulties with financing, availability of skilled labour, 
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raw materials, etc.,   progrese has been comparatively slow and cautious.   Steps 
that have been taken to provide a sound basis for and to accelerate future 
growth include increased attention to the training of skilled  labour, mineral 
surveys,  plane for a steel plant,  and studies of industrial uses of gas as 
a substitute for coal,  in which the country is deficient. 

43. The typical pattern of development of metalworking enterprises in 
Afghanistan has been,  as in other developing countries,   from repair shops to 
the progressive manufacture of parts and simple products.    Today, metal 
furniture,  simple farm equipment,  automotive parts   etc.  are made locally. 
Currently, 6,000 bicycles per year are being produced,  and the assembly of 
tractors íB under way. 

44. Australia is producing a wide range of equipment for food packagi ig, 
sugar rai IIB and fibre processing.    Prime movers such as diesel engines have 
been ruilt on a small scale, as well as locomotives, motor vehicles, and 
bicycles, all of these totalling some 300,000 units yearly.    Approximately 
70 firms are engaged in pump manufacture, about 700 manufacture agricultural 
machinery, and 40 produce construction equipment.    In addition,  scientific 
instruments, clocks,  etc. are being made. 

,Vi.     No machinery is being produced in Ajrma, at present,  but machine-tool 
manufacturing and the assembly of sewing machines are planned.    The production 
of sht>et-metal items and umbrellas is well established.    Modern equipment for 
repairing rolling stock is available, and recently the assembly of bicycles 
and snail trucks was initiated. 

4*.     Hong Kong, though lacking in natural resources, possesses  1,644 networking 
establishments.    Small machines as well as diesel engines of up to 30 horsepower 
are being produced,  and lathes, shapers and other machine tools are made by 
several plants.    About 1,000 firms are engaged in the manufacture of various 
other metal products,  including umbrella ribs,  fasteners, nails, screws, lan- 
terns wd metal furniture.    Maintenance shops for aircraft and automobiles 
are  in operation,  and recently the manufacturo of transistorized clocks was 
be^un. 
47. Investment in the industrial sector of India rose from SUS o SO million 
during the First Pive-Year Plan (1951-1955) toHfc 5,000 million during the 
Third five-Year Plan (1961-1965).    Of the total industrial investment  (equity 
and langten« loans), that in 66 major undertakings of the Central Government 
alone stood at about SUS 4,300 million at the end of 1964/1965.    If current 
targets are to be reached, the Fourth Five-Year Plan (1966-1970) will require 
an additional outlay of SUS 31,600 million, consisting of government investment 
in the public seetor of SUS 18,140 million and from the private sector, 
SUS 1,030 million. 

48. Targets for the further advance of the machine-tool industry have not 
been achieved due to an economic recession.   The machine-tool industry is 
faced with declining production, a high idle capacity of 25 to 30 per cent, 
and heavy inventories of finished stocks caused by a steep decline in demand 
by the metalworking industries.    This is due to difficulties with the import 
of raw materials, and in obtaining financing.    The netalwoMnc induiitrim 
may fall short of the production target of SUS 63 million for 1965/1966 by 
some SUS 5 million. 
49. Over-all economic conditions are expected to improve substantially during 
the next year or so with ths inflow of credit from foreign countries and the 
improvement of agricultural output.    The machine-tool industry should then 
be able to improve its performance also. 
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50. Two studies forecasting the demand for machine tools over the period of 
the Fourth Pive-Year Plan (1966-1970) were undertaken with the support of the 
Government,  and resulted in the report of the Working Group on Machine Tools 
- 3roup VI,  and the study completed by the National Council of Applied 
Economic Research (NCA.ER),  New Delhi.    The Working Group report estimates a 
demand of 3US 1,17^ million for tho period 1966-1970, and a rate of demand of 
$US  }46.50 million  per annum in  ll)'\ 

51. Nevertheless,  machine tools costing on the order of $US 90 million per 
annum, about 25 per cent of the total requirement,  will Btill have to be met 
through importi xn 1970/l971,  the last year of the Fourth Plan. 

S-\     In spite of the laudable achievement of the Indian machine tool industry 
in developing indigenous production, the value of imports has increased con- 
siderably,  from ÎU5 17.5« million in 1956 to $US 70 million in 1965.    In 
order to develop the growth needed to bridge the gap between domestic supply 
and demand,  it will be necessary to increase exports of machine tools, for 
which an excessive productive capacity presently exists.    Exposure of India's 
products to the world market,  it  is felt, would not only benefit foreign 
exchange, but would also bring a host of other indirect advantages, such as 
the raising of standards of design, quality and efficiency. 

)}.    A steel plant  is being established in Western Java in Inflonesfrat    here 
some SO manufacturing units produce components for raachineryusedin the 
Bu^ar, textile,  food processing,  and mining industries.    Production of 
aluminium ware is able to meet the domestic demand.    Nails, bolts, and screws 
are aleo ¡r.adc  fcr doacctic ucc.    Each year about 15,000 sewing »achines and 
200,000 umbrellas are produced,  and 15,000 bicycles, 2,000 truck«, 900 jeep« 
and 100 passenger care are assembled.    Motor-vehicle bodies are made by ten 
companies.    Local production of instruments for medical and dental use 
averages about 60,000 piece* annually. 

>1.    The metalworking industries in Israel may be divided into five sectors! 

(a)   Iron, steel, and non-ferrous metal products; structural steel; 
forcings;  aluminium,  copper and lead extrusions (pipes and 
various profiles); cold-rolled aluminium; laminated and welded 
eteel pipes and welded aluminium pipes; a variety of other 
steel and alloy products; 

0>) Food-processing and chemical-processing equipment;  faro 
machinery; machine tools suoh as lathes (six type-sises), 
drilling machines (five type-sises), eccentric presses 
(from one to 100 tons), hydraulic presses, mechanical saws, 
and woodworking machinery; 

(c) Small tools necessary for drilling and milling machines and 
lathes; various tools; high-precision dies for metalworking, 
plastics and rubber industries; wir« products, cans; 

Electric motors, transformers and a variety of measuring 
instruments; Communications equipment; electronic equipment; 
a broad range of electric oables; home appliances; and 

Production and assembly of automotive equipment (automobiles, 
trucks and buses): automotive equipment parts; shipbuilding 
(up to 5,000 tons). 

55*    In Jsjym, according to the estimates by the Metalworking Industry 
Council commissioned by the Ministry of International Trad« and Industry, the 
demand of metal-cutting machines over the period from 1966 to 1970 will be 
SUS 1,100 million.    Imports during the corresponding period will amount to 

(d) 

(•) 
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|U¿ 20Ô.3 million, i.e.  1* per cent of the total demand.  Export is experto.1 
to be the same, or a little higher than, import, BO that domestic production 
is envisaged to marie IUJ 1,111 million. Thus, the average percentage of the 
total import demand during these five years will be around 20 per cent, 
which incidentally equals- the value of exports for the same period. 

•jo. No plant exists in Pakistan for the production of heavy machinery, but 
plans to establish factories for steam turbines and machine tools are under 
consideration.  In .vent Pakistan, production of locomotive frames, road- 
building machinery, and boilers is also contemplated. Over 32 establishments 
are engaged in the production of textile machinery and 54 in making agricul- 
tural machines. Sewing machines are manufactured at a rate of 33,000 per 
annum. Other products include diesel engines, pump«, compressors, nuts, nails, 
bolts, hurrican lanterns, hardware, etc. About 300,000 bicycles and 00,000 
sewing machines are needed yearly. Surgical instruments are manufactured in 
great variety, with two thirds of them exported. Tne country is almost 
totally dependent on imports of the machinery rehired for establishing light- 
metalworking industries, but this situation should be alleviated soon with 
the construction of modern plants for machine-tool production. 

57. Over 400 metalworking establishments exist in the Philippines, employing 
some 17,000 persons. The products of these firms include steel wire, wire 
products, bolts, nuts, screws, pipes, castings, welding electrodes, metal 
drums for food-canning industries, safes, vaults etc. HoHing stock is 
imported, as are motor vehicles, while bicycles are assembled from imported 

pttite. 

Iflftifl America 

58. In 1964, the mechanical industries as a group, including manufacturers 
of metal products, machinery and shipment, as well as electrical and trans- 
port products, represented almost 17.0 per cent of the total manufacturing 
industry in Latin America. With an aggregate value of SUS 4t000 million, the 
contribution of the mechanical industries to the gross national product (3NPJ 
is slightly more than four per cent. In terms of employment, the mechanical 
industries maintain a labour force of nearly a million persons, or 15.6 per 
cent of the total employed in the industrial sector of the area. 

59. The different levels of development of the Latin American countries, 
and the particular conditions existing in each, account for the great 
differences shown by the figures in Table 2. These figures are self- 
explanatory, but consideration must be given to the fact that, in many cases, 
particularly for medium and smaller countries, they represent services and 
meohanical maintenance rather than production proper. The scarcity and un- 
reliability of available data is explained in part by the relatively short 
history of industrial activity in the region and the low degree of specialis- 

ation existing in many meohanical plants. 
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Table 2 

The Mechanical Induetries and their Compoaition in 
Selected Latin American Countries in 19o4 

(Percentages) 

Participation of 
the mechanical 
 industry Composition of the mechanical industries & 

In the In the Electrical 
gross manufac- Machinery, machinery 
domestic turing Metal        other than and equip- 
product industry products   electrical ment 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Colombia 
Chile 
Ecuador 
Mexico 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Others 

8.5 
4.3 
1.7 
2.4 
0.9 
3.4 
1.2 
3.7 
1.2 
0.6 

26.3 
17.4 
9.4 

12.5 
5.8 

13.8 
6.7 

17.4 
9.1 
3.6 

25.1 
14.5 
38.1 
37.3 
37.5 
28.6 
.40.0 
20.2 
25.3 
31.1 

Latin Amarlo*        4.Q IM       ¿M 

24.3 
19.8 
9.3 

19.3 
12.5 
9.0 

10.0 
20.2 
3.4 

12.6 

12.8 
22.4 
25.8 
19.3 
12.5 
3?.5 
16.6 
27.7 
14.9 
8.4 

20.2 

Transport 
equipment 

37.8 
43.2 
26.8 
24.1 
37.5 
29.8 
33.3 
31.9 
56.3 
47.9 
37.4 

a/ Sourcei International Standard Industrial Classification 

60. On the whole, the mechanical industry of Utin America has reached con- 
siderable size and importance. This is due chiefly to the larger Latin 
American oountries - Argentina, Brazil and Mexico - which together account 
for 90 par of the mechanical industries of the region. In these countries, 
import substitution of durable consumer goods has attained high levels, and 
great progress has been made in the production of capital goods. In other 
countries, however, the limitation of national markets and other factor« 
which will be mentioned below have been serious obstacles to the expansion 
of this activity, which in many oases does not reflect the possibilities 
offered by the national markets. 

61. Latin America constitutes a market for machina tools that is estimated 
for 1970 at tOS 250 million per year, compared with a production level of 
about IUS 50 million. The lack of great quantities and types of machinée 
offers sufficiently attractive possibilities for the future to justify a 
detailed analysis. 

62. The structure which the Argentine machine-tool and tool-manufacturing 
industry should try to develop in the next ten yean in response to predicted 
demand is currently under study. Funds for this study were provided by the 
Banoo Industrial de la República Argentina, the Chamber of Machine Tool 
Manufacturers and the National Development Council (COKADE). 
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63. The investment  required for perfecting the machine  tooln now beirv: manu- 
factured in Argentina,  based on criteria of the Ardent mo Machino Tuoi 
Institute,  iß nearly SUS 14.35 million.    Thiß amount would be used principally 
for the construction of prototypes of new machine-tool models,   and  f"r  the 
acquisition of both imported and locally-nade machine-t.>->lB,  to  complement  the 
inventory now available to manufacturers. 

64. It is estimated that the inventory of machine tools in 1)7'   will total 
about 280,700 units,  a figure 74 per cent higher than the demand in 19(1. 
This corresponds to an average annual growth of the number of machine tools 
of 4.5 per cent against  5 per cent for the grosn national product and 7 per 
cent for the metalworking industries.    Correspondingly,  the number of main- 
tenance machine tools in 1975 should reach 46,700 units.    As for replacement 
needs, it has teen estimated that only 20 per cent,  i.e.    15,o00 of the 
machines existing in 1963 (machines over ten years old) would be replaced by 
1975.    Hence, the demand for machine tools for 1965-1975 would amount  to 
107,000 units for production,  18,100 for maintenance and 15,600 ae replace- 
ments, giving a total of 141,300 units. 

65. Machine tools in the hands of manufacturers amount to 2,000 units, most 
of them relatively new, with more than 70 per cent less than ten years old. 
They include an adequate proportion of boring, gear-cutting and grinding 
machines, owned chiefly by the larger machine-tool manufacturers.    The 
smaller companies possess an incomplete range of machines and therefore Bub- 
contract specialized machining jobs, with the consequent disadvantage of 
lack of control over quality. 

66. Between 1954 and 1963| the Argentinean machine-tool industry supplied 
almost 85 per cent of the number of machine-tool units needed locally.    In 
weight of machinery, the national share fell to 59 per cent, and in cost, to 
45 per cent.    These latter figures indicate the difficulty of keeping up with 
technological developments}    they also indicate the necessity of perfecting 
the machine tools now being supplied by the local industries. 

67. During and after World War II, the industrialization of Brasil was con- 
siderably stimulated by an increasing need for import substitution.    The 
evolution of the mechanical industries led to the construction of plants for 
durable consumer goods.    Capital goods were imported}    their production in 
large quantities began only during the next stage of development.    Today's 
national output of capital goods is equivalent in value to imports,  i.e. 
50 per cent of the consumption is met by domestic production and the remain- 
ing 50 per cent by imports. 

68. In 1957, the creation of an automotive industry constituted a great incen- 
tive for the development of mechanical plants.    The following statistical data 
evaluate the production for 1965« 

Table 3 

Pr?frwH?n to fruii to tffö 
Steel production 3 million tons (ingots) 
Consumption of heavy steel plate 185,000 tons 
Consumption of iron and steel foundry 70,000 tons 
Consumption of forged steel 53,000 tons 
Value of mechanical production 

IÜS 1,500, equivalent to 1.3 million tons 
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69. During the first six months of Uot>,   Ilo,two earn and trucks wer« 
manufactured.    These and the other data clearly demónstrate the degree of 
maturity attained by Brazil's mochanical  industry.    One is led to conclude 
that the existing limitations on the development of production are mainly of 
an economic and financial nature. 

70. The first stage of development of Ycneguela/s industries was character- 
ised by the establishing of petroleum, vehicle-assembly and construction 
industries}    and the second,  by the decline of Venezuela»s external purchas- 
ing power, when imports dropped abruptly.    In terms of national currency, 
however, the increasing cost of imports observable from i960 onward persisted, 
largely as a result of the devaluation of the bolivar. 

71. In 1962, imports of the products of netalworking industries amounted to 
309,000 tons, with a value of 1,7 U.4 million bolivars and an average price 
of tUS 1.5 per kilogram.    In determining the priority of new industrial 
development activities, the National Plan had specified that the policy to be 
pursued primarily be one of import mihutitution and that "in this connexion 
the sectors producing intermediate and capital good« hold out the best 
prospects". 

72. The year 1962 was ohosen as the base year for the analysis of substitu- 
tion possibilities.    A preliminary selection of products to bo included in 
the programme was made, taking into consideration not onl^ those cases in 
which import substituion would be possible almost at once, but alto those 
in which it would bo   desirable because of the technical prooeeses and 
know-how that would be brought into tao country throug'i the manufacturo of 
the articles oonoerned.    To facilitate the selection, imports in 1962 war« 
reclassified into tha following tan groupât 

(a) Containers and tinware; 

(b) Hot-forged and natal products» 

(c) Wire products; 

(d) inali products primarily stamped; 

(a) Stell products and parts primarily machined; 

(f ) Boiler shop products and metal structuras; 

(g) Sheet-metal work, with or without metal spianine; 

(h) Light machinery and machine parlai 

(i) Medium-weight and heavy machinery and machine parte;   aad 
(j) Other products. 

73.   Tha preliminary selootion of 
than made a* followst 

products fra« these olaMifioatloas was 

(a) Comparatively simple metal-transforming products that can 
be manufacturad by relatively labour-intensive procedures; 

(b) Products for which manufacturing proossses ara used that 
are not yat familiar la Venezuela or that raquira perfect lag, 
to the extant that such teohniques osa be introduced through 
medium- and small-soale enterprisee; 

(e)   Products that ara more diffioult to manufactura, bat art 
essential for tha integration of other activitiaa, i.e.   a« 
inputs la more ooaplex aetal-transforaing 
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74.    In terna of the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), 
the import levels in 1962 and possible substitution levels appear as follows: 

Table 4 

Ventmolan Import and Foaalble Substitution Levels 
in 1962 IISIC) 

Possible Substitution 

Tons 

139,660 

79,077 
•V»    CT> 

59,702 

309,014 

Value in 
bolivars 

338,001 

596,039 
275,794 
417,155 

1,731,209 

Percentage 
Tone 

41,104 

19,544 
5,912 

10,900 

77,540 

Value in 

H»t«l products 
Machinery except 

electrloal 
Electrical equipment 
Transport equipment 

Total 

29.4 

24.7 
21,4 
18.4 

25.1 

140,289 

140,833 
52,308 
63,381 

398,101 

75.    As sees in the table, the extent of possible substitution considered 
deeirmble amounts to 77,540 tons, and their value to 398.1 Billion bolivars 
giving a «lit valva of about tUS 1.30 par kilogran.   This potential output 
would correspond to about 25.1 par oast in weight and to 23 per cent, or 
about tUS 100 aillion, in terns of the value of act al products. 

76.    The development of the J^AEsA netalworking industries would not have 
possible without considerable efforts nada in the areas of training, 

research and development.   Today, there ara four engineering jchools and 
maserous secondary technical sohools in the country.   Various institutes 
concerned with research and development problems in motalworking employ 
approximately 1,000 professionals. 

77.    The Bulgarian aaohine-tool industry was able to achieve its growth 
partly with technical assistance from abroad, particularly from the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics.    The year 1947 oan be considered aa the orna 
in which the aaohine-tool industry in Bulgaria began.   Ima growth of this 
industry has beam particularly inprassive in the last decade.    Today, there 
at« twenty factories that aanufaoture netalworking aaohinee. These employ 
over 20.000 workers, the largest having approximately 3,000«    The produ tioa 
of machinery, while still centred on comparatively siapU type*, is being 

to include specialised and automated machinery, whioh ia 
ported.   Plana for futura growth aim for am increase im 

prodttotioa output of 200 par oamt by the year 1970. 

78. Each anchina-tool   plant ham ita orna dealgm office, concerned mainly 
with actual production problema.    In-elsnt training oourssa, in whioh about 
2,000 mormora participate «vary year, also exist in all of these plants. 

79. At present, salgarla prodmeas more than 120 type-eises of machine toóla, 
with a total output of ovar 13,000 «mita.   Flea» for 1970 oall for am increase 
to 200 typo sisea ami am output of 37,000 malta.   Currently, 35 ptr oamt of 
tas amohine tools aanufaotured ara exportad.   Am increase im asporta ham 
aeoommenied by imo reas ad Imperta of marnili m toóla, partioularly of the 
pits typee. 
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a0.     The production of machine tools in Yugoslavia  began with the manufacture 
of simple universal machines of local design.    Through the development of the 
domestic market and the formation of technical cadres,  it has been posrible 
gradually to produce more complex and more productive machines.    At present, 
approximately   ^00,000 workers are employed in the mechanical industries of the 
country.    Tue yearly output  of a total of 400 auch industries  Ls 3Uo 1,400 to 
1,500 million.    Mechanical industries contribute approximately 20 per cent of 
the total tiroes national product, and 28 per cent of the total industrial out- 
put of the country.    Tho average numbor of workers per enterprise is 700 to 
800,  and the annual output per worker is more than SUC 5,000 (up from less than 
SUS 2,500 ten years ago). 

81. Exports of products of the mechanical industries in 1965 reached 
SUS 300 million,  which represents about 20 per cent of the total output.   Imports 
of metalv?orking products in the same year reached SUS 420 million.    According to 
an input-output analynis made in Yugoslavia, the optimal efficiency will be 
reached in the mechanical industries if the share of exports in the total out- 
put of these industries increases to 30 per cent.    The main obstacle which 
eocists is the international tariff structure, which does not favour developing 
countries, 

82. The average price por kilogram for domestically produced mechanical pro- 
ducts is SUS 0.80, and for imported mechanical products SUS I.50.    To acceler- 
ate the transfer of necessary design and production know-how, it has been the 
policy of Yugoslav industry to make considerable use of foreign licenses«    To 
date, more than 130 foreign licenses in .the field of mechanical engineering 
have been acquired, with contract terms devised so as to assure the best 
interests of the Yugoslav economy.    Parallel with this, maximal efforts are 
being made to develop local design and production capabilities.    Yugoslavia 
today manufactures machine tools of the most advanced designs» 

S3.    The experience of Yugoslavia indicates that those of its industrial pro- 
ducts are most competitive on the international market which require production 
in medium-sized or small quantities or in individual units, rather than those 
made by mass-production methods.    This, however, does not preclude large-scale 
production, especially that of simple products or widely-used assembly parts. 

84. Machine tools are manufactured in about 20 Yugoslav plants, approximately 
fifteen of which are making machine tools exclusively.    The annual output of 
machine tools amounts to 15,000 tons, with a value of SUS 25 million*    Host of 
the machines made are universal machines.   The total output of machine tools 
consists of a value of about 75 P«r cent of metal-cutting tools.    Approximately 
6,000 workers are employed in the machine-tool industry. 

85. Current annual Yugoslav exports of machine tools to about 40 countries, 
among others the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, Canada, Switzerland, Poland, and Great Britain, amount to 
tUS 5 million.    It is estimated that the Yugoslav machine-tool industry oould 
currently support exports of up to SUS 10 million* 

86. In order to overcome trade difficulties with Western developed countries, 
which are the largest buyers of Yugoslav machine tools, joint ventures ha/e 
bean undertaken with Swiss and British firms.    The parts of several types of 
machine tools are made in Yugoslavia, and the machines are then assembled in 
Switzerland and Great Britain.    Similar arrangements are now being negotiated 
with United States firms*    Developing countries are also buyers of Yugoslav 
machine tools.    Purchases are made possible for the most part by giving 
favourable medium-term credits. 

87. Plans for 1970 call for an increase in the output of machine tools to 
tUS 50 million and 28,000 tons.   Employment in the industry should increase by 
15 P«r cent, and exports to 30 per cent of the total produced.    This growth 
will be based both on the use of foreign lioenses and on the development of 
domestic designs. 
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CHAPTER III. DEMAND AND SUPPLY OF MTTALVroriKIHO PRODUCTS 

83.    The world supply of the products of the motalworkin^ industrias has  in- 
creased rapidly in the period since World War II.     Production ia concentrated, 
as is to be expected, in the industrialized countries.    The nharo of the devel- 
oping countries in 1958 in the total production of raotal products was 3.1 per 
cent by value.    The typical production-consumption pattern anonr, the indus- 
trialized nations in 1959 v;as to import from 10 t.r> 50 p«r ««nt of domestic 
consumption;  in those developing countries which have diversified engineering 
production,  imports ran^e from 50 per cent to 75 per c«rit of noeds;  and 
countries with metalworkin^ industries in an initial stage tend to import 
from 30 per cent to 90 per cent of their requirements. 

89.    It is diffioult to specify what metalworking produots should be manu- 
factured first in developing oountries.    The technological conditions,  the 
availability of materials,  and the structure of demand are different for 
each country.    The only statement whioh can be made with certainty is that 
no country, particularly no developing country, should attempt to make all 
types of metalworking products.    Prom the economic standpoint, it is most 
advantageous to produce those produots which have the greatest value added. 
This, however, is not always feasible teohnologioally because such joods are 
often ooraplex and require a larger base of oapital and skill than is avail- 
able in a developing oountry. 

Share of developing oountries in world machine-tool production 

SO.    During the last decade,  Surope and the United States have continued to 
consolidate their position as the world's leading machine-tool producing 
areas.    In 1965, the total value of machine-tool production Mas estimated 
at ITJS 5,200 million, an increase of 8 per cent over the 1964 total of 
SUS 4,TOO million, and double that of 1955-    As in previous years, three 
oountries accounted for over 50 per cent of world machine-tool produotion 
in 1965»    United States, 28 per cent$ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
15 per cent; and Federal Republic of Germany, 15 per oent. 

91. The share of all the developing oountries in world machine tool produo- 
tion in terms of United States dollar value remains only about 4 per cent, 
and the share of individual developing oountries is still very small (for 
example, India 1.1 per cent, Brasil 0.6 per cent).    In contrast to the rela- 
tive stability of other oountries, Japan's production has i^rown rapidly from 
0.55 per oent of world produotion in 1955 to 5.7 per oent in 1965-    During 
this period, Japan has moved in rank from the fourteenth to the fifth largest 
machine-tool producer. 

Participation by developing oountries in machine-tool trade 

92. In view of the small share of developing countries in world machine-tool 
trade, only imports of machine tools into developing countries can be discussed, 
as their exports are negligible (less than 0.03 per oent of the total world 
exports).    Their share of world imports is also comparatively small, however. 
The industrialised oountries absorbed between four fifths and three quarters 
of world exports during the period from 1955 to 1962.    The average annual 
rate of inorease of imports by the Latin American and Asian countries was 
higher than that of the industrialised oountries during this period (Asia, 
19 per centi Latin Amerioa, 16 per oentj industrialised areas, 15 per oent), 
but their share of world imports did not increase perceptibly.   In 1962, the 
percentage of world imports of machine tools reached 9.5 in Latin Amerioa 
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and 6.4  in Asia.    The  average annual   increase of machine-tool imports into 
Africa was or.ly 8 per cent over the period,  but Africa's share of total world 
machine-tool imports was only 2.4 per cent  in I962. 

93. Annual machine-tool  imports into developing countries were not stable 
from 1955 to 1962.    Also,  the accumulation of imported machine tools in the 
developing countries was smaller than the accumulation in industrial 
countries (in Latin America one seventh,  in Asia one ninth, and in Africa 
one twenty-seventh). 

Shit of dsvsloDin» countries in world consumption of machine tools 

94. The low rate of production and import of machine tools in the devel- 
oping countries has led to a very low rat* of consumption of machine tools 
M compared to that  in developed countries.    This gap has widened during 
the last five years.     While world machine-tool production has increased at 
an average rate of 12 per cent per annum,  the developing countries have not 
only reduced their imports which form the aain share of their consumption, 
but have even decreased  their own production in «on» years. 

95.    Imports into Asia and Latin America were lower during 196O-I964 than 
during the 1955-1959 period.    The annual increase of imports into Latin 
America was only 3 psr cent during 1960-1?62, compared with 26 per cent 
during I955-I959.    Por Amia, these figures were 8 per cent and 28 per cent, 
respectively, and for Africa,  13 per cent and 6 per cent.    Africa has shown 
a relative increase, but its share of the total imports of machine tools 
into developing countries is only about 12 per cent.   The total consumption 
of machine tools in ths developing countries,  though increasing,  im only 
about ten per cent of world consumption.    Such a high concentration of 
supply in the industrialised countries leads to a high volume of inter- 
national trade, and to the total dependence of a large number of developing 
countries on imports for their machine-tool requirements. 

9*.    It is not necessary or even desirable that any country plan for 100 per 
©•at self-sufficiency in its machine-tool requirements.   However, an effort 
to bridge the gap between domestic supply and demand of productive equip- 
ment is particularly important for resolving the foreign-exohange problem« 
of the great majority of developing countries. 

97.    This does not imply that the development of machine-tool industries in 
the less industrial iced countries will necessarily lead to a decline in 
their   «ports of machine tools iros the mors advanced nations.    Indeed, 
statistics bear out that the industrialised nations are also the largest 
importers of machine tools for their own markets.    However, the lsvsl of 
importe oompared to tao total requirements should be considerably lowered. 

•tool require—nts in developing countries 

98. The process of industrialisation cannot be aooelerated unless the 
stock of efficient machine tools at the disposal of developing countries 
is increased.   Approximately one machine tool is required for every two 
persons engaged in the astalworking industries. 

99. The determination of the number of machine tools required by a devel- 
oping country during a given period is a very ooaplicated problem which 
involves the analysis of the whole programme of industrialisation of that 
oountry.    Regardless of tas procedure and method used, a census of the 
metalworking industry and an inventory of the machine tools available in 
the oountry should be undertaken.   The following ohapter desoribes in more 
detail the subject of machinery oensusss. 
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CHAPTER IVT    MACHINERY CENSUSES 

100. The findings of a machinery census provide valuable information which 
can help to determine the machine-tool requirements of a given country.    A 
study of the consumption of quantities and types of various machine tools 
used in the different manufacturing industries of developed and developing 
countries should also be undertaken in order to provide a basis for an 
estimate of machine-tool requirements for the industrial development of a 
country. 
TOI    Starting with a simple count of particular types of productive 
equipment, machinery censuses can be broken down into classifications by 
age group    industry, geographic area and size of plant.   Given a «ufficient 
aSunt «f^tnH, «uch reports can provide the figures needed for effective 
planning and control by a great number of groups involved in industrial 
development. 
102. In their most direct application, inventories allow plant managers 
participating in a census to 

(a) Gauge the perfonnance of their plants by direct comparison 
with finished inventory totals and with plants cf similar 
operation on the basis of 

(i) Measured ratios of new to old equipment; 
(ii) Distribution among various types of machinery ; 

(iii) Ratios between workers and machines; 
(b) Detennine the standing of their plants compared to those 

producing similar equipment in other countries, with who« they 
compete for international markets. 

103. Inventories on the micro level can be utilised by fims that manufacture 
machine tools, or product, such as cutting tool, which are used in «"J**"« 
with machine tools.   Detailed classification, salable fires to obtain informa- 
tion on the nature and location of market, for their goods, and to provide 
sales arguments to ultra-conservative buyers. 

Survey of empirical .todies 
104. Relatively recent inventories have been taken in ten countries, and 
practices of procedure have been adopted which a country about to undertake 
a census for the first time can benefit from studying.   The existing censuses 
have concentrated on the metalworking industrie*.   The view has been that 
inventories of equipment used for making a product are of greater usefulness 
than inventories of equipment used for maintenance in other industries or in 
service shops.   The tendency since the original frican Machinist study in 
1925 has been to use age breakdowns based on five- and ten-year intervals as 
standards of machine life. 
105. In several countries a census is taken on a regular basis.    In Canada, 
Great Britain and the United States of America, the data are co"««*«* «^ 
snalyssd by a private publishing company.    In Prance, India, Italy ^¿W"' 
this is don* by a government agency.   The remaining three countries which 
follow this practice (Argentina, Brasil and Chile) have a census made through 
co-opHratiôn between anTgsncy of the Unit* «atlon. and agencie, of their 
own govern««*..   The experience gained fro» these studies suggests that 
censuses «ade by government agencies yield a better re.pon.e to plant que.- 
tionnaire«, whereas thee done privately are faeter and le., expen.lv.. 
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Organization for nachin.ry inventory 

106.  Any country planning to conduct a census of metalworking equipment must 
start with a current list of plants using such equipment. equipm,nt muBt 

whL•6 "!*v"teP ÍV0 Mlect the types of WipMnt and the industries 
which are to be included, and to decide in what detail the A«owatio"ïïll 
be reported.    This may involve obtaining suggestions from government agencies 
marketing consultants,  and from users and builders of machine tools. a*enCie8' 

108    The specification of geographical areas within a country whose trading 
habit, are determined by local conditions can also be added to give Sta- 
tion about the location of industrial activity. infonna- 

1n¿J?ÍLlXaC\aíth0'ÍB 0f colUction ""« tabulation of data should be fully 
SSLT^ ü?* î; f0nn *? 8paClng °f th* ^«"onnaire should then be y 

¡Sî^îî/? Î6 Pr0°edure8 t0 b« UMd- »*ta collection can be made by 
mail or direct contact| however, the cost of interviewing, both in terns of 
money and man-hour, required, may be prohibitive, A balfnce will ha^ío Í. 
arrived at between the amount of detail which is accerta JTÍí T • 
ease of data collection. acccpW. «nd th. desirea 

fares' ílvTJ^Íit'^19 t0 •ftWí. th8 ,aBpl# r-ult« t0 obtai" «bienal 
ll^TiL iw^T "f ia> P*1" C*nt r,tunw fpoœ indu«tri.s. This is done by 
SSSfJ^J       ^   8 ^r0a#Onably con-i«*«t ratio between number of        * 
S ASS." naChinM thr0USh0Ut a11 th- Plant8 in a F-"«*» «t.1- 

Eftfaodological and operational aanrt. ?f machin—t«^ fl"*!« 

aî'tlî* "îUdi?" CarrUd OUt * th* E000«"10 CommiMion for Ut in America in 
«t^   ;^!r ^T^"1 Mrvt M •» ««P1« ***<* i. particule reu! 

vant to the determination of the demand for machine tool..   Thwimrtude 

2ÏÏ5ST" " W#U " COnclU-i0n8 *— f• * «vi«, 5 t^ai^La 
^¡^^IM^TSLÌ' 

COBd"ion^fey «o •*»* diffrent factor, that 
^ì?!i Î!     xf hlghly C0B,P1«x taak.   Por machine-tool .tudi... three 
SÎÏ f-Ce?idü**l0M P#lat8d t0 the amMi fop c*P"al Rood« ¡St be 
included, for they stem from machine-tool characteri.tic. which^îl hîi*i* 

a^LH^S i01" í0r th* fulfil»«'* ot on. and th. .am. S       The 
¡SZ*î\       d,frdenc* of *•""* <« «»• quality and pr.ci.ion oî theW 

introduce   íi^th!   •rM th* frwIUWU* with «•** technical innovation, ar. 
introducd, and th. em.rg.nc. of n.w machining and m.tal-foraing proc.....? 

diff.rÍnt
dÍÍÜ0tíní C0Untfíe" nMd t0 ^Pt » «•thodology which i. .lightly 

ürv.?«?^1011 f0r " an*1y"i» of *•»«** ha« to b. obtain«! by m.an. of a 
SSui LïÏ!*î0n,,Uai#Lf*Ct0r8J*    S0•• -P*C*B hft• to b. coMÄJTStT 
ÎS rî•iSît?!;, par4icSlM'1y th<>" *•!«•* to th. .i8. of thHampi. and 
luIvI!PI!!   Îa"v#nw'    »«i th. average «is. of th. plant. coveSd I* to. 
•urv«y and of those constituting th. univers, have to *. tîîL ?«î^   V   Î aine th. nuBb*r «r »««Kí—> *>J? ^#Yfflif nav« t0 ». taken into account, 
ofS. pîaX i .    irîïJ^ ^f•011-Ploy* vwrl«. with th. .i8. ' 
on..     Pi«t-Î«*4       ? hifh f0P •Bal1 Pla,lt• and low i» th. case of largor 
Zw ^Í^Í ¡i * I' ?0t only *" ^PO'tant factor in Mtablishlag the totS 
ÏSwïitÎon^î I?    ?01" í" tha T

lnv«Btoiy. ** i- al-o .ignifícaní foî tS. 
oTtS ¡acíin«^S32°2-    In»,bigg'r plaBt"» th* *W" — charJt.rî.tic. 
•i*.   whS. tS ÍÜÍSÍ     f • nuch »<*• varied than in the. of mor. mod..t size, wnere the predominant item, are usually lathes    ahaMr.   JB<1Î4 ! 
~i« »chin.., «. a fTO «„i., tMl. fäf^SSTkÄTSÄäSf "* 
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11; .   An  important decision  that must be made before a survey  is begun is 
whether its scope is to be nation-wide or limited to certain major centres. 
In developing countries,   a high proportion of the metalworking industries  is 
generally concentrated  in  two or three ouch centres, 

11' .  The extension of  the sample finding to the universe,  in order to estimate 
the total number of machine tools installed,  is an important step in preparing 
the inventory.    The extent   to which n sample iß representative of the universe 
cannot be roamred in  over-all  terms, but must be evaluated according to the 
composition of the universe by plant sizes.    If the composition of the sample 
differs rreutly from that  of the universe, extrapolation must be based on size 
categorie*.    A direct  proportion between the machine  tools installed and the 
man-power employed in the sample and in the universe i6 possible only when 
the average plant size  is   the same in the former as in the latter. 

II7.   In developing countries,  an important preliminary step is to find out 
what proportion oi' total employment is represented by personnel working in 
establinhnentG that do not need to use machine tools«    Information on the 
existence of such situations and on their significance, especially in the 
lower size categories,  was gathered in the course of the surveys. 

11-.  To ensure that  thr survey can be completed successfully and speedily,   it 
is important to reduco  the  inquiries to a minimum and to prepare the simplest 
possible questionnaire,  which will be easy to answer in the environment under 
study.    In developing countries, using direct interviews has obvious advan- 
tages over sending the questionnaires by post, although the latter procedure 
irs lens burdensome.    The  following are the main arguments in favour of the 
former rethod: 

(n)    The certainty of obtaining replies is greater, especially in 
the e.-.-ne of small  and medium-sized establisv.nent8; 

(b) There iß a greater likelihood that the information requested 
will be given correctly} 

(c) The homogeneity of the replies is safeguarded inasmuch as 
errors derived from wrong classification of the machines or 
from difficulties with terminology or concepts is minimized; 
and 

(d) The inventories can be irspected and evaluated at first hand. 

11 >. The many and varied problemo raised by the projection of demand derived 
fron a lar^o n'vmber  of  factors nffoct the demand  for machine tools. 
Kany of these factors are relatively easy to identify in theory, but their 
incidence and implications are very difficult to evaluate accurately in 
quantitative terms.    Tentative solutions for this problem must be sought, so 
that over-all effects can be analysed properly, making use of information on 
the situation under study as well as information on other countries. 

1?0. The influence of the determinants of demand is reflected mainly in the 
total number of machine tools and the composition of the inventory.   This 
influence can be interpreted and evaluated by means of certain indicators 
such as productivity (measured in terms of value added per worker), value 
added per machine, and the number of machines per person.    Htor the purpose 
of the studies under consideration, it was thought sufficient to subject 
these magnitudes to a series of adjustments in order to make them, by means 
of successive approximations, consistent with one another, in respect to the 
total projection and the additions to the base-year inventory. 
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121.  Assumptions as to the percentage composition of the new machine-tool 
inventory were deduced from the following points of reference: 

(a) 

(c) 

(d) 

The structure of the inventory in the base-year; 

Changes in the apparent consumption of machine tools; 

Specific manufacturing projects and development programmes, 
particularly in certain branches of the metcdworking 
industries;  and 

Breakdowns of inventories in other countries at different 
stores of their economic development. 

1??.   The difficulties of estimating demand for machine tools in qualitative 
llTil: ïlff Cpecif^ th* quired nodelc,  types and characteristics so as to 
îber^o• ;.TTSt

+
aBp0Ct °f fUtUre d"Mad» ^ considsrabls.    It was 

thl îlJ? Î + 
hf *,rJl cver"a11 qualitative evaluation should be baaed on 

the average weight of the machines and their average price per kilogram. 

123.  Thus, machine-tool requirements were established in terms of the numW 

il uör^V      tyr'e8 0Í' machinoB» with th* indication of quality expressed in woight and average price. F 
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CHAFii;;; V.    SOME SI'ECLAL COIJDITIOKS RELATED TO ESTABLISHMENT AND PROMOTION 

OP KETALWonKisc INPUSTRES 

l?>\. Detailed and comprehensive investigation« of prevailing conditions are 
necessary  in order to give substantial and immediate help to developing 
countries in the establishment of engineering industries.    These investiga- 
tions must cover both the technical and the economic problems.    Abstract 
generalizations of the experience of industrialized countries and excessive 
simplifications in the description ol   local problems of technological devel- 
opment should be avoided.    Instead,  extensive information on the experience 
of at least some of the developing countries has to be gathered. 

1?5.   It must also be kept in mind that metalworking industries  in many 
developing countries,   for instance   in   thrvne of equatorial   A frira,   are only 
in formative stages.    Here, organizational problems seem greater than tech- 
nical ones,  and assistance is more often needed in solving the former than 
the latter. 

126.  If use is made of available information on the promotion of manufac- 
ture of industrial machinery and equipment in less-industrialized countries, 
together with experience gained in industrialized countries,   it  is found 
that appropriate scientific and technological Knowledge and an increased 
scalo of operations must be considered as imoortant nressin* needs.    Inform- 
ation on capital output and capital  labour ratios indicates that the burden 
of investment costs is less crucial than, e.g.    in chemicals or metal- 
producing industries.   A smooth and organic growth, requiring only small 
investment resources at the beginning of the development period,  is possible. 
The labour force of the industry,  from the skilled or even semi-skilled 
worker to the engineer or scientist, contributes most to the factor of know- 
ledge.    Technological (or industrial development) institutes, a widely 
discussed national means for providing external scientific and technological 
information,  and patents or licensing,  utili3ed to provide such information 
from abroad, also need to be promoted. 

l?7. These activities should go hand in hand with a study of equipment and 
processes in foundries and forges which are often under-utilized and could 
serve a great number of machine-building companies.   Also, in some cases 
the possibilities should be investigated of using techniques which do not 
require highly-skilled manpower,  and numerically-controlled machine tools. 

128. An important part of the manufacture of industrial equipment, of compli- 
cated machinery in particular,  in developing countries is carried on through 
extensive co-operation with some industrialized countries, ranging from 
contracts to provision of blueprints, know-how and training of personnel,  to 
the establishing of subsidiary companies.    Technological knowledge thus 
obtained from abrcwl is very useful,  and often constitutes the only possi- 
bility open to a developing country.    However, excessive dependence on 
foreign sources of technological information may also have adverse effects 
at a higher level of development, e.g.    in slowing down the process of 
adaptation of product design and production methods to local conditions, or 
in lessening the possibilities of competing in foreign markets. 

129» The experience accumulated by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
in a number of metalworking technical-assistance projects (aaehine-tool 
plants, mechanical factories, foundries    etc.) leads to the following 
conclusions: 
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(e) 

(d) 

(f) 

(a) Kachine-building projects in a eiven developing country 
cannot be considered separately, but only as a part of 
general plans for industrialization; 

(b) A modest universal mechanical workshop is indispensable for 
beginning the  industrialization of a developing country. 
The purposes this serves are: 

(i)      Hepair of industrial equipment; 
(ii)    Production of parts and simple machines 

to satisfy the needs of other industries; 
(iii) Transportation and farming operations;    and 
(iv)    Training of skilled workers; 

Initially,  only a limited number of general-purpose machines 
should be made.    These have broad applications as well as 
possibilities for export; 

Supporting industrial facilities,  foundries in particular, 
must also be provided for; 

Feasibility and working plans for metalworking plants in 
developing countries must be based on sound technical and 
economic premises and take into account all relevant 
considerations.    Local professional capabilities should 
be used as much as possible in the formulation and 
development of various projects,  in order to develop 
local cadres and accelerate project implementation; 

All metalworking projects must provide for production 
technologies, necessary instrumentation, and the train- 
ing of specialists and workers.    These problems should 
be solved with the co-operation of the countries giving 
technical assistance; 

(g)    Conditions should be created for the training of 
designers and technologists who could be engaged in 
the beginning in designing simple tools and fixtures 
and, when they become more experienced, could start 
designing their own machine tools. 

130. During India's First Five-Year Plan (1951-1955)i indigenous production 
of machine tools was very low and confined to the manufacture of low-priced 
tools intended mainly for repair workshops and training institutions.    Require- 
ments of the engineering industries, about SUS 42 million, were met mainly 
through imports. 
131. The machine-tool industry showed a capacity for accelerated growth in 
the Second and Third Five-Year Plans (1956-1965).    Indigenous production 
rose from about ¿US 2.27 million to 3US 55.59 million, an almost 25-fold 
ino re ase over ten years.    The percentage of local production in total 
requirements increased for the same period from 11.44 per cent to 3B.54 
per cent, and capital investment in the industry, which stood barely at 
CUS 2 million in I956,  advanced to «US 77 million in I965. 

132. The overfall effect of this rapid growth has been that the country has 
become nearly self-sufficient in the production of general-purpose machine 
tools, and has begun to manufacture more sophisticated types of machine 
tools of higher productivity suitable for use in mass production of automo- 
biles, scooters, electric motors   etc.    In the transition toward quantity 
production and production of more sophisticated machines, considerable 
capital, skilled labour, and engineering design know-how will be required. 
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1}3. The reasons for the rapid growth to date include: 

(a) Rapid expansion of the capital base of investment  in 
industry,  rising from SUS 650 million in the First Plan 
to SUS 5,000 million in the Third Plan, due to 

(i) Very heavy government support of the industrial 
sector, and the success of public undertakings, 
e.g. the significant contribution of Hindustan 
Machine Tools Ltd., which has accounted for 
roughly 47 per cent of indigenous production of 
machine tools since 1956,  and 

(ii)  Increased investment in the private sector; 

(b) The policy of the machine-tool industry to enter into agree- 
ments for designs by and technical collaboration with well- 
known foreign firms, thus substantially 

(i)   Aiding diversification of the product range, and 
(ii) Aiding the development of India's own design and 

manufacturing skills; 
(c) The high priority and consideration which the machine-tool 

industry holds in the Government's planning, industrial 
lioensing, allocation of scarce foreign exchange, iwue of 
import licences   etc., through 
(i) Direct liaison with ministerial-lsvel agencies 

concerned with the development of the machine- 
tool industry, and 

(ii) Co-operation with the Indian Standards Institution 
and Development Council for Machine Tool Industry 
in setting up standards and formulating broad 
policies; 

(d) Creation of a protected market for indigenous production, 
resulting from the ban on imports of certain types of 
machine tools which are produced in sufficient number» 
internally, thus 
(i)    Enabling the industry to establish itself 

firmly while easing the drain of foreign 
reserves, and 

(ii) Generating a spirit of internal competition 
which has served to raise design and production 
standards and to check the rise in prices of 
machine tools. 
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CHAPl'ER VI.    TIl'.DE POLICIES:     IMPORT RESTRICTIONS.   TARIFFS.  EXPORTS 

131- Investments in machinery and equipment in metalworkmg sectors 
generally average more than half of total investments in fixed assets. 
The foreign exchange required to satisfy the substantial  import require- 
ments of these sectors can be raised through drawing on foreign-exchange 
earnings or reserves of the countries concerned, or through grants and 
loans obtained from abroad. 

Import restrictions 

135. Expanded import-substitution programmes for raetalworking products, 
especially of the more simple types,  are within the capability of many 
developing countries.    Such programmes have already been undertaken in 
some areas either by banning imports of goods whinh ran be produced inter- 
nally,   or by applying high tariffs on imports.    This generally has enabled 
nascent  indigenous industries to establish themselves.    Too often, however, 
import substitution has had an adverse effect for the uBer,  namely, reduc- 
tion in quality, or the inability to obtain precisely that machinery which 
makes his own production most economical.    N'on-celcctivc protection also 
does not assure that new industries will develop with the infrastructure 
that will form a sound basis for future industrial expansion. 

136. The specific steps taken to protect the development of local indus- 
tries by restricting imports vary from country to country.    Some, like 
Brazil and India, have a register of machinery and equipment which cannot 
be imported and must be purchased locally.    In other countries, no such 
lists exist, and every import application is judged on its individual 
merits. 

âç£££t£ 
13".  It must be pointed out that the importance of machinery exports can- 
not be evaluated only by the foreign-exchange earnings.    Exporting always 
raises the industry's effectiveness regarding costs as well as its technical 
capabilities, besides indicating to equipment users within the exporting 
country that the quality of machinery being produced internally has reached 
the level of international acceptance.    Export has to be viewed, in toto. as 
a major incentive for the development of product ios of industrial machinery 
and equipment.    The importance of exports is not measured only by its size, 
but also by its impact on the whole course of industrial development. 

133. Trade, whether at the national or international level, raises the 
question of acceptance standards.    An attempt to solve this problem for 
machine toolB was made some 40 years ago with the application of 
Schlesinger Acceptance Tests.   The principles behind these tests are still 
valid, but the concept must be updated to take into account a variety of 
new technological and economic developments.   At this time, the International 
Organization for Standardization would seem to be the appropriate body to 
undertake such a task.    It should be kept in mind that the strict and 
injudicious application of international acceptance standards could 
seriously handicap or even cause the elimination of many small and medium- 
sized plants in developing countries whose levels of technology are rela- 
tively low, and would thereby slow down the development of local industries. 

139> A possible solution would be to adopt homogenous acceptance standards 
for an entire region,  and to organize centres for inspection of machinery 
and equipment,  as has been suggested by ECAPE. 
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expérience of selected countries 
140. The Government of Cambodia has encouraged   industrial production in 
the private sector by granting «xemptiona from customs duties on imports 
and materials necessary for metalworking and other manufacturing industries. 
Under the current Five-Year Plan,   a National  lievwlupweni. iWd Cr^itaization 
has been created to extend financial assistance to Bmall manufacturing 
industries. 
141. Restrictions on imports and the complementary measures for the pro- 
tection of domestic  industries have furthered the growth of industrialization 
inCe^loji. 
142. In Malaysia, a Malayan Industrial Development Finance Organization 
was established, and tax relief is awarded to pioneer industries.    Anti- 
dumping legislation has also been enacted. 
143. An acute shortage of foreign exchange appears to be the main reason 
for the Indian Government's restrictive policy on imports of machine tools. 
In addition, an incentive is given to the domestic machine-tool industry 
by the Government through its banning of imports of certain types of 
machine tools which are being produced in sufficient numbers in India. 
These factors explain the creation of a protected market for machine tools. 
In many respects, this is not a healthy situation for the industry?    it 
must nevertheless be admitted that it has given considerable stimulus to 
the Indian machine-tool industry, and has helped to generate a spirit of 
internal competition that has served to raise design and production standards 
and to curb price increases of machine tools. 

144. Indis i» one of the very few developing countries trying to export 
their machine tools.   Most of its trade is with Eastern European countries, 
since the value of India's imports from and exports to these countries is 
approximately equal.    In the case of the United States of America and 
Western Europe, the balance of trade is heavily weighted against India, 
and the promotion of sales is far more difficult.   The experience of India, 
on balance, disproves the opinion that there is no soope for exports of 
metalworking equipment and other products fro« developing to industrially 
advanced countries. 
145. To encourage industrial development in Thailand, an Industrial Promotion 
Investment Act was published.   This Act grants exemption from business taxes 
on machinery under certain conditions, irrespective whether the tax-exempt 
person is a trader, producer or importer.   A tax holiday for a period of 
five years is granted, starting at the time when the individual or company 
first sells its produots or gains an inoome. 
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CHAPTER VII WMÜ - E"
2 

Capital budgeting at the national level 

146. To assure optimal utilization of scarce capital resources, expenditures 
for plants and equipment should be carefully analyse«.'.    This is true equally 
fox« government and for private expenditures.    As the metalv/orking sectors are 
the main suppliers of durable capital goods in an industrializing economy, 
emphasis must be placed on the problems of capital accumulation, on growth 
and on replacement in those sectors. 

147. Por a decision on priority of investment within the sector and within 
specific projects, it must be possible to rank the available alternatives 
by some measure of effectiveness or by a merit rating showing the contribu- 
tion of each alternative to over-all investment goals.    With such a measur- 
ing device,    that alternative would usually be seleoted whioh, over a given 
period of time and per unit of capital invested, produces the greatest 
marginal increase in the chosen measure of effectiveness.    A somewhat simpler 
criterion would be to eliminate all those alternative« that produce less than 
a threshold or cut-off value in the measure of effectiveness.    This might be 
a minimum on investment of X per centj or a minimum increata in productivity 
of Y per cent. 

143.The reoognised technique whioh makes suoh oost-benefit calculations 
possible is the disoounted-oash-flow (DCP) or present-worth procedure. 
However, this method, while giving the over-all yield of a speoifio invest- 
ment when interest, project life, oapital investment and operating expense, 
are specified, does not show the effect that an investment will have upon 
the internal structure of the economy.    Thus, the DCP approach reveals whether 
it is more profitable in money terms to invest in a tractor or passenger- 
vehiole plant, but does not indicate how many additional bushels of grain can 
be produced if this plant exists, or how many more lathes need to be imported. 
This kind of answer is vital to the growth of an eoonomy.    Therefore, input- 
output analysis may be used effectively instead. 

149. This technique traoes the effect of an investment in one sector upon 
the other sectors in the eoonomy and the effect on imports and on the final 
bill of demand available to oonsuoers.    Por example, in the United States of 
Amerioa, isolating the metalworking seetor shows that nearly one third of 
the total combined output of this sector involves transactions within it, 
;g,    among machine-tool builders purchasing from component producers and 
manufacturing for automobile makers.    If the desired final demand for a 
product, for example, electrical maohinery, is specified, input-output 
analysis oan reveal the capital investments needed in the other manufacturing 
sectors, such as transportation, basic metals, agriculture, services, imports 
•to., to make that output possible. 

150. Preparation of input-output tables over a number of years oan also 
reveal technological ohanges in particular sectors and their effect at the 
maoro level.   The main obstacle to input-output analyses in most developing 
countries is the lack of necessary statistical data.    This difficulty oan be 
partially overcome, however, by taking information available for other coun- 
tries with similar conditions of development, and adapting them to local 
requirements. 
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F arelCT investment and its significance for the motalworking industry 

11. The capital  required a3 an initial  investment  in  industrial  equipment 
may'represent  a substantial commitment   for a developing country in terms   if 

. *.-=*c  of the  total reserve"  •>vni 1 .-ihl n.     This   fact,   counlad with 
political  considerations,   raises  questions about   the  stable  .growth  of the 
developing country.     Possible local  or  international  instabilities present 
risks  for'both the seller and the purchaser of equipment.     In this respect, 
the metalworking industries may be  in a slightly better position than s ime 
other industries  to encourage foreign investment,  since the available in- 
formation on capital  output and the capital/labour ratios  indicates that 
the burc'en of investment c->sts is less in the manufacture of industrial 
machinery than in the case of chemical  or metal-producin* industries.    A 
possible alternative,  also,  is a smooth and organic  growth,  requiring only 
small investment resources at the beginning of the development. 

152.  Sufficient  technical know-how has  often been lacking in the developing 
countries even when capital has been available.    As a result,  collaboration 
with foreign companies in the use of designs and manufacturing techniques 
under licence has been widely practiced in the metalworking industries to the 
point of almost complete dependence.     It is well recognized that it is often 
cheaper and easier to import technological knowledge than tD develop it  in 
the country.    On the other hand,  there are current indications that plants 
being set up mainly to surmount tariff or foreign-exchange barriers (these 
plants being subsidiaries or licensees of a foreign enterprise) have no plans 
for exporting goods.    Thus, the policy of the foreign investor toward export 
needs to be clearly understood before contracts are concluded, especially when 
several foreign companies are interested in setting up subsidiary plants. 

Pinanoimr 
153. Automated machinery is usually accraired by developing countries either 
through a co-operative joint venture with an international corporation,  or 
through a government loan or guarantee.    In the first case, the developing 
economy may induce the corporation to build and operate an automated plant 
by providing trade, tax, or other concessions.    Thus the equipment is not 
purchased directly, but by concession,  i.e.    through partnership or other 
form of payment in lieu of immediate cash.    In the second approach, a ^vern- 
ment may be induced to provide the purchaser v.-ith a loan,  or the seller with 
a guarantee, usually through banking channels. 

154. While lower acquisition cost may make the purchase of second-hand in- 
dustrial ecpiipment more attractive where a shortage of capital exists,  it is 
more difficult to obtain credit for such purchases than for new equipment. 
Financing is usually tied to the more general problem of shortage of foreign 
exchange and the need for credit.    If this problem exists, most imports are 
financed by intergovernmental long-terra credit arrangements  or through 
private foreign investment.    To reduce the strain on the exporting manufac- 
turer, it is also customary to make supplementary banking arrangements which 
enable the manufacturer to receive cash for the bulk of the value of the 
export order at the time of shipment.    The problems of financing are greatly 
reduced when governmental arrangements exist to provide the developing country 
with foreign exchange, as is the oase in the United States Agency for Inter- 
national Development (USAID) programme for excess property. 

Experience of »elected countries 

155. Continued expansion of output has been achieved with considerable in- 
vestment both in the establishment of new industries and in improvement of 
existing facilities.    The trends of investment vary from country to country. 
In the case of Japan and India, the major portion of the investment has been 
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channeled to capital-intensive metalworking industries.    In Pakistan,  the 
Philippines and China (Taiwan),  investments have been concentrated on light 
metalworking industries.    However,  the present and future development plans 
of these countries include considerable investment in heavy metalworkin* 
industrien AH well, 

156. One factor which has contributed greatly to the growth of the Indian 
machine-tool industry is the assistance which it has received from the 
Government.    In the eoonomic planning of the country,  the machine-tool indus- 
try had a high priority, particularly during the Second and Third Five-Year 
Plans.    However, no special tax concessions are given to the Indian machine- 
tool industry. 

157. The contemplated goals of the development of the Brazilian machine-tool 
industry include an increased volume of production and improvements in quality. 
Attaining these goals will rehire incentives and facilities from the 
Government, as well as a considerable investment in imported machines.    To 
•nable the machine-tool industry to solve the financial problems associated 
with its development, the following would have to be made available:    long- 
term financing for the purchase of heavy machinery, all of whioh must be im- 
ported} medium- and short-term financing for the purchase of lighter machines, 
most of which would also be of foreign origin» and financing for studies and 
construction of prototypes of new machine tools to be made locally. 

ISS. With collaboration between international credit organizations and domes- 
tic and foreign resources, a fund for the acquisition of industrial machinery 
ha» already been established.    The fund covers up to 60 per cent of the amount 
needed for a period of two to five years.    On the other hand, the Inter- 
American Development Bank has issued a ruling on the financing of interregional 
exports of capital goods designed to make Latin American exporters competitive 
with suppliers from other areas. 

159. Investment requirements for the expansion of metalworking activities in 
¡JRfm}a **• ••Umated, at i960 prices, at $US 143 million, whioh is more 
than half the figure for the entire manufacturing industry of the country. 
This proportion is explained by the influenoe of the markedly oapital-inten- 
eive basic and petroleum industries on the over-all figure. 

160. Plans for the financing of investments drawn up by the Venezuelan 
Development Corporation are in accord with the requirements of the present 
import-substitution programme, particularly with the method of renting fixed 
assets.    The latter may well become one of the most effective instruments for 
promoting industrialisation, especially by forming small- and medium-soale in- 
ÍÜÜf ÎÎ ìu •dvUftb1*« however, to study a credit system that would meet 
workin*-oapital requirements and would provide for the metalworking industries 
•n amount equal to or exceeding that of the value of the fixed Meet*. 
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CHAPTER VIII.    THE HOLE OF REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

161   In machine building in general (except in mass production),  some of the 
specialized equipment, such as machine tools producing large and heavy parts, 
is nover utilized to full capacity when operated for one particular faotory 
only.    In order to make more effective use of such equipment, which is often 
very expensive and complicated, different factories may co-operate through a 
system of sub-oontracting.    This can be developed as a very useful and general 
method to ensure effective utilization of plant facilities and skills within 
the industry.    Many of the parts,  components, raw materials or accessories 
utilized in machine building are identical, similar, or produced by identical 
processes, while the amount required by a single factory is below the limit 
which permits operation of the plant facilities by advanced and highly pro- 
ductive methods. 
162. It may therefore be advisable in such cases,  principally for oastings and 
forgings, to concentrate production in a few well-equipped plants which serve 
a large number of factories as suppliers of industrial equipment and machinery. 
Suoh specialised machine-building plants must be designed to handle an adequate 
volume of production.   They should utilize modem technology and organisation, 
rather than being designed as small-scale shops which would obstruct tsohnioal 
and economic progress. 
16\. Researoh on the experience of developed oountries in the field of main- 
tenance of machine tools carried out by the Experimental Scientific *•••«<* 
Institute for Machine Tools (3HIKS), Moscow, sinos 1959 »hows that establish- 
ing centralised rebuilding shops in a country has significant advantages over 
maintaining individual repair shops in a plant.    In a »P"**"«?* f***"^"* 
plant, complets machine overhaul requires only 40 per oent of the labour time 
necessary for the manufacture of a comparable new machine.    In ff*"Jon» pro- 
duction costs are about 20 per oent lower than in individual rebuilding shops. 
In developing countries where industry tends to be oonoentrated in seleoted 
areas, conditions are favourable for establishing such oentralised plants. 
This would not only reduce costs, but would also allow the use of mors modern 
methods, and require a smaller number of highly-skilled personnel.   Negative 
aspects are the fear of damage to equipment used on the basis of r«gio«*l 
oo-operation, and the elimination of the pride of personal ownership of the 
artisan who refuses to let others use his tools. 

164. Iven with optimal application of the method« indicated abovs, it is 
improbable that engineering industries of developing oountries oould

v
Ät*ai" 

a satisfactory soale of operations without active participation in the inter- 
national division of labour, i.e. without exports.    A start towards this goal 
could be made by regional division of labour, consisting of the manufacture 
of different parts, units and aggregates for general machinery, among neigh- 
bouring developing oountries.    The sise of the engineering industries of 
developing oountries belonging to Group tf/ l***"***1** 'J.1*^¡LJÏÎV 
to the number of employees, to that of the smallsr industrialised countries. 
However, while exports of the former are insignificant, the latter export 
about 50 per cent of their engineering production and import as much or mors, 
whioh results in economies mad« possible by the resultant narrower spsoiaUsa- 
tion of the domestio production.    Por oountries belonging to Group III êl % 

y   See Chapter I, paragraph 9* 
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pooling of resources and planning on a sub-regional or regional aoale can be 
oonaidered as a pre requisite even in th« initial stages of the manufaoture 
of industrial equipment. 

Experience of selected countries 

Asia and the Par Saat 

165.  Several countries within this region have made arrangements for an 
exchange of study teams in metal working industries.    It would be particularly 
valuable if arrangements for regional co-operation could also be made for the 
purpose of training labour in lesa developed countries by mean« of exohaage 
with newly-established metalworking faotories in better-developed oountries. 
This would provide the workers with well-rounded experience in some of the 
practical problems enoountered in the establishment and operation of new 
factories. 

166. A study by the Eoonomic Commission for Latin America on "The Metalworking 
Industries in Latin Amerio*" reviews the equipment required for the projected 
expansion, fr« 196I to 1970, of the petroleum, eleotrio, steel, cement and 
paper and pulp industries.    This study showed that the share of equipment that 
oould be made by domestio industry is about 80 per cent of the total, at 
prices competing fairly well with imported equipment. 

167. Aooordinf to another BCLA study on the llanufaoture of Machine Tools in 
I>^rTi?»J*S« cf«»*x*A*»*   Th« Case of Bra.il«, machine tool consumption for the 
period 1967-1971 inoludes 65 par oent domestio production, against 38 per 
oent for the period 1955-1961.   The industries in question are representative 
or the heavyindustries as a whole.   Machinery and equipment for light indus- 
tries «re obviously easier to produce.    If the Brazilian figures are aooepted 
as an indication of the share of feasible domestic production, and if inoreas- 
*     2fr!p!f*tlon *•**••» developing oountries is assumed, it seems reasonable 
to admit the possibility of a share of domastioally-produced industrial 
machinery and equipment of about 60 to 70 per oent for 1975.    However, suoh 
Í2S/ÍÜÍÍ •*Lhwt t0 b* MlajMd in *•» <* *be industry's performance during 
1903/1964.   These years saw a marked reduction in apparent consumption of 
"Írr^S0?1*» a4inljr D,oaUM of iTMtic outs in imports from the I962 level 
of 16,118 tons to 3,995 ton« in 1964, and a decrease in the rate of expansion 
°; Í^ÜÍ1? P*0**0*101» in 1962 and I963, with the production level in I964 
of 15,778 tons somewhat lower than that in 1962. 

168. Venesuela's long-range projects for exports and integration in a regional 
plan for the manufaoture of the more complex products of the metal-transforming 
industry depend on the successful implementation of the present import- 
substitution programme, and on the development of the required teohnical 
infrastruoturo and skilled manpower over the next several years.    Only after 
this «tage of industrialisation has been reached is it fruitful to consider 
the implementation of a programme for the manufacture of heavy maohinery and 
equipment as envisaged for the Ouiayana area, and to begin complementary 
activities suoh as the production of sotor-vehiole parts. 

169. The idea of regional eo-operation should be extended to include other 
¡SESJOS i! * C?ntro' 00»P«*"in* tool rooms, equipment for heat treatment, 
ÎÎÎ   r^if   2*1 in8P*ctic,n «w* •«•tin« of materials, in relatively densely 
industrialized areas.    Regional oo-operation oould also include the following! 
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(a) Production of easting* and forging«! 

(b) Manufacture of general industrial equipaent; 

(o)    latabliahaent of ooapanies which oould provide design and 
engineering servioee for a nuabar of industrial antarprisaa. 

Such faoilitiaa would ba of great valu« in strengthening th« industrial basa 
of a oountry, and in iaproving tha quality of tha produota. 

170. Co-operation of d«v«loping oountriea a««as to be an aasiar way to proaota 
export« of aaohinary than to export to industrialisa* areas.    In regard to 
ooapetition with industrial i sad oountriae, th« high labour intensity of 
aaohina building ia an advantage for developing oountriea in iaporting aaohin- 
ary.   The potential daaand in developing oountriea, taken as a whole or by 
regions, ia iaportant «nough to parait a «harp inorasse in th« production of 
industrial aaohinary in these oountriea. 
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CHAPTER IX. QUALITY OF PRODUCT 

171. There is an ever-increasing demand for higher precision in the fabrica- 
tion of parts, surface finish, stability and reliability of operation of 
technological equipment. The characteristics of technological quality, which 
will be referred to below simply as quality, are dimensional accuracy, surface 
finish and physical properties of the upp«r Uyer. Needless to say, no metal- 
working industry can long succeed and prosper without constantly striving for 
improvement of these characteristics. 

Dimensional Accuracy 

172. Accuracy must be built directly into a machine. Surfaces must be flat 
and perpendicular or parallel to each otherj slides must move along straight 
lines and spindles rotate about defined axes. Among the many factors affect- 
ing the accuracy of modern machinery, one of the most important stems fro« 
the fact that the quality of the majority of component parti depend* on cut- 
ting processes. 

173. As movements of components ara oftra amplified several times during the 
process of arriving at the finished product, small dimensional errors in the 
machining of individual parts tend to cause greater inaccuracies in the final 
product. Even in equipment not requiring substantial movement in its opera- 
tion, individual errors in conponente trad to be additive rather than to 
cancel each other. Por Bachine tools, inaccurate semi-finished products can 
alrnoat double the normal material lomara in chips in the outting procees. 
The observance of technically-justified machining tolerances may reduce 
material losses by 20 por cent to 50 per cent. 

174. In spite of the development of increasingly mors precise machining tools 
and measuring techniques, accuracy is oftra an elusive characterietic. This 
is not only a matter of having well-trained mechanics operating wall- 
maintained equipment. Every skilled machin« tool operator is well aware of 
the fact that his machine may perform differently in the morning and in the 
afternoon, rendering it necessary to reset his tools, adjust gibs, and care- 
•ftiéh lrtt¿h* accuracy of hi« «orkpiecra. This is due to thermal expansion, 
which affects the accuracy and surface finish of the workpieces, and therefor« 
cannot be disregarded. This applies to plants where high accuracy is required, 
and also to plant, located in climat«, where th«r« 1. con.id.rabl. trattura 
variation during a working day. A machine tool l«ft standing idi. overnight 
wa». up and attain, th.m.1 equilibrium only aftar one to tío ho^^uto- 
nîviStuÎÎLr^rî miniMi*"  th# «ou"t of •"•» w* * thsmal «ff«ct., 
ïîuîîî î ?' U *! VtTy  ^P0*«* t0 *>ow how a machin« tool react, to Chang«« in traperatur«. 

175. Vibration, with it« adverse effect on tool lif. and accuracy, ie also 
oftra du. to thermal .ffrat.. II.tal-to-.atal contact may oocurin the baar- 
inga when the machin, la cool and the oil eupply insufficient, but vibration 
caused by such contact subsides when an adäquat, quantity of oil raaohaa tha 
bearing, although tha spindl. .ay P1M «¿Tto thermal expansion of^WÎn« 

diatortion of tool bada and other elements. ' "•"•"* 

dlv¡l^í °Jt JÍÜT1011*1 "T?"1 Ï*" *"• **P•« eonaidarably with the 
ÍÍ!Ü2ü   , Ï! Umw PrlB0lPl«i "«** »»*•• «• used to aeaaur« tabi« dia- 
placamrata, and thaa. ara converted into linaar dimanaione byTcraputar! 
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Surfao« finish 

177. Surface finieh alio play« an increasingly important rola in modern pro- 
duction mathoda of th« metalworking induatria«. The demand for better »ethoda 
of producing and measuring surface finish is increasing. Sosie of the diffi- 
culties involved in making quantitative cosiparisons of surface finishes on an 
international basis are due to a lack of standardizad definitions. Surface 
designations in micro-inches or micro-millimeter« may mean different amounts 
of deviation in different countries. Sometime« the difference between the 
greatest depth and the greatest peak (roughness valley) is used as a ••asure, 
and sometimes the average of a number of measurements. 

173. One method in current use for produoing high-quality «urfaoe finishes is 
that of super-finishing by means of oscillating grinding stones. It has been 
found essential to complete all operations on the same machine, including 
drilling and boring, leaving only the grinding as the final operation. 

^PfF-sWF «TtftU*? 
179. No less important from the point of view of quality srm the geometrie and 
physioal properties of the upper layer. Thi« tubjeot has reoeived compara- 
tively little attention. A special method is neoeesaxy for th« «election of 
optimal machining conditions. Th« requirement« for the upper-layer properties 
ought in the future to be «p«cif i«d by th« designer, together with the re- 
quirement« for th« «urfao« finish. 

Organisation of quality control 

130. Traditionally, th« ba«io mean« of quality oontrel 1« » dimensional oheok 
of all part« mad« while work is in progress. Bsfor« a pi«o« of equipment 
leave« th« final assembly bays, it undergoee m thorough vimuml inmpmotion and 
checking of dimensions against «p«cifioation«. In addition to this «tatio 
teet, a functional t««t in which th« machin« complétée a standard test piece 
that cover« th« principal machine movement« must be perfomed to th« satis- 
faction of th« chi«f quality inmp«otor. Sine« thi« inspector is «ol«ly re- 
sponsible for ensuring the oontinued functional quality of completed machine 
tool«, he should not be responsible to any production offioial. 

Snosure of products to world market and quality improvement« 

lBl. Expoeure of th« product« of a country to th« world markst brings many 
indirect gains for industrial dsv«lopm«nt. To be oompstitive, a product 
must be of high quality, and must be the result of efficient manufaotur« 
and superior design. If th« maohin«-tool industri«« of developing countri«« 
want to keep pace with more advanced count ri ee, they must remain progrese i ve, 
aggressive, and cost- and quality-conscious. Efforts to export machine tools 
to industrialissd countries will stimulats th« development of these essential 
requirement«. 
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CHAPTER X. DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS IN METALWORKING 

182. Initiallyf the developing countries must be concerned primarily with 
the basic types of machine tools and production techniques. Hoover, they 
should also keep abreast of advances being made in connexion with more 
highly-developed equipment and processes, and use these whenever practical. 
In many instances, the most modern machine tools and metalworking methods 
will enable such countries to make effective use of scarce raw materials and, 
even more important, of the limited number of skilled engineers and techni- 
cians. 

183* While taking into account the rapidly changing nature of the metal- 
working industries, this chapter seeks to review the main technological devel- 
opments and production trends;  to present some general conclusions as to 
the implications of these trends specifically for the design and production 
of machine tools; and to discuss the directions in which some developing 
countries want their industries to grow. 

134« The distinguising feature of the present stag« of technical progress 
is a rapid introduction of scientific discoveries into industrial production. 
Whereas hundreds of years elapsed formerly between scientific discoveries 
and their wide-scale industrial application, these periods have now been 
reduced to a few years. For example, the principle of generating focused 
beams of light (lasers) was discovered slightly more than ten years ago. At 
present, laser methods have already found industrial application in communi- 
cations, medicine, and processing of materials. 

I85. The rate of economic development of any country, and especially of the 
developing countries, at present depends primarily on the speed with which 
the new scientific discoveries are transformed into workable methods, tech- 
nological processes and equipment, and on the extent to which they are em- 
ployed in the country. 

Tffteffe9ll9wl *ltlh1l «fl afYfl9«Hffi1ff 
136. The application of numerical control to machine tools, and the provision 
of improved facilities for setting and changing tools, are two of the most 
important developments that have occurred in connexion with metal-cutting 
equipment during the past ten to fifteen years. At the same time, other sig- 
nificant, although less spectacular advances which have taken place in the 
whole field of metalworking, should be investigated by any country embarking 
on a programme of industrial expansion. These developments may conveniently 
be classified into several broad groups, concerned with: 

(a) Raw materials; 
(b) Casting processes; 
(c) Machining methods;    and 
(d) Welding. 
These innovations, although quite recent and a result of sophistioated 

reeearoh, are standard practice in industrially advanced countries today, 
and can be applied in developing countries. 

Materials 

187* The variety of metals used is continuously expanding, with stronger, 
more heat-resistant and chemically stable materials and their alloys. 
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188. More intensive use is made of high-strength ceramica and other hard 
materiale.    Plastics substitute for metals as facing and finishing materials, 
especially in household equipment. 
189. Certain current  innovations in the production of steel are directed 
towards reducing the cost of the metal by facilitating continuous casting 
and other processes.    A technique known as spray steelmaking has been 
developed,  in which hot metal coming directly from the blast furnace is 
refined continuously,  to provide a base material for the production of a 
wide range of steels,   including alloy steels.    The technique has been applied 
on a pilot scale to produce a variety of steels,  and a production unit is 
now being constructed. 
190. Another development has been continuous vacuum degassing, which is now 
used commercially for the production of high-quality alloy steels.    Molten 
metal is drawn into a vacuum chamber containing the steel, and the degassed 
steel is then delivered into a ladle or ingot mould.    Both of these processes 
have great potential for the future, since they can supply metal to 
continuouB-casting plants.    The metal can be cut into billets and extruded 
by a process making use of glass as a lubrioant. Lengths of steel in a 
modified H section, which are subsequently rolled to produce structural 
girders, are being made by continuous casting. 
191. The control of rolling mills is being carried out by computers, and 
fully-automated installations for press forging have also been installed. 

CamtiM processes 
192. In the field of conventional casting, increasing use is bsing made of 
expanded foam plastics for the production of castings required in small quant- 
ities.      In connexion with conventional foundry work, glass-fibre patterns 
are now in use, the applications of which are likely to extend far into the 
future, particularly for the production of large castings. 

193. For die casting, a material for the production of soluble cores has 
been introduced and is being used, for example, for the manufacture of water- 
cooling passages in cylinder heads.   This cors material can be dissolved 
readily after the 0 as ting has cooled, so that the production of complex in- 
ternal forms is greatly facilitated. 
194. Die casting under vacuum conditions is bsing applied increasingly to 
the production of various components, particularly those requiring high 
density, good surfacs finish and thin walls.   A nsw die-casting process holds 
considerable promise for the future production of castings which are non- 
porous and have a high surface finish.    During the casting cycle, a oounter- 
pressure is applied to the metal entering the die, to prevent the trapping 
of gas and to ensure that ths casting has the required high density. 

195. Sine« **• emfimsii»! of this century, progress in machine-tool design and 
production methods hat been stimulated at intervale by the application of 
research findings to workshop practioes.   The need to increass productivity 
has been one of the main incentives for this progrese.   As a result, the 
definition of machine tools has been broadened and now includes machinery 
for alternative production methods such as electrical machining, hot machin- 
ing, explosiva forming, magnetic forming and plasma forming.   For some of 
these methods, further developments will be needed before the results of 
reeearoh can be applied to the improvement of production equipment for a 
rapidly growing eoonomy. 
196. A special advantage of recently designed machines is that operatives 
and engineers can be training in a relatively short tims to producs highly 
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complex items on them.    For example,   it  takes several years  to train highly- 
skilled pattern makers for mechanical dies and moulds.    The necessary per- 
sonnel can be trained in a matter of months to make the same items by the 
new methods. 

197» The most important recent development in metal cutting ha« been in the 
field of numerical control.    Applications of this field are expected to 
broaden rapidly, and to have a great influence on the trend« in design and 
production methods of machine tools.    With the use of numerical control, 
time studies in shops will gradually become superfluous, since tapes Mill 
control handling time as well as cutting time. 

198.  One of the deciding factors in favour of machining by numerical control 
waa the elimination of fixtures that had to be built for the manufacture of 
a new product.    Further, more freedom in the design of machine parts waa 
gained, as changing some dimensions only requires changing a taps instead of 
rebuilding a fixture. 

199« Studies show that the numerical machine tool has a considsrable time 
advantage over the tracer-controlled type, provided the lot sise does not 
approach mass-production quantities, for use of the numerical-control 
machine is particularly efficient for small lot sises.    Such machines are 
intended for job shops and other plants in which the production of a few 
pieces of a part of complicated contour is the predominant activity.   They 
are also used for drilling and borine holes at predetermined distanças.   The 
method of numerical control used in such cases is th« point-to-point one, 
which is icuch simpler than the contouring system. 

200. In the United States, the development of numerically-controlled tools 
shows a tre;d towards utilisation of simultaneous multiple movements.   This 
method permits simultaneous machining in various directions for the production 
of compiei contours, thus freeing the designer from certain limitations causad 
by production problems.   Hs will be able to use special contours which lead 
to optimum performance of vehicle and other machine parts such as helicopter 
rotor blades, impellere, and others. 

201. In Europe, greater interest is being shown in the application oí numeri- 
cal control to copying and multi-tool lathes rather than to lathes with con- 
trol systems of the continuous-path type.   Numerical control has been applied 
in an interesting manner to one type of lathe, which incorporates a conven- 
tional profiling slide and an independent tape-controlled tool slids with 
a four-station turret.   Very intricate components can be rough-machined under 
tape control, and then finished to fine limits under templets control. 
Another company has developed a complex family of programme- and tape- 
oontrolled lathes of unit construction.   These can be provided with various 
drive arrangements, one or more profiling slidss, and an independent drum- 
type turret. 

202. Some oompanies have found it necessary to build numerically-controlled 
machine tools which are heavier than corresponding manually-controlled units. 
The guidewaye were widened end antifriction bearing and rollers incorporated. 
These changes are necessary to counter the so-called "stick-slip" effect of 
slowly moving tablee, oarriages and saddlss before they come to an accurate 
stop at a predetermined position.   Motors must be dimensioned to avoid over- 
heating, and the lubrication systems must be well designed.    Lead screws 
must hâve a good fit, and carriages must be able to travel to within frac- 
tions of a thousandth of an inch.   The design of the machines requires not 
only good machine-tool practices, but good theoretical knowledge of defleo- 
tionsi thermal expansion and vibration of machine tools and of their ele- 
ments as well.   Research into the structure and distribution of masses to 
minimise or eliminate these disturbances is playing an increasing role in 
the design of all machine tools. 
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?03.   'he trend in recent deoicns of numerically controlled machine  tools has 
been in the direction of the so-called "machining centre".    This consists of 
multi-purpose machine tools permitting milling, drilling, boring,   tapping etc., 
in one or a small number of set-ups.    The workpieces may have several sur- 
faces.    Considerable savings are realized,  particularly in handling and set-up 
time. 
204.   On the basis of published sources and the analysis of the operation of 
numerically-controlled machine tools,  the following average figures describing 
their operation can be outlined: 

(a) Productivity increase:   2-6 fold; 

(b) Return of investment: 

(i) Up to 2 years in 20f of cases; 

(ii) Up to 3 years in úlf of cases; 

(iii)    Up to 5 ysars in }t of cases; 

(c) Technical and economical efficiency of th« use of 
numerically-controlled machine tool« is attained 
(according to published data from American experience) 
as the effect of: 

(i) Labour cost decrease by !Of-\ 

(ii) Tool cost decrease by 67$; 

(iii) Froductivily increase by 51¿; 

(iv) Improvement of product cniality by 42#j 

(v) Improvement of utilization of means of production 
by 26^5 and 

(vi) Decrease of other expenditures by 31$. 

205. The need for and technological justification of simplified progr small 
oontrol system« can be determined by studying production tie*«.    The pro- 
duction time for the machining of one workpiece i« oo«po«ed of the following 
element«:    preparation time, main machining time, auxiliary time, time for 
technical and organisational «ervicing of the working area, and lo«t time. 

206. Only 20 to 25 per cent of the production volume in the developed indus- 
trial countries consist« of large lots or mass production.    The remaining 
three quarter« of metalworking production con«i«t of individual item«,  end 
•mall to medium lot«.    This fact underline« th« nece««ity of automating the 
machine tool« used in individual, small- and medium-«ised production,  am well 
am of creating machine tool« adapted to such production condition«.    In th« 
case of universal-type machine tool«, 20 to 40 per cent of the total pro- 
duction time is employed for the machining proce«« itself, while 50 to TO 
per cent is auxiliary time.      If the auxiliary operation« are automated and 
performed simultaneously with ths machining work, productivity can be con- 
siderably increased.   Examining the time fraction« employed for the dif- 
ferent element« of auxiliary time, we obtain the following datât 

Operation 

Control of the machine 

Clamping and une lamping 
of workpiece 

Tool change 

Measuring 

Pff JlBl ,2f 
30-TO 

1<M5 

10-15 
6-25 

The«« data provide some information on the problem« to be solved and on the 
technological as well as economical need to automat« auxiliary time elements. 
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207. The most rapid development in recent years,   in addition to the trend 
towards numerical control of machine tools,  has been in electrical machining. 
At present,  the metal-removel capacity in electrical machining procedures is 
still very small in comparison with conventional machining;    yet the advances 
already made are indicative of the trend.    Among the new methods are electron- 
beam machining, used for producing tiny holes;    lasers for cutting and welding 
sheet metal;    electro-chemical honing of holes;    and electro-contact machining 
for turning, with a metal disk replacing the lathe tool.    Iletal-removal rates 
are low ( 1/1000) compared with mechanical methods. 

208. Research and development of new metal-forming processes have been en- 
couraged because of difficulties in machining new,  harder and tougher mater- 
ials in conventional ways, and because of the need of reducing waste in the 
form of swarf or scrap, reducing production time,  and developing machine tools 
with better mechanical properties.    Work on high-energy rate forming is being 
done in many parts of the world, and several H.E.n.F. machines are now commer- 
cially available.    The magnetic forming process has passed beyond the experi- 
mental stage, and magnetic-forming machines are commercially available for 
use in expanding and shrinking tubular component«,  forming flat workpieces, 
and for assembly operations. 

209. Explosive forming is now in commercial use for such diverse operations 
as forming stainless-steel plates for dentures and the production of large 
pressings for aircraft and space vehicles. 

210. Other alternative production techniques include electro-erosion, electro- 
chemical and ultrasonic machining, plasma machining, and hydroforming.    A 
number of these alternative manufacturing methods are still in the research 
stage, awaiting development into production equipment for a rapidly expanding 
technology. 

211. In grinding, the application of controlled force to the feed has been 
introduced, functioning so that the feed rate depends upon a preset pressure 
rather than on a constant rate.    It is claimed that this method ensures 
repeatability, and that sparking-out can be eliminated.    Other developments 
are related to grinding small parts from solids at high production rates and 
close tolerances, and to the application of hydrostatic bearings in grinding 
spindles.   A copying system for gear hobbing has been developed to permit the 
production of orowned, spherical or tapered gear«. 

212. The following feature« are common to all of the electro-methods: 

(a) They o an be applied particularly to hard and brittle 
materials; 

(b) The «hap« of the tool can be reproduced over the entire 
surface of the workpiece by using a «imple reciprocating 
motion of the tool.    The «imple kinematics used in such 
shaping processes permit operations which cannot be per» 
formed by mechanical machining; 

(e)   The workpiece i« subjected to almost no loads; 

(d)   The machining proocss can easily be automated, sc that 
one operator can tend to several machines at one time. 

213. Electrospark aachining is baaed on utilisation of short pulsed spark 
discharges.   The maximum rate of metal removal is 600 ou. sm per minute for 
•teal, and 100 ou. sm per minute for sintered oarbides (rough machining). 
The maximum surface finish produced on sintered carbides is Class 7 (roughnese 
3.2 to 6.3 mioron«). 
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214. Electro-pulse machining utilizes low- and high-frequency arc discharges. 
The maximum rate of metal removal actually obtained on Bteel was 25t°O0 cu.  mm 
per minute,  and on eintered carbide, JO to 120 cu. mm per minute.    The maximum 
surface finish of steel articles with this process was Class 5 (roughness  10 
to 20 microns) or Class 6 (6.3 to 10 microns);    that of sintered-carbide 
articles was Class 6 or 7.    The method is mainly used for three co-ordinate 
machining of shaped cavities of steel-forging dies, casting moulds,   turbine 
blades etc. 

Weldimr 

215. Electron-beam welding is assuming increasing importance as a production 
process, particularly in the manufacturing of components for aircraft and 
aero-engines. 

216* Friction-welding machines, which operate on the principle of generating 
heat by bringing two surfaces into contact at a high relative speed,  are now 
being built by a number of manufacturers.    Friction welding permits the 
joining together of dissimilar metals,  such as aluminium to stainless steel 
or copper to aluminium, on a completely automatic cycle. 

217. Por Baking joints in very thick steel plates, particularly where large 
amounts of filler metal are required,  electro-slag welding is widely employed. 
Metal can be deposited more quickly by this process than by any other known 
technique;    moreover, the electro-slag process is readily adaptable to auto- 
matic operations.    It is now being used for joining plates with thicknesses 
exceeding fifteen inches, but is considered unsuitable for materials less 
than one-and-a-half inches thick. 

tions of technological development! for design and production of 
j^TTKra 

213. Experience in the manufacture of machine tools indicates that the essen- 
tial element in creatine an economically efficient production programme is a 
sound design policy.   Attaining this goal is made particularly difficult 
in the metalworking industries by: 

(a) The wide range of operations which particular machine tools are 
expected to undertake; 

(b) The inability to accumulate repair and maintenance experience 
on a particular design due to limited production! 

(c) The tendency for weaknesses in construction to be obscured 
since tools are rarely engaged in similar types of activi- 
ties over extended periods. 

219. In order to take account of these factors, and also to take advantage of 
the latest research, it is important to analyse the production procese in 
relation to machine features which have considsrable influence on design.    In 
addition,  the design trend in machine tools is affected not only by the 
inorease in productivity, horsepower and metal removal rates which have accom- 
panied recent technological developments, but also by the life of new machines 
in comparison with older designs.   The service life often influences management 
decisions am to buying or not buying a new machine to replace an older one. 
Service life is tied on the one hand to design features such aa rigidity, wear 
resistance, absence of vibration, and on the other, to financial considerations. 
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220. Concerning vibration control in machine  tool design,  the  followin£ 
practical rules are recommended: 

(a) Design for rigidity; 

(b) Develop high damping capacity;    and 

(c) Design for ligh weight and high natural frequency. 

221. Typically,  manufacturers in developed countries have tried to Bimplify 
the design task somewhat by specializing in one particular line rather than 
producing all machine types.    Such concentration may be useful as a guide 
to developing countries. 

222. In relating the design of high-precision engineering equipment to pro- 
duction and sales requirements,  one must keep in mind the following con- 
siderations: 

(a) Ease of manufacture; 

(b) Reduction of the number of components required to 
perform a function to a minimum whenever possible, 
e.g.,  the number of motors,  high-speed gearing and 
shafts in machine headstocks; 

(c) Design flexibility, e.g., complicated machines should 
be capable of accepting the simplest vernier measuring 
systems while being able to accommodate, with a minimum 
of alteration,   the latest numerical control system. 

223* Concentration on efficient pattern design is also important if original 
material costs and costs of subsequent machining are to be kept low.    Attempt* 
should be made to produce casting outlines which are easy to clean, fill and 
paint, so that treatment costs will be as small as possible. 

224. The requirements for higher mating tolerances between components in the 
more complicated horizontal boring and milling machines also call for an in- 
creased level of technical innovation and individual workmanship, to deter- 
mine the best methods of perforoing difficult machining operations.    The 
use of refined heat treatment processes, new washing methods,  and specially- 
adjusted lapping techniques, for example, may be called for at any point 
during production. 

223. In spite of the demand for great flexibility and ingenuity in production 
methods, the following efforts to organize the production process to achieve 
savings wherever possible are considerad good practice! 

(a) A carefully-planned system of unit construction or modular 
design that not only serves am a means to keep work in pro- 
gress and stocks to a minimum, but is a fundamental solu- 
tion to the problem of satisfying the demand for machines 
of a substantial range of table work-holding capacities and 
metal-removing abilities.    This rather new technique of 
designing a machine as a system of nearly-finished con- 
struction units also allows gear boxes and other items to 
be manufacturad during the tins when the main bed is in 
production, so that the over-all time until aaohins comple- 
tion is reduced; 

(b) Production of shafts, driving gears and other parts used 
in building units in quantities designed to raise stocks 
to specified levels.    Parts required to meet speed, feed 
and power requirements of construction units are then 
recalled for batch assembly with the appropriate purchased 
components; 
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(c) Reducing the treatment of castings, which can amount 
to up to five per cent of  the  total manufacturing costs, 
to a set of standard procedures and a limited number of 
finishes;    and 

(d) Keeping stocks of pattern«, castings and steel require- 
ments to a minimum by arranging for a definite number 
of increments in the traverse length of machine beds. 

Experience of »elected countries 
226. The development of machine tools already being manufactured in Brazil 
can be expected to include numerous improvements.    Plane for future devel- 
opment include increasing the weight of the maohines used,  in order to 
increase productivity by supplying them with higher-powered drives.    In 1961, 
the average weight of a Brasilian-made machine tool was less than one ton; 
¿hi« should be raised to about 1,250 kilograms by 1971.    It is advisable to 
equip the machine tools built in Brasil with higher spindle sppeds than those 
presently available.    Similar considerations should be given the feed drives 
in order to improve the work cycle. 
227. Development of semi-automation of all kinds should be promoted.    Although 
this complicates the manufacture of machine tool« and raises their cost, the 
increase in productivity will fully compensate for the«« drawbacks by reducing 
idi« time during the operations.    Surface hardening of machine-tool bed« is 
recommended in order to improve the machining precision and to maintain it 
for the longest possible time over the useful life of a machine. 

223.  Improved accuracy standards will be attained if better materials are 
used, particularly cast-iron typ«« of higher quality and stability.   The 
design of cast-iron part« should also b« improved.   Machine-tool acce««ori«« 
should be more complete than too«« pre««ntly available.    P«w manufacturer« 
have taken «uffici«nt car« to provid« complete equipment for their machine«. 
Special attention should b« given to th« «election of electrical equipment 
to ensure greater «afety and protection against overloading. 

229. The machine tool« «hould be teeted according to «tandards recognized by 
all machin« tool manufacturer«.    At present, only very few manufacturer« are 
using «uch «tandard«.   Thi« i« extremely important in view of the exacting 
requirement« of the market, for it serves as a means of offering consumer« a 
guarantee of the quality of the mmchin«« produced.   To keep pace with the 
development of the Brasilia« metalworking industries during th« coming decade, 
numerous machine-tool types are planned for future production. 

230. The Indian machine-tool industry has in the past purchased designs from 
abroad and produced maohines under licence.    It is now necessary that domestic 
design« b« developed and machine-tool designer« trained for thi« purpose. 
The country will have to import more and heavier types and more modern designs 
of machine tool«.    Th« trend is toward« single-purpose machine tools, and 
production of machine tools with programme oontrol.   The domestic machine- 
tool industry has to think in terms of producing these designs soon in order 
to meet the demand in the oountry without having to depend upon large-scale 
imports. 
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CHAPTER XI.    SOME SPECIAL TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR METALWORKINO INDUSTRIES IN INDUSTRIALLY 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

231» The industrial development of machine building and the use of equipment 
under contemporary conditions in the developing countries may be divided into 
three basic stages*    The first is the purchase of equipment manufactured in 
other, more developed countries which  is necessary for the development of the 
national economy*    The second is the organization of maintenance and repair 
facilities for the machinery in the country.    The third stage consists of the 
establishment of facilities for the domestic production of equipment necessary 
for the development of the country's economy* 

Organization of machine-tool production and selection of types of machine 
tools for manufacture 

232. The degree of industrial development of a country determines the form of 
organization of machine-tool production, as well as the volume and range of 
output at the projected factories.    There is a common tendency to move from 
batch production to continuous production processes, as is clearly seen in 
the chemical industry; it is occurring more and more widely in metallurgy 
and in the food-processing industry. 

233« Achievements of modern science, techniques, and processing methods deter- 
mine the development of machine-building technology and, though to a smaller 
degree, affect the design and development of the machines themselves.    For 
example, electro-erosive processing made it possible to manufacture curved and 
shaped apertures and to create the necessary machines.   The use of ultrasonic, 
electron and light-beam techniques led to high-precision machining of mater- 
ials of practioally any strength, thus creating conditions for the use of 
new designs of machines. 

234« If the mechanical engineering industry of a country is underdeveloped 
or non-existent, it is advisable to establish a small multi-purpose engineering 
plant which can produce miscellaneous replacement parts for such branches of 
industry as the country possesses.    This plant provides a base for the train- 
ing of personnel, and a nucleus for the growth of a mechanical-engineering 
industry.   In the second stage, the factories themselves produce all compon- 
ents, except for special parts which are imported.   To manufacture heavy 
parts, modern foundries must be established. 

235* When a programme of machine-tool production for a projected plant in a 
developing country is drawn up, the following requirements should be con- 
sidered when the types of metalworking machines to be produced are determined! 

(a) Compliance with domestic needs; this should make efficient and 
economic production possible} and 

(b) Availability of indigenous raw materials, basic and intermediate 
products - oast iron and steel, electrical-drive motors, hydrau- 
lic elements, etc. 

236. The analysis of these and other factors for Bulgaria indicated that the 
introduction of standard machines was economically feasible in the initial 
stage of its development.   The machine types and basic parameters selected 
were i 

(a)   Universal lathes, maximum turning diameter up to 630 mm; 
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(b) Drilling  (column and bench type) machines, maximum drilling 
diameter up to 50 mm; 

(c) Universal, horizontal and vertical milline machines, width 
of table up to 320 mm; 

(d) Shaping machines, maximum traverse up to 630 mm; 

(e) Hacksaw machines, diameter of the cut material up to 400 mm; 

(f) Surface-grinding machines,  tool and cutter grinders, etc.; and 

(g) Plain boring and other machines used mainly for engine over- 
hauls. 

In deciding the scale of production of such machine tools, one should consider 
collaboration of two or more developing countries in building a plant. 

237. On the basis oí analyses of past experience with machine-tool production, 
it is possible to draw up a comparison of typical inventories of machines 
installed in a developing and a developed nation (see table 5). 

233, in Ut in America, it is evident that metal-forming machine* play a more 
predominant role in the development of the machine-tool industry than do 
metal-cutting tools.   In oountries with a developing metalworking industry, 
the simplest types of metal-forming machines constitute an attractive market 
due to the fact that metal-forming operations are the basis for the production 
of a number of simple items.   With these machines it is possible to attain 
reasonable quality levels more quickly than with metal-cutting machines.   For 
the Latin American countries, the number of metal-forming machines represen+s 
from 10 to 20 per cent of the national production.   3y weight, they reach a 
figure of approximately 40 per cent. 
239. The following types of metal-forming machines are recommended for manu- 
facture in the first stages of development of a machine-tool industry» 

(a) Hand and power drive shears un to 3 mm» 

(b) Hand and power drive bending rolls up to 3 mm; 

(c) Hand and power drive folding machines up to 2 sat 

(d) Combination maohines (bending, punching and shear of bars, 
sheets, angles, etc.)? 

(e) Executive presses up to 60 tons pressure; and 

(f) Hand metal-forming machines of small capacity, such as 
hand-driven screw presses, punching, riveting and other 
similar machines. 

240. It should be kept in mind throughout the industrialisation process that 
the time required for developing «P^oial types of maehine tools can be con- 
siderably reduced by concentrating all manufacturing facilities of an »divi- 
dual plant on the manufacture of particular families of produots, and by 
employing a carefully-planned system of modular design.   Por example, turret 
lathes, automatic lathes   etc., can be inoluded with the production of centre 
lathes, rather than starting production of totally difieren; typss of saohine 
tools. 
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Tabl£j, 

Comparison of metal-cuttin* machin« tool« 
in a developing and a developed country 

Lathes 
Capstan fturret) 
Engine    (universal) 
Automatic 
Other 

Milling Machines 
Knee type 
Planer type 
Profiling and duplicating 
Other 

Drilling and boring machines 
Vertical drilling 
Radial drilling 
Morisontal boring 
Jig boring 
All other 

Orinding machines (exeept tool, cutter, 
benohf «nag) 

External cylindrical 
Internal 
Surface 
Other 

Sotting, lapping, tool «ad cutter grinding 

Honing 
Lapping 
Tool and outter grinding 

Shaping, slotting, broaching machines 
Planing 
Shaping 
Slotting 

dear cutting and «ovad cutting machinas 

Outtiag-off machines 

Other »etal-outting aaohiaes 

Percentages 
Bulgaria 
44.0 

8.0 

25.0 

4.0 

1.5 

9.0 

3.0 

2.0 
95.5 

2.5 

96.7 
0.3 
2.5 
0.5 

95.5 
2.5 
1.5 
0.5 

43.0 
22.0 
35.0 

60.0 
5.0 

35*0 

30.0 
50.0 
20.0 

5.0 

0.5 

USA 
21.0 

10.7 

24.7 

12.4 

4.1 

2.4 

3.1 

20.0 
54.0 
24.0 
2.0 

58.2 
1.7 
5.9 

34.2 

65.6 
9.1 
4.7 
2.3 
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Tropjcalization 

241» Attention must be given to the particular conditions existing in a devel- 
oping oountry,  such as variations in temperature, humidity and other climatic 
factors which may affect the accuracy of machine tools, their thermal expan- 
sion, the effectiveness of hydraulic and lubrication oils, etc.   Such condi- 
tions, for example in a tropical country, may require adaptations of existing 
designs and processes as well as original machine designs and production 
methods for these conditions.   Alternatively, the working environment may be 
modified, e.g.    through air conditioning, and suitable machinery and tech- 
niques selected. 

Material substitution in production 

242* Substitute materials such as plastics are not used extensively for the 
load-bearing members of machine tools, but are being employed increasingly 
for non-load-carrying components«    It would be well for countries lacking 
mineral resources or facilities for their application to study further sub- 
stitution possibilities for materials whioh can be produced locally.   Clearly, 
advantage should be taken of all research geared in this direction, as for 
example, the use of impregnated and laminated plastic inserts as slideway 
materials* 

Flexibility of design 

243. nie rang« of sizes of machines has become particularly marked in recent 
years*   Besides machines, instruments and mechanisms of average dimensions 
handled predominantly in service shops (passenger cars, refrigerators, 
dornest io eleotrio devices), there is a strong tendency towards increases in 
dimensions of individual machines in metallurgy and transportation (rail- 
road« and aviation» freight and passenger) on the on« hand, and on the other 
hand, a tendency towards miniaturisation, as seen in electronics, communica- 
tion« and m«dical equipment. 

244. The position of machine-tool users in India has changed recently due to 
the recession in the machine-tool market.   Thebuyer can now dictate his re- 
quirements and select the machinery he wants.   This illustrates the fact that 
the manufacturer should have sufficient flexibility to change from production 
of on« typ« of machine to others whioh are in greater demand. 
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RHAPTOU KU.     BfflpeâH« âWP DFVKLQPWHT 

245.  Research,  for an industrially developing country,  is sometimes thought 
of a« an aotivity bringing little immediate return,   involving considerable 
risk, and burdening already tight capital budgets.    This ia unfortunate, 
since it is through the innovations resulting from successful research that 
*reat economies and improvements oan be made, first at the plant level and 
subsequently in the entire national oconomic »rowth.    Moreover, the oppor- 
tunities for rapid technological progress are greater today than ever before. 

246.F0T these reasons, countries with developing metalworkinç industries 
should carefully study eurrent research and developments, and should be pre- 
pared to support and implement the most modern designs and techniques where 
these seem practical, rather than making e::penditures on outmoded machinery. 
Muoh stross has besn placed,  and with good reason,  on the adaptation or 
development of machinery designs and production techniques to the needs of 
developing countries.    This, however, does not take thePlaC0

4.
0/ •±J5L

mi*X~ 
anos whion developing oountriss should reoeive in selecting the eorreot 
machinery and techniques of the oommon types, which still satisfy most pro- 
duction needs in both developing and industrially advanced countries. 

Reeearoh for the machine-tool industry 
247.  In the arsa of machining, research investigations deal with the relations 
between fssd, depth of cut, chip cross-sectional area, and the outtin? speed 
as related to tool life.   Cutting forces are determined for conventional and 
newer materials, considering thsir hardness, tensile strength   sto. as func- 
tions of the fssd and depth of out, of the microstruoture and a number of 
other pertinent factors.   The combined effect of cutting speed and cutting 
foroe determines the horsepower required for a machining processi this, in 
torn, affects the metal-removal rate and hence the productivity of machine 
tools.    Thess and similar problems are the subject of research in ^»•T 
fields of machining operations suoh as turning, milling, drilling, grinding, 
broaching, planing, reaming, and hcning. 

248. In machine-tool research, attention must be given to the J****"* of the 
individual components of the tools and to the total rigidity of an assembled 
machine.   Deflectione under load and vibrations ooourring under out are 
studied, as are the problem» of thermal expansion, which appear to be of 
particular significance for many developing countries *•••«**•»"J* 
climate,   »ot only is the accuracy of the product »«*•?*•***•,ÎÎÎL 
tortions, but also the tool life, and this has a direct effect cm Produc- 
tivity.    In addition, research is proceeding on the motion of «jjine-tool 
elements, and on the stiok-eltp problem which is of great signifiosnos for 
the aocurate positioning of numerioally-oontrolled machine tools. 

249. The main contribution, of reoent research in machine structures have  
been to the techniques of achieving accuracy and of measurement.    Developments 
in the following areas are significanti 

(a)   As standards of aoouracy have inoreased, particularly on larger 
machine tools, with inoreased use of numerical-control systems, 
it has become more and more diffioult to measure the performance 
of the oompleted machine tool with an accuracy oomparable to the 
resolution of the measuring soalss of the machine.   This problem 
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h nil '»-i  u-ined  V-   th.-   iev^l   pnent,     i-io.'  1 •• 1 ,     f portablo ^,is 
loser intorfor-»n.-t'im.     Tli >  -.1 ;h   k"T<>e   >f .^heronce    'f li,*ht 
emitted  by  this   dovir.»  a,V' les   fn:v—   t :> 1«   f med betweon  twi 
liTlit be.-unr,}  with suitable o »rracti -113  f)r temper Varo and 
prosaure,   l.)n-thrî  up t 1  r  cetros   : >n ba calibratoi ondar work- 
ship ornait i.ms   t.) an  accuracy   of   ono part  in  1C '  -  an  accuracy 
hithertj   obtainable   mly andar  standnrds-ro HïI  Conditions. 

(b) :i;nerioally controlled machines  are capable   >f a higher decree of 
ronontability than th.se   ..poratod manually.     If they  are to be 
mre accurate,   it mist  also be  possible ti control them by the 
actual machined dimensiono of the workpiece rather than by the 
relativo positi   nn of the toolholder and lorktable,   as  is the 
nomai pneeduro.     This  rehires  3)me forni of  in-process measur- 
ing of Korkpxece dimensions immediately behind tho out tin-» tool. 
To this end, pneumatic ffiu»in" systems,  electronic systems employ- 
ing lasers, and tho more automatic adaptive control systems are 
in use or under investigation. 

(c) The crowing use of hydrostatic bearing for slideuays and spindles 
is answering the need for a machining accuracy greater than that 
of the machined surfaces in the machine tool .itself.    This offers 
the possibility of oliMnatinic accurate machining of machine-tool 
surfaces and instead usin? additional optical devices and servo- 
systems. 

Stiffness of machine-tool structures 

250. Research into minimizing high chatter and vibration has concentrated >n 
methods of achieving: 

(a) Greater damping; 

(b) Increasing static and dynaoic stiffness by incorporating different 
structural materials; 

(c) Eliminating resonance effeots through improved designs. 

251. Two areas of research seem particularly fruitful.    In one of these, 
tosto  on models which have been traditionally useful in pointing up weak 
spots are giving way to the use of lumped-parameter computer models which can 
simulate in detail the use of different shapes and the sizes of various 
structural elements, and also aooount for the behaviour of joint«.    In another 
area,  integration of the design of the machine tool and foundation by making 
the machine bed of conerete iu being considered.    This would reduce material 
and transportation costs, while increasing stiffness and damping. 

Spindle and feed driv- 

252. Soonomio adaptive-control systems are seen as the long-range solution to 
the problem of providing optimal cutting conditions continuously.    Meanwhile, 
there is considerable interest in the use of continuously variable speed drives 
for machine tools.    The growing use of silioon-oontrolled reotifiers for speed 
regulation of eleotrio motors, and utilisation of hydraulio and direot-ourrent 
types, should increase the range of power/speed characteristics possible for 
«»ohine tools.   Lead-sorew feed drives for numerically-controlled tools appear 
best suited at present to meet the requirements of high natural frequency, 
stiffness, absenoe of backlash and low friction. 

frgonoaios and utm-ti^ of „^ne ffflîll 

253. Aspeots of the design of machine tool« to whioh trgonomioe, the soienos 
or man-maohine relationship«, oan contribute inoludet 
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(a) Positioning} 
(b) Shape of oontrol levers and Icnobaj 

(o)    Design of oontrol panels and scales; 

(d) Layout of legend platos; and 

(e) Design of symbols. 
Mors rsssareh, with greater oo-operation bstwssn production workers and 
designerà,  needs to be undertaken. 
254. There is a growing body if evidence today that,  in many  instojicea, 
general-purpose machine tools are not suited for the purp»»©»  for which they 
are being used.    It is estimated that,  if machine tools could be matoneo 
properly to the requirements, the equivalent oapital value of the plant neces- 
sary for the maohining operation could be considerably reduced.    Detailed 
studier, -<r*s being conducted to determine sises, shapes and uses of components, 
with the aim of achieving a greater degree of standardisation and tho intro- 
duction of machining of the family-group system. 

255. The range of nutinmtio-oontrol devices it very broad.    It includes 
electronio and pneumatic systems suoh as the programme-sequence oontrol lathe. 
Humerioal-control devices have become virtually synonymous with the notion of 
automatic oontrol.    This may be dus in part to the faot that suoh devices 
offer greater potential than do the programmo-sequenoe units.    The former 
oontrol workpieoe dimensions by use of transducers, in addition to monitoring 
•peed, feed and other process data.   The major development» of current 
reeearoh on oontrol seem to be in the following areas t 

(a) Multi-axis machines and suitable programming language* and 
teohniefues to facilitate use for procedures suoh am 
die-einking; 

(b) Photograanetry as a means of supplying the machine tool with 
information about a prototype component j 

(0)   Extension of prograame-sequenoe oontrol to full numarioal 
oontrol of tools, to systems enabling one oontrol device to 
operate a number of machine tools, and to adaptive or "in- 
pr00088" feedbaok control systems; 

(d)    Combination of numerical control with eleetro-erosion or 
eleotroohemical machining for diffioult-to-maohine alloys; 

(»)   Use of numerically controlled drawing amohines and computer- 
aided design systems of the "Sketchpad" type. 

25«. *• mentioned earlier, the machining of new materials ham led to new 
manufacturing prooesses suoh am high-energy rate forming and eleotrochsmioai 
machining.   Much reeearoh must «till be don* before these prooeesee are in 
common «we. 
257. Other problème which have not yet reoeived suffioient attention inolude, 
for Ínstanos, the effaot of elimate on Hydraulio and lubricating oils.   Theme 
effects differ for the vario«« types of maohine tools such am lathem, drilling 
maohinee, milling machines, boring amohines, grinders, and broaching machines. 
Further study in this arsa is warranted. 
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itasearch in maintenance 
25°.   lìooaarch noed mt be limit od ti  the development   of nev» production methods 
and a-ruiraaont,  but uhould include machine-tool imintanonco.     It  is necessary 
to know the raaaons why a machina t vil  loges its efficiency,  and the methods 
by which its roliability and durability can Le increased.    The classical 
scionoes,  such is mechrjnicc,  idealisad tho conditions  in whioh machines func- 
tioned.    Errors and inaccuracies caused by component wear,  temperature deform- 
ation, defective materials otc. were viewed as aberrations fro« the perfeet 
machine and ao accidental phenoraona. 

259. Indern science, particularly oyberoetioe,  takes a different view of 
errors| thoy are regarded as a natural  feature of ray real system.    Henoe 
the need arises to investigate tho sources and causes of adverse influences 
acting on machines, and to study their réactions.    Vibration» transmitted by 
other equipment -ict on the «achines.    Thermal energy in the for» of tempera- 
ture fluctuations disturbs machine part» as well.      Chemical enerar eau»»» 
corrosion when the air contain» moisture, and electromagnetic energy in th© 
forra of radio v.-aves may affect the eleotronio equipment.    These and oth»r 
processes reduce the quality of perf ormano» and r»quir» pori odio overhaul». 

Iaplanentatlon of research programmes 

260. All possible effort» should be made for the incorporation of technical 
advances in new design» whioh have market potential.    This is particularly 
important beoau»e of the ionf time interval of three to five year» between 
development and production of the first model of a new type of machinery. 

361. The structure of a centralised maohino-deai^n and research organisation 
must, of necessity, be determined by the level of development of meohanical 
engineering in the oountry in question.   The needs of the oountry in this 
sphere of activity must be served at minimum coat, and with efficient use of 
scientific and design personnel.    A» mechanical engineering develop» within 
the oountry, specialisation should be intensified, with the result that the 
single neohanioai-oagineering research and design cantre may gradually be 
»put into several specialised, independent research organisation» serving the 
branches of meohanioal engineering whioh have been built up. 

262. A major component of this process is the training of native soient i fio 
and design personnel, and the gradual specialisation of suoh persons in 
particular fields of meohanioal engineering.   Advanced training must be pro- 
vided for them, a» well as a continuing flow of technical informat i on, sad, 
eventually, the introduction of separate training for the engineering staff 
of the meohanioal-engineering industry.   Close lini» must accordingly be 
eetftbliehed between the oountry* s research o entres and establishments of 
higher technical education.   As production grow», a transition must be mads 
from a »ingle research centra to a stags at whioh »orne portion of the rsssaroh 
staff is transferred to the actual plants in order to establish th« closest 
and most direct possible link between scienoe and production.   The »ingle 
research c<>ntr« will be maintained to carry out long-ran«« and highly ooaplex 
projeots, to inform the industry about the latest advanoes, and to oo-ordinate 
the production development of the individual enterprise«. 

26). The development of research and deeign »ervioee whioh ars geared te the 
development of the «eoh»ioal-engin««ring Industry nay bs broken down inte 
the following stagest 

(a)    Stags 1.   Teohnioal training institute whoss reeearoh labert ori«« 
and specialised staff assist and advise the industry on particular 
problems. 
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(h)    3ta*re .".    A single mechanical-engineering researoh -.antr* 
••parate from th« training institut«.    ?hin centre muy deeign 
maohinery f-r tha mechanical-engineering industry,  conduct 
researoh an  proaeasea and apeoific meohaniaraa at the request of 
fact iría«,  render technical assistance in bringing into UBO 
complex imported erruipaent and technological proceaaea,  and 
supply tha  industry with information concerning tha latest 
advance«.    The »taff of the research centre takes part  in the 
vor* of technical training establishments. 

(o)    Stage 3.    A Binale aetalworking oentre, and separate centres 
for the different branohee of meohanioal engineering,  V< develop 
equipment for the processing and extractive industries.    At this 
stage there is greater specialisation in types of machinery! the 
laboratories *re concerned both with teohnolog/ and with the 
development and study of the necessary equipment,  in addition 
to rendering assistano« to industry. 

(d)    Stage 4.    Rssearoh oentres for particular branches of meohanioal 
engineering, and assign and research services at the manufactur- 
ing plants.    The oentres work on long-range problems of indus- 
trial processes, regulating systems, aaohinery units and eom- 
ponent«, assist in solving ths «ors complex problems facing 
plants, and próvida the industry with technical and soononieal 
documentation and information.   Prmotioal work on the dsvslop- 
ment of machinery and the day-to-day supervision of its produc- 
tion are carried on by th« design servios* of ths enterprises 
themselves. 

264.  Aocording to ths l«v«l of development union it has attained, each oountry 
selects the «ont suitable form of organisation for its scientific and design 
ssrvioes. 

265. In applisd ressnroh, the transfer of resulta fron laboratory to workshop 
is a oonstsnt, delioats and oonplex problem.   Ths transfer takes plaoe either 
when the research programs« end« or when a ooherent set of results hat boon 
obtained.   It is at this stags that research work finds its justification. 

266. Three stages of utilising the results of research in industry are appar- 
enti    First, the sstablishnsnt of the pilot plant, when th« transfer of pilot- 
plant teohnology to production, and finally, ooiewroial applications of 
researoh. 
267. The pilot plant should be looatsd as n*ar as possibls to ths researoh 
department, permitting oloss oo-operation of th« two divisions.    The pilot 
plant is an extrapolation of ths laboratory, which tries to convert researoh 
procedure« into production methods.    It is the tank of the production en- 
gineer«, who are responsible to ths production department, to prepare the 
transfer fron researoh to th« workshop, and to disseminate soisntiflo ideas 
in ths lettor.   Ths «ngineere art ohosen fro» ths rssearoh staff and trained 
in production teohnology.   Thsy «• generally university-eduoated, and fora 
an important link in the organisation.   Problems enoountered in ths assign 
and building of neohine tools are gathered fron discussione with oust onere, 
poreonal observations, and tssting of naohinery.    They ars also examined in 
relation to manufacturing oosts.   Problems oonosrning operational oonvenienoe 
of th« machine, th* «nfoty of the operator, and improvenente in productivity 
and aoouraoy ars also investigated.   Ths engineer must weigh ths relativ* 
significano« of various problems.   He must record pertinent faot* and make 
measuremento in order to detersine the signifícanos of th* probi «as, and ths 
advisability of initiating nsw development projsot*.   Th* *ngin**r of th* 
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future will hive to extend hio knowled/?e constantly.    Owirvr to the difficulty 
of obtaining teohnioal  porfootion and aoientifio exactitude, the engineer must 
bo capable of nelectinT solutions which are often compromises between contra- 
dictory requirements. 

263. Tho preparation of prototypes and their rigorous testing should be 
carried out in rooms  separated from the main production shops,  in order to 
avoid conflict over use of equipment and interference with the regular pro- 
duction activity. 

Experience of selected couatriae 

269* The ¿gdian, Government has set up a machine tool research institute, 
namely, the Central Machina Tool Institute at Bangalore, with assistance pro- 
vided by the Cseohoelov&k Oovernaent.    This is only the beginnin»| ***» •<"• 
machine-tool research institutes could be used.    It is expected that the 
present Institute, whioh was inaugurated in December 1965, will, among other 
things, do research on machine-tool problems such as cutting, tool technology, 
materials and their treatment, metrology and type testing of machine tools. 
It will also develop new designs, inprove those already existing, and train 
designers for the industry. 

27J. The Indian Oovernaent has also established the Central Mechanical 
¿sigineering Research Institute in Durgapur, whioh likewise deals with problems 
of the setalworking industries.   In addition, a Research Instituts for 
Scientific Instrument Technique has been established at Chandigarh (Punjab). 

271. A fundamental role could be-played in the development of machine-building 
industrief if a machine-tool institute were established in Argentina, dedi- 
cated to the study and researoh of tsohnicruss related to the construction and 
functioning of «achine tools.   Getting such an institute started would bring 
important benefits to the makers as well as the users of machines.    Por the 
former, it would be an important aid in meeting teohnioal manufacturing 
requirements.   Por the latter, the tests carried out by the instituts would 
constitute a guarantee of produot cruality and give prestige to produots 
manufactured for the dornest io or export markets. 

212. Aside from its mainly teohnioal functions, the institute should actively 
participate in guiding the development of the industry, and adviss the appro- 
priate agencies regarding credit whioh should be given to manufacturers for 
the acquisition of naohinery and production equipment, as wall as for the 
study and building of prototypes. 
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CHAPTER XIII.    C08T COWBIgRATIOMB 

273. Coati ou be classified under thro» headings«    direct cost of labour 
and material», standard ovsrhsad charges (s.g. rsnt, heat,  light, maintenance, 
administration), and the amortisation of oapital equipment.    During the first 
ten years of service, the productivity of a machine decreases, leading to an 
increase in the cost of labour and overheads.   The cost of the new machine, 
which will become higher in successive years, oust be allowed for.   Mainten- 
ance is a major financial concern in the metalworking industries. 

274. One of the moat important production problems for the metalworking plant 
manager is to determine what his equipment needs are.   The capital value of 
the) plant required for machining operations can be reduced by 30 per cent if 
machín» tools are properly matched to the actual requi restent s.    For instance, 
there is little merit in usiaf * »»chine with a holding capacity of one metre 
if the largest piece to be worin« on it is only one third of that length. 
The 30 per »tat figure takee into account the reduction in complexity and 
sise of machine tools, the reduoed workshop area and the reduced cost of over- 

275. Plant managers in developing countries should also keep in mind the real 
savings in ton» of original eost and operating expense made possible by the 
UM of sooond hand equipment.   Tao fact that the market for such equipment is 
supply rather than demond-orienteJ MUMS prices to fluctuate widely, and 
rsajairw tarnt the purchaser bt sufficiently familiar with market condition» 
to bo able to asmo purehasM at the BMt attractive prioM. 

2T6. Overhead costs play an important role in the OMO of automatic naohine», 
1 turning to rise with ohaagM la machine efficiency.   Complicated work for 
«bita Jift mai fixture» art required aggravate» thOM condition» an* givM a 
definite advantage to nvaerioelly controlled tools.   This it partiouarly true 
of milling, drilling, tapping and boring of puap bodiM, casings, connexion» 
ami aiailar o« 

277. UM production coet of machine tool» can be reduced substantially by 
adopting tat prinoiplee of modular «Miga.   It was fornai in the OMO of a 
throe-axis drilling machine that the oost of a nodular-design unit was about 
half that of a conventionally built machine of this typo.   Modular design 
alto hat tat advantage of hooping to a minimum the amount of oapital required 
far tat inventory of parta, patterns, casting»   etc., which it normally quite 
ooatidorablo.   For example, a medium sited factory recently reported that, 
evom with a carefully planned ayotaa of unit construction, stock» worth about 
•OB 840,000 were required for work in progrès» »mounting to SUS 280,000.   The 
Mvlmg differ», of OOUTM, with tat type of modules built into the machinery, 
ta* oould bo increased whm tat uMia become sore familiar with the principle» 
of modular tosiga. 
276. Improvement» la the design or manufacturing methods of amohine toóla 
oftta retult in ooet sad prioe increase».   The queetion then arises whether 
the increase it worth the higher performance.   It amy bo necessary to postpone 
a teohnical iaprovement la favour of lower oost until design simplification» 
lower the prioM. 
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279. 1" order that metalworkinp industri*« in developing oountriM can 
become more self-sufficient and competitive with those in the industrialized 
nations, ancillary industries providing raw materials and oosiponents nsed to 
be developed.    A higher priority in government planning, and specific incen- 
tives or tax relief measures to entrepreneurs are vital in this connexion, 
and oust be provided for if a lowering of costs in metalworking industries 
is to bs achieved. 

230. Standard costs.    Company standards ars used in factory accounting for 
controlling and measuring the efficiency of manufacturing operations.   Before 
production is started, a standard estimate of the total coat of producing an 
item is preparad.    This sstimate is later compared with the actual cost* 

231. Breakeven i/jflJYHf-   * Mparating total costs of a product into fixed 
and variable costs at a given level of output, and by assuming linear rela- 
tionships in the rang« of operation, on« oan develop a graph of total eost 
versus output.    This plot is useful in determining the profit expected from 
an increase or decrease in production, the affects of a substitution of pro- 
duction techniques, change of lot size, or the introduction of labour-saving 
machinery. 

282. Eafijaaj Prff^miOf labour.    The concept of valu« addad to the 
labour-coat ratio is a useful guide for analyse« of efficiency of operation«. 
In the United States, tais ratio has remained at 2,$ «ine« 1914 in spit« of 
all economic ohangae.   The competitiva position of a company oan be judged 
against this figura, and the production engineer oan assess through it 
whether his technique« ara effective. 

?f All», Mi tilt m Eft 
233. No datai lad figura* are presently available for the oouatriea of Asia 
and ths Far East.   Howavar, it may be aatimatad that wages have inereased by 
40 psr cant in the developing countries «inca 1955.   IB ih* most industrial- 
ised country (Japan) of the region, the ineraaae «mounted to 50 par cent. 
Second in importance to labour costs ara the oosts of transportation., distri- 
bution, invastaant« and interact ratas«   The prie« structura i« also greatly 
affected by the ooat of importad steal and oth«r materials and oomponant«. 

284. Although tha eosta of production in ta* ragion ara relatively higher 
than in the major producing countries in tha world, particularly whan mass- 
production technique« oan be usad, it has already been possible to manufactur« 
•one goods at competitive cost.   This is dus to the lower wages, and to the 
application of modern technology.   Among tha goods mast frequently and com- 
petitively manufactured in this ragion ara sawing machinée, bioyclee, s imp Is 
agricultural implements and metal furniture. 
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CHAPTER XIV.    BTAITOARDIZATIO» Dt METALWORKINQ 

2S5. If developing nation« aro to achieve the degree of industrialisation in 
setalworking that is required to próvido food« for both internal and «stornai 
consumption,  they nuit provide for a eye tern of standards as soon as possible. 
Experience has shown that production «ethods beooas harder to change as the 
industry beooMS more complex.    Inefficient methods oan become ingrained 
habit«.   A careful ooaprehensive «tudy in th« beginn in« phase« of industrial 
development paye off in fewer «i«tak«a in the future. 

236. Standards in the »et al working industri«« are requisite to three basic 
phase« of industrial production, namelyt 

(a) To nodern net hods beoause they provide interchangeability and economy $ 

(b) To trass within a country because they enable eonsuswrs to use a 
given part in all areas of the oountryi   ana 

(e) To international trads because they provide a common basi« for pur- 
chases end «alas. 

287. Several kinds of standardisation need to be distinguished in setalworking. 
These range fren standardised classifications of part nane« and practice« of 
deeign and production to standardisât ion in the production of meohlae-tool 
wits through the eeneept of nodular design.   The neje* «lenente discussed 
belo« aust be considered in relation to the needs of developing countries. 

288. The early adoption of standard sisee of «etalworking naterials aliens 
the assign of nsny product« based en a united nunber of sisss of rounds, 
squaree, and other standard shsoosi   n lini ted nunber of thioknessee and 
widths of shoot, strip, and plate t   and a lis i ted nunber of finishes.   Early 
stendardilation would «ave tine and noney for everyone involved.   An engineer 
in Company A nsed not spend tins developing a sorow that will fit a part pro- 
vided by Company B, if both conpaniee adhere to a oosjson standard for screw 
toreada.   E« Ubi i «hing and using a systsa of national standards ensure« that 
a bolt will aateh a nut, that an electrical plug will fit an outlet, and that 
a bulb will sorow into a socket, no aatter who manufactured the product or 
where and how it is used in th« country.   Engineering tins osa be utilised 
sors efficiently to provide bettor products end product uses, and the sini- 
sised duplication of effort will result is economy for all concerned. 

flirt i sitisi to ito titira1 ***-**" 
289. The use of control systems in sechine tools has lsd to development of 
various assas of instruction input.    In too oass of numerically-controlled 
saohine tools, punch oarde have gradually boon replaced by punched tans, 
standardised in the United States of America to one-inch width ant eight 
onenaelB.    In Standard RS 244, which is the de fjato, United States standard, 
the oode represents ars spoiled out for de eignet ing numbers, lettere end 
symbols to be placed on the toss.   RS 227 spécifiée tas tolerances of ths 
sediua sad the helos, RS 267 applies to taps for positioning sad RS 274 to 
tapo for ooatouring nunsrioally-oontrolled sechine tools.   Those «tensarás 
aro prelininary, however, and ars currently the eubject of controversy. 
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Cl—ifiOtiOn  Of  Bachino  tool« 

290. Classifications of mach in« tool« have been adoptad in SOM indu« trial i »ad 
oountries.   These usually ooa* fro* a ooda whioh assigns nunbsrs to classa«, 
groups and aub-groups of aaohina tools.   As a first stsp, a national standard 
is essential, but th« oraation of an internationally-acoepted standard olaasi- 
f io at ion would ba of oonsidsrabls benefit to all nations, as would standard« 
of tasting and quality. 

Stand «nil lit ion in production of Bachino tools 

291. Standard i «at ion of aaohina-tool production is nscessary xf th« minimum 
nuabsr of siias of a given aodel of aaohina is to ssrvs th« «ntira rang« of 
applications of that aaohina.    Th« favourable rasults thus obtained ars: 

(a) Siailarity of design, technology, operation and overhaul] 

(b) Possibility for vertical and horizontal unification of BOBS struc- 
tural alesante; 

(0) Eventual appiioation of the nodular principle to general-purpose 
aeehin«* ;    sad 

(d) Effieient production sad all conséquent economical advantage«. 

292. These rasults can be achieved in several ways.   For exaaple, limits are 
•»lag established for a whole rangr of aetalworking Bachine«.   Ta« limits 
correspond te a basic siae parameter or a graded rangs of asesssary sisss, 
and tas naia technological data (e.g. geomstrioal dimsnsions of Lbs aachined 
work sad ef the Bating ami fixing «urfao««) are being specified. 

293. Parameters sad sisss have to be selected to suit the preferred number 
raafM of equipment in aooordanc« with the appropriât« standards.   When a 
new range of aaehiaas is te be developed, it is advantageous to begin with a 
•mail nunber of aodele within tas given rangs, allowing for a gradual inoreaae 
of this «unbar together with augmentation of th* parane tare.   Thus, any dsfects 
earn be eliaiaatad ama iaprovsnsnts, based on experiaents, carried out on a 
small nwabsr of i teas. 

294. Tat aodular-design principle belongs in the category of nachine-tool 
standardiaation.    It goea beyond the aar* standardisation of individual 
ásenlas parts, however, because it covers the stendardi«ation of aaeeabled 
«ait* which eta bs used in various typss of «odela.   Consequently, optimal 
utilisation of plant squlpmsat is sad«, yielding the ospitai savings which are 
so important for an industrially developing country. 

295*  The first step in nodular ensign is to establish a system for th* machina- 
tool production programme.   Typical parameters at* selected for each o lase of 
asebias tools, «mob as tas maximum work disaster for lathee and the maximum 
bol* diameter for drilling asebias*.   With tas aid of theee parane tars, it is 
pemaibls to develop a s*ri*s of aachinea with sisea arranged in a geometrie 
procresaion «hieb, in turn, perai ta a substantial réduction in the number of 
sima* of eaehias tools. 

296. The second step is tbs classification of masbias tools into deeign group«. 
Tbl* tara appi 1«*, for instance, to tbs main epindie asseably of a lathe or to 
th* oopying devi** of a «illing asebias.    It is useful to limit tbs nunber of 
d**i#B groups, which esa be conpared to building blocke, to those that are used 
very frequently.    Tbsy ars divided into three estefori**, asmsly, basic, general, 
ana suppleaantal d««ign group*. 
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297. It i« poseible to build a large variety of machin« tools employing only 
comparatively few deeign groupa.    It «van becoaaa faasibla to build special 
•achina tools, and also gradually to automata tbam in the future by applying 
the indicated principles.    It will be possible to build transfer lines from 
design groups;   they can be disassembled when no longer needed and uaed for 
a différant tranafer line or in a different machine combination.    Using the 
design-group principle, one can assemble up to sixteen different multiple- 
spindle amohines by using only four frame sises.    Substantial savings can be 
realised through the application of modular design to multi-spindle automatics. 

298. The optimum repeatability of design groups la established by the designer, 
who oaloulates so-oalled "characteristic numbers'1 during his work.   Several 
suoh characteristic numbers can be computed by means of simple formulae. 

299. The third step consists of the development of design units that represent 
a higher degree of standardisation.    The difference between design groups and 
design wits lies in the field of application.   While design groups apply to 
an individual plant, design units apply to a great number of plants or to an 
entire oountry.   The difference o an be oompared to the difference between a 
factory standard and a national standard.   Meohanlsms for the motion of 
machine parts, tool carriere, and loading devioeo, for example, belong into the 
oategory of design unite.   Some ars speoial machias tools used for cnly one 
type of opération or workpiece, using, however, tas principle of modular design. 
Machias tools of the future any be built by assembly of prefabricated standard 
parts rather than on the basis of individual design. 
300. Tas fourth sad last step is scientific research into the diverse applica- 
tions of design units to optimum ooaditioas.   Research on uprights is typical. 
Bars, tas scientific investigation should cover the ratios of the length of 
•Men, height, location of stiff enere, the centre of gravity, sto.    It should 
be determined under what conditions maxie» rigidity can be oMaiasd at least 
cost when incorporating design units In various types of sechine tools such as 
lathee, planers, sad allling machines.   Cost comparisons should be based on a 
geometric progression of theee dimensions. 
301. Tas results of experience with standardisation at all levels - company, 
industry, national sad international - are available to developing countries. 
Much osa be gained from a thorough study of the standards in effect in the 
industrialised nations.   Theee were worked out with great ears, and the devel- 
oping   aatioas osa benefit greatly from adopting them.   Rational standards for 
the metalworking industries esa be obtained from developing nations with help 
furnished by Uternational organisât ione suoh as the United Mations sad the 
International Organisât ion for Standardisât ion. 
302. Car« should bo exeroieed, however, because each oountry, and often each 
arsa within a country, has speoial conditions, suoh as voltage requiremente 
for «lssirlo current, which must be taken into consideration.   Reeuiroatnts 
fer beerlags in aanslms used in a tempérete climate would provo usslsss If 
tat part« vsrs to be aaaufaetured or used In tropical surroundingo. 
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CHAPTER XV. MAINTENANCE AMD REPAIR OF METALWORKINO MACHINERY 

303. Netalworking machin« tools occupy a central place in the entire complex 
of industrial equipment and machinery. The experience of the developed 
countries shows that machine tools can have a long, umeful lifetime. In 
jobbing shops, th« average life may be up to 40 year«, and in cases of «mail- 
lot production, about 25 year«. It i« «lightly shorter in the production of 
vehicles and other indu«trial equipment on a large-batch basi«, and reduced 
to eight year« in th« cas« of mas« production. Therefore, a well-organized 
repair and maintenance system is essential for every stage of industrial 
development, and i« perhaps th« firet constructive «tep to b« taken in the 
•arly phaaea of industrialization. 

304. Research on technical equipment ham shown that approximately 10 per cent 
undergoes major overhaul« each year, 20 to 25 per cent intermediate overhaul«, 
and almost 100 per oent «orne minor overhaul. Before receiving a major repair, 
a machine tool ha« usually passed through two intermediate and «ix minor over- 
haul«, fach intermediate overhaul take« about two third« a« much labour a« a 
major overhaul, and each minor overhaul 17 r«r c«nt. The standard« developed 
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic« for maintenance and repair of 
machine tool« «how that a major overhaul of a lath« take« eleven day«, «ix 
minor one« 16.5 days, and two intermediate overhaul« 13 day«. Th« lath« i« 
thu« out of operation for a period of 40 day« (24 hour« each) between two 
major overhaul«. 

30% Th« lorn« of time and reaouro«« needed to keep the stock of machine tool« 
in good order i« substantial, though depending to a groat extent on method« 
of operation and servicing and on th« technology and organisation of main- 
tenance. For example, in a small- or average-sised enterprise, th« cost of 
a major overhaul of a aediua-oised universal machine tool is normally 50 to 
60 per cent of th« cost of a new machine, and in the case of a heavy machine 
tool, 25 to 30 per cent. In addition, machin« tools are periodically checked 
for accuracy, lubricated, and given preventive treatment. Thu«, th« coat of 
maintaining and servicing a machine tool of medium «is« during on« maintenance 
cycle (i.«. up to and including th« major overhaul) is greater than the cost 
of a new machine. If saintenanc« and repair are not well organised, the oo«t 
can be several tines greater. 

306. In order to keep equipment in permanent working order with a minimum 
expenditure of tine and resources, it is necessary to institut« a maintenance 
system with strict rul«« concerning the basic procedures. 

307. In th« Union of 8ovi«t Socialist Republic«, a uniform planned prevmitive- 
naintenanee system has been especially worked out for, and is applied in, all 
branch«« of industry. How thirty years old and steadily undergoing improvement, 
tni« system has shown its great possibilities and th« correctness of the under- 
lying organisational principios. Th« system of preventive maintenance includes 
not only overhauls, but also a set of preventivo operation«. The operator and 
the maintenance «taff (fitter«, greasers, belt-drive servi cement, electricians) 
participât« in th« inter-overhaul servicing, which include« checks to ensure 
that th« equipment is in good condition, that it is properly operated and 
lubricated, and that minor trouble« are corrected. Cleaning, oil changes and 
rigidity oheoks are included in this process. Surfaces nust be protected 
fron dirt, abrasives and chips, particularly in surroundings where polishing 
and similar machina« are in operation. Th« maintenance system also fixes 
th« pattern of the cycle, i.e. the number of planned overhaul« and th« ord«r 
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in which they are carried out. Indicating a minor overhaul by I, an inter- 
mediate by II and a major one by III, most machine tools now undergo a cycle 
of nine planned overhauls in the order I-I-II-I-I-II-I-I- III. 

308. For the purpose of advance planning of maintenance, the machine tools 
are classified in different categories according to their degree of complexity. 
Each is assigned a complexity coefficient, such as three to eight for vertical 
drilling machine«, which are the least complex, to 20 to 35 for open-side 
jig borers, which are the most complex types with respect to maintenance. In 
addition, standard time rates are developed for calculating the labour force 
required. Multiplying these rates by the complexity coefficient results in 
figures indicating the hours required for a particular overhaul. 

309. The length of the maintenance cycle is calculated from formulae in which 
the type of operation is expressed by another series of coefficients, such as 
one for mass production, 1.3 for series production, and 1.5 for small-series 
and single-item production. Another set of coefficients covers the type of 
work material machined (l, structural steelj 0.75» aluminium etc.) A 
third relates to operating conditions, such as 0.7 for dusty and humid work- 
shops, and a fourth covers ths type of machine tool (l, light; 1.7f particu- 
larly heavy machine tools etc.) All pertinent coefficients are multiplied 
by 24,000 to give the maintenance cycle in hours. 

310. A minor overhaul includes the reconditioning or replacing of a small 
maber of parts, adjustments, checks of oil flow, etc. An intermediate over- 
haul entails truing up and restoration of accuracy, without removing the 
machine from its foundation. During a major overhaul, the machine tool is 
usually completely dismantled and examined according to detailed rules, 
which include formulae for permissible wear, service life of the parts etc. 
The correct choice of the technical processes to be used for repairing i» 
complex. Various suggestions for handling this problem, based on the ex- 
perience gained in this regard, are available. 

311. The principle underlying this system has been that, by establishing a 
maintenance cycle with a permanent pattern, preserving average ratios between 
the volumss of work involved in the different types of overhaul, and comparing 
different types of equipment by placing each in a maintenance complexity 
category, it is possible to plan maintenance in advance and to calculate the 
labour, equipment and time required. 

Organisation of maintenance and repair 

312. Various organisational systems for equipment repair can be adopted! 

(a) A decentralised system, characterised by concentration of 
all repair and maintenance operations in workshop repair 
units and by specialisation of repair teams| 

(b) An in-plant system of centralization of repair work within 
enterprises, with spare-parts production, major repairs 
and modernisation concentrated in a mechanical repair •». ~*> 
and the remaining work carried out by repair units ; 

(c) A centrally-directed system of concentrating major repairs 
of equipment in workshops or plants specially set up for 
the centralised repair and modernisation of equipment on 
either a small-scale or large-scale assembly-line basis. 

313. At the plant level, the organisation of maintenance work must provide 
for the execution of all technological processes necessary for maintenance 
operations, receipt of spare parts from the machine-tool factory, and over- 
haul of individual assemblies or machine tools at special maintenance oentres. 
The type of organisation depends upon the varieties and number of machine 
tools at the plant. 
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314. In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, it was found that the 
organization of central repair «hope and plants has significant advantages 
over the practice of repairing machine tools at the plant where they are 
used in production. The labour time used in specialized central-repair 
plants for complete machine overhaul is about 40 per cent of that used in 
the production of a comparable new machine. The production cost in the 
centralised repair shops of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is 20 
to 25 per cent, which is lower than that of existing practice under de- 
centralized systems. 

315. Developing countries may be guided by this example. In situations 
where industry is concentrated in specific geographic areas, conditions for 
establishing central repair shops are especially favourable; not only cam 
the ooet be reduced, but also more modern methods of repair can be employed, 
rehiring a smaller number of highly-skilled workers. 

Maintenance of •««»n^^ «mj««^ 

316. The repair of second-hand equipment is of particular interest to devel- 
oping   countries.   There is no clear-cut difference between maintenance 
problems for new and second-hand equipment.   Maintenance of the latter has 
both advantage, and disadvantages.   Up-to-date knowledge of electrical 
circuits, hydraulics, electronics   etc. is necessary for the maintenance of 
modern amohine tools.   Even in the industrialized countries, these skills 
are often in short supply.   They are often required to a lesser degree in 
older Menine«; however, the older the machine, the greater the risk of break- 
down.   Also, in many cases instruction manuals for maintenance and repair of 
second-hand machinery are unavailable« 

317. Inoreases in maintenance cost are not proportional to age. Some existing 
data show that the maintenance cost may rise from one per cent of the original 
cost after one year of use to only two per cent after ten years of us«. 

318. Spar« parts are mor« easily available for new than for second-hand 
equipment.   However, many manufacturers stock repair parts for ¡nany years, 
•nd this can be of considerable value to developing countries.   Local raanu- 

?*? of mp9n ***** hM «fr»*»*«« over importing them from the developed 
countries, and is often feasible since second-hand equipment may be of 
simpler design and made of 1ML sophisticated material than new machinery. 

319. The spare-part problem differs in industrialised and developing 
eeumtris«.    In the first, spare parts for new equipment are usually available 
within a day, and within a week to a month for older machinas.   In developing 
îfuÏÏ;   ??î ********* transportation, customs procedures and foreign-exchange 
diffioulti«« may extend delivery time to three or more months.   Hence, it is 
eeeential to ensure at the time of purchase that a satisfactory source of 
supply parts is available.   The useful life of second-hand equipment is 
variable.   It is recognized that rebuilt machinery in which no improvement« 
havs been introduced, can last as long as new machinery of the same type and 
can provide considerable savings in initial cost. 
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CHAPTER XVI.     DEGRES OF MECHANIZATION 

<2o. The metal-product  industry  ìB baeically a labour-intensive induFtry; 
therefore,  mechanization and automation are more United than in certain 
other industries,    equipment  with different decrees of mechanization exists, 
but  in many cases an optimal choice  in not made.    Such a cnoice should not 
necessarily be for the most  highly-mechanized equipment,  but depends on 
various factor«,   including the wa,?e and interest rates,  the nice of the 
market, and the size of lots produced.    Sometimes, automated equipment must 
be selected not on the basis of economic factors alone,  but for technological 
reasons as well, when production by alternative equipment is not possible. 
The instrumentation industry is a case  in point. 

Selection of machine tools 

321. The question of selecting machine tools for developing countries cannot 
be answered in a general way because conditions dix fer in each particular 
case.    Experience has shown,  however,  that the stricture and growth of a 
machine-tool inventory are closely associated with the level of mechanization 
of a country.    As the country develops,  it makes increasing use of precision 
machine tools, automation,  specialized tools for particular branches of mech- 
anical engineering, and heavy machine tools for lar^e parts.    In the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics,  for example, the greatest  increase durin.j 1?37- 
196* was in the number of heavy machine-tool types, which jumped from .ivo to 
420 types and sizes, and precision tools which increased from four to 130 
types and sizes. 
322. In the industrially-developed countries, only 20 to 40 per cent of the 
total production time per workpiece is used for actual machining.    The remain- 
in^ time is spent in tooling, setting up, taking trial cuts, making measure 
mente    etc.    Such unproductive subsidiary time, especially when related to 
manufacture of small- and medium-size batches,   is disproportionately expensive 
where wages are high,  since it means incomplete utilization of the productive 
capacity of the machine tool.    Consequently, the primary aim in the develop- 
ment of tools has been the automating of subsidiary operations while maintain- 
ing or even improving the quality of workpieces. 

•2^. Generally speaking, the following stages of development in the types of 
machines used can be observed in industrialized nations: 

(a) Universal machines; 

(b) Production-type machines; 

(c) Sequence-controlled machines; 

(d) Automatic machines; 

(e) Transfer lines; 

(f )   Huaerioally-controlled machines. 

324. Universal machines combine précision, versatility* relatively low prioe 
and rather reliable operation.    These machines are operated by hand and are 
well suited for a large variety of jobs.    Because of their great flexibility 
of use, they are obviously well suited for developing countries.   However, 
they must be operated and maintained by well-qualified workers, and these are 
available only in a few developing countries. 
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>¿',u   The production-type machines are also  hand-operated;     however,  their 
automatic workpiece trannport  and  loading can greatly accelerate the flow of 
production.    An advinta^e of a production-type machine for the operator is 
the comparatively short time required to adapt  it  for a new ceriee of work- 
pieces,  eo that he is soon able to apply his initial experience to the manu- 
facture of new parts.    This type of machine may well be operated by a semi- 
skilled workerj    it must be set up by a nkillcd worker,  however.    Another 
advantage of production-type machines especially valuable for developing 
countries is their adaptability.    It is unlikely that labour shortages, which 
would necessitate the selection of automated machines, will arise in the near 
future in industrially-developing countries. 

t .  Due to their simple operation, quick adaptability to a new work programme, 
and high continuous accuracy, sequence-controlled »achines may eventually be 
tailored to the need« of developing countries.    Since there is a sufficient 
supply of non-specialized workers in these countries, there are no obstacles 
to single-machine operation}    semi-skilled workers can easily be taught to 
operate a sequence-controlled machine tool.    Thus, Eingle-machine operation 
would seem to be suitable for batch production in developing countries. 

^2'. Automatic machines possess a satisfactory degree of flexibility in the 
parts which they are capable of producing.    The possibility of their operation 
by non-skilled workers would favour their use in industrially-developing 
oountrits.    However, the expenditure for a good production-planning department, 
which is needed for these machines, is economically justified only if numerous 
machines are in use.    This type of machine) will therefore be suitable only 
under certain conditions for utilisation in developing countries.    Besides, 
the economical use of even a single automatic machine could lead to a product 
quantity which would, in many cases, be too large for the domestic demand of 
a developing country. 

>2 .  A prerequisite for the economic application of transfer lines is the pro- 
duction of a large number of pieces.    This, in turn, requires that the products 
be standardised.    Technical unification and restriction of models contribute 
considerably to euch stendardi»ation.   The practicability of transfer-line 
utilisation also depends on the labour situation in the developing country 
where such a machine is to be set up.   A transfer line not only permits faster 
production of parts at lower costs, but also reduces the labour required even 
as the total output is increased. 

329. Numerically-oontrolled machine« in general do not require specially- 
trained operators, but present very demanding task« for the maintenance and 
supervisory personnel.   A oentrally co-ordinated service facility for all 
numerically-oontrolled machines would be of great advantage in a developing 
country.   The excellent flexibility of the machine in regard to products, its 
profitable use even in small-batch production, and the possibility of inte- 
grating it into a manually-oriented work flow can be of advantage for an 
industrially developing country. 

330. The key to effective automation of an industry or of a process is to 
•sleet from a wide range of possibilities the degree of automation that will 
provide the greatest returns for the effort expanded.   This «election process 
represents an essential planning step, particularly in an emerging economy. 
Random automation is seldom beneficial, and may be ruinous where capital is 
limited, due to the resultant unproductive consumption of scaroe resources. 

331. A developing country has the ability to use automated tools at a faster 
r5t?**h?n

J* developed economy, due to the sise, age, and greater flexibility 
of its industrial plant.   Although there are major obstacles to automation 
of both social and economic origin in developing countries, selective 
automation at the correct stage of industrialisation not only can be 
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beneficial,   but may be neceseary.    Automation of the metalworking industries 
may be the only route to economical survival for developing countries, and 
may even be necessary for successful competition in a technologically developed 
world market.    However, great care and Berious economic and Bocial analyses 
must take precedence over considerations of preetige production if automation 
is to be a real benefit. 
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CHAFTEH XVII.     REPLACEMENT FOLIC TES 

332. The maintenance of productive efficiency m a manui ,-icturing- organic- 
tion 18 one of management's perennial problème.    Machines wear out  and 
technique« change against a background of chancing product designa and 
market requirements.    Careful maintenance tuid other procedure« directed 
towards long service life of machine« have been considered good rractice. 
Attempts at cost reduction and problems of taxation have always tended to 
make management view the replacement of machines as a lonf-term procedure. 
In the past, the prevalent attitude has too often been to consider how long 
a machine should be kept in operation in its existing condition, rather than 
how long it should be used in order to yield the best financial returns. 

333. Developing countries should assess the possible effect of rough-and- 
ready policies on ultimate factory efficiency when considering the replace- 
ment of machinery by equipment of a similar technological type,    '..hen replace- 
ments are being contemplated, it is particularly recommended that the inter- 
action of all current machinery and processes be reviewed in order that the 
over-all plan of operation and the replacement orders be considered in rela- 
tion to actual future requirements.    An enterprise may decide to diversify 
its opsrations, embracing new markets with products not previously manufac- 
tured.    It may introduce new technological developments in a field which it 
ha« already exploited, or increase the production of goods that it has 
*li-*«uy manufactured.    * or all this, a forward demand prediction or marketing 
plan is fundamental.    Froduction capabilities of current equipment can then 
be paired off with expected demand. 

334. Thus,  it is advisable to consider whether other types of machinery or 
entirely new processes can do the required job more efficiently.    The opti- 
mal capital policy is not always apparent.    In multi-product situations, 
for example, linear programing or simulation models, even if they are simple. 
can be used to advantage. ^   ' 

335. *n the formulation of replacement policy, the effectiveness of a 
machine is all too often measured merely by its age.    It is not easy to 
determine when the «ffioienoy of machinery has reached its limit.    Inaccuracies 
beyond the control of the skilled operator can be assessed and, to some extent, 
correo ted by routine maintenance.    Howover, an increased tendency to chatter 
and tool wear can only be changed by removing the machine from production and 
giving it a complete overhaul. 

336. Over-all policy should include a prudent mixture of replacement by new 
machines of improved design, new techniques applied to old machines, and the 
renovation of old machines.   In all probability, nsw techniques could be 
applied to a large number of older machines without too great an increase in 
capital cost.   Older machines have to be replaced on a basis consistent with 
the available funda. 

a criterion for choice of *n\m^ 

337. The need for replacement of machinery is affscted not only by increases 
in productivity, but also by the servio« life of new machines in comparison 
with older design«.    Service life is tied to rigidity, wear resistance, 
absence of vibration, and also to financial considsrations.    In American 
industry, the formula« of the Machinery and Allied Products Instituts (MAFI) 
are often used to determine whether acquisition of a new machine would 
improve production.    A simplified equation for determining replacement is 
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where d ìB the advere« minimum, c tht acquisition ooat,  and i the interest 
rata ovar the estimated length of the service life n of the machine tool 
under consideration.    The adverse minimum is the time-adjusted annual average 
capital cost of the equipment. 
338.  Service life is a dominant factor for comparing the economical profita- 
bility of two machine tools.    If it is assumed that the purchasing and operat- 
ing   costs of two new machines are the sans (say, SUS 33,000), and that one 
of them has a servios life of fifteen years and the other, one of nine years, 
the oost to operate them, at an interest rate of five per cent, would bo as 
follows1 

(a) 15 years1 service life»   dj 

(b) 9 years' servios life:     d. 

33,000 (O.05/I.4 + 29/225) 
- SUS 5i473} 

33,000 (O.05/I.4 + 17/Bl) 
- IUS 8,118. 

Hence, with a difference in service )ife of only six years, the annual saving 
is the difference of SUS 5,47? and tUS 8,118 - $US 2,64C when the machine with 
the better servioe life is purchased.   Ovar a period of nine years (i.e.    the 
servio« lif~ of the second machine), the total saving would amount to 
SUS 23,000.   Tas better-quality machine may even cost more initially and sti.1 
be more profitable than one with a shorter service lif«.   At a oost of 
2U8 40,000 for the longer-lived machine, the nine years* saving would amount 
to »US 13,230. 
339. SOM oars must be used in applying formulae of this type, for they do 
not inelude factors such a« operating expenses and unreliability which are 
likely to arica with age and technological obsolescence. The point comes 
whan machinery, even though still operative, is no longer an aaaet. 

340. In tha Union of Soviet Sooialiet Republios, the service life of raetal- 
working equipment ia determined by economical considérâtione. It is con- 
tinuously compared with the ooat of replacement by new machinée, which may 
differ with the progress of technology, and with the productivity of a new 
machine. It may, under certain circumstances, be appropriate to replace an 
old machina by a new one, even if the initial oost ia higher. 
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CHAPTER XVIII.    MANPOWER PROBLEMS 

341. The successful implementation of a plan for industrial development needE 
not only a large amount of capital for Investment f but aleo a supply of quali- 
fied technioal and managerial personnel, at both the macro and plant levels, 
adequate staffing is essential in the metalworking industries if this sector 
is to become independent of foreign equipment and designs*    Manpower require- 
ments are perhaps most critical in the machine-tool industry, since produc- 
tion of items other than the simplest tools requires a   highly skilled labour 
force*    In the absence of such a body of technically qualified people, the 
manpower problem is nut only one of allocation but also of training*    Of 
course, in any branch of science and technology, the higher the quality of 
training of specialists and the greater the number of highly rated persons, 
the larger the output of the products required for the welfare and further 
progress of human society* 

342. Metalworking can be regarded as the most important technological prooess 
sinoe metals are at present, and are likely to be during the coming decades, 
the main materials used for manufacturing a large variety of machines.    For 
this reason, considerable attention is being paid to training engineering and 
technioal specialists for the metalworking industry* 

Managerial and technical allocation 

343. Before technical and managerial manpower oan be optimally organised and 
allooated, a roster of the country's available manpower resources must be 
available*    Also, the requirements of specialised manpower for some future 
economic targets must be fairly accurately determined*   A manpower census 
requires that the qualifications and availability of existing and potential 
managerial and technical personnel are identified and catalogued.   A require- 
ments index can be drawn up only through careful advance planning and organisi 
tion within the metalworking sector* 

344. The steps to be taken in developing these inventories, if they are not 
available, aret 

(a) To analyse the characteristics of positions at various levels 
in the sector and to prepare job-descriptions indicating the 
physical and educational qualifications and experience desired 
for each position presently being filladi 

(b) To determine the expected number of individuals for each job to 
be filled at some target date} 

(o)   To make a catalogua of the available manpower, a centrai file 
in which, ideally, every person with existing or potential skills 
should be listed for assignment. 

Hwffwtr iitwttt?". tfl »fYtipptd 9Qwtmtf 
34% Rostan of technical and managerial personnel are not easily developed 
in highly-industrialised countries where the allocation of skills is carried 
out voluntarily* The more usual practioe in suoh countries is the maintain- 
ing of a manpower inventory by individual companies for their own employees. 
Gaps in the existing manpower pool in terns of future production programmes 
are then easily reoognisable, and steps oan be taken to remedy deficiencies 
by training or recruiting new personnel before needs become acute. 
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346. Experience in some metalworking plants has shown that competent operator* 
using similar machines and working in close proximity to each other can be 
oupervised in groups as large as thirty, and that the number of supervisore 
required per worker increases as the plant size decreases. Pjcecutivee who 
are responsible for directing several dissimilar functions can generally 
control only between four and seven subordinate managers. The disadvantage 
of increasing the number of supervisory levels, while narrowing the span of 
control at each operating level, is that communications become more difficult 
and uncertain as messages must pass through more people. 

W. Information from United States metalworking plants suggests that, as 
products become more complex, the ratio of indirect and specialised personnel 
to production workers increases. At the same time, the ratio of managerial 
and administrative workers compared to operatives decreases as the size of 
the plant increases, showing economies of scale as individuals become more 

specialized in their work. 

Manpower a J locations in countries with intermediate-tern industrial IridiUMH 

34^. The general industry profile of metalworking in countries with inter- 
mediate-term industrial tradition«, such as Israel, Poland, Turk«y and 
Yugoslavia, shows a preponderance of small- and medium-sise firms. The 
present shortage of qualified personnel in the«« countries has typically 
necessitated an expansion of the spaa of oontrol at the upper level beyond 
that found in the more industrially advanced nations. This has meant, as 
well, that men who fill other jobs, such as clerks, must perfora a wider 
range of duties than would their counterparts, for example, in the United 
ate*-»« of AnrniMna. The manpower distributions shown in Table 6 point out 
the relative deficiency of technical talent - even if allowances are made 
for the fact that the engineering and design content may be less in the semi- 
industrialised countries than in the United States. 

Table 6 

BBu*iaon of manoower distribution in a 
griM'iiJ^u;«^^^ 

USA 

(404 plants 
with more 
than 100 
employees 

Turkey 

(sample of 
plants with 
50-750 em- 
ployees) 

Differences 

(Turkey - 
USA) 

Executives, manager« 
and department head« 

Forament other first-line 
supervisor« 

Engineer«, staff specialists, 
technician« 

Clerioal worker« 

Manual worker« (operators) 

Total 100 % 
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Manpower allocation in developing countries 

34'.).The relative shortage of technical manpower in the developing countries, 
which have substantially no manufacturing tradition,  IG even more acute than 
in the semi-industrialized nations.    In raoet of these countries,  technical 
education and vocational training are organized by tne ¿rovernaent,  and often 
persons who are educated at  public expense, either abroad or locally, are 
obligated to perform public service in return for their training.     In such 
cases, where the government can exert control over a developing manpower pool, 
the major problem ie that of the allocation of particular individuale to those 
sectors in which they will be most effective.    The raetalworkinjr industry is 
often very low on the priority list for trained manpower, and receives only a 
•sail part of its actual need«.    There seems to be a tendency in the metal- 
working industries, also, to draw managerial personnel from indigenous persons 
who are oriented towards marketing.    Such managers often fac* a difficult 
period of adjustment as they try to cope with many of the multiple responsi- 
bilities, technical authority included, which they must assume in addition to 
•ales pronotion. 

3i>0. Recent statistical studies in the metalworking industries showed that 
the ratio of the nuaber of persons employed to the number of machine tools 
in servio« is «bout 2:1.    tor the following selected countries, this ratio 
wast   United States of America - 2.1$   Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - 
1.9}   United Kingdom - 2.8;    Federal Republic of 9emany - i,9j    .-Vance - 2.2¡ 
Italy - 1.6»   Japan - 1.6|    Brasil - 2.3, and Chile - \.ó, 

351 • Using «ten analyses and other Methods, it ha« been estimated that, for 
each million of population, initial industrialisation will require about 
10,000 to 12,000 persons for the metal working industries.    The typical nan- 
power distribution will be manager«, 5 per centj    first-line supervisor«, 
5 P«r eentj    and workers, 90 par cent.    Labour productivity in this phase, 
if the labour input par output is set at about on« third, can be expected to 
b« at least 2.5« 

Yj¿, When the industry expands to the point where exports reach five per cent 
of all setal product« manufactured, the work force should have increased to 
25,000 to 30,000 per Billion of population.    Within this number, the peremt- 
age of manager«, engineer« and technician« should have risen to eight to nine 
par o«nt.    A «mall clerical staff of on« to two per cent should now be 
«vailabi«.   The proportion of non-«upervi«ory parsomi«1 pos««*sing high skills 
will have increased sharply to «or« than half of the total work fore«.    It 
should be noted in this connexion that utilisation of automatic equipment, 
e.g. a «odem nail-h«adlng «achine, doe« not increase ski lied-labour require- 
ments in proportion to the additional productive capacity which such adoption 
peralta. 

333. Organisational Dattorna in »etal-product plant« in Thailand nanr out the 
pattern of development ju«t deeoribed.    However, the situation in Coloabta i« 
•lightly different in that the greatest shortage ha« appeared in *be rank« of 
technicians and forcami.   Entrepreneur«, «ngin««r« and managers ar« drawn 
largely fron th« upper economic levels of the population and ar« oapabl« of 
supporting their own educations. 

•ana—rial amd taabmlaal —»•»»... 

354. Th« main difficulty encountered in th« training of aanaferlal «Ml t«ohni- 
oal personnel in th« industrially advane«d count ri •• ia that th« «kill« and 
point« of view acquired are often too sophisticated or too th«oretleal for 
application in a setting which includes obsolet« machinery, «hört «uopiIM of 
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material,  non-discriminating customers,  and unskilled labour.    Such circuro- 
Btancee are often frustrating to the newly trained engineer or scientist and, 
alon*: with the lure of higher salaries,  account  for the reluctance of some 
trained professionals to return to their developing countries when their 
studies are completed. 
Y;l. AB an alternative to sending studente abroad for study, countries often 
invite technically competent  individuals to give courses or teach in loca, 
universities.    Though drastically reducing expenses as well as the utilisa- 
tion of foreign exchange and the possible loss of students to other countries, 
thie method contains the risk that  instructor unfamiliar with local conditions 
may provide impractical solutions. 
3'6. k third method for developing indigenous skills is to encourage f->reign 
metal-product manufacture!« to set up plante which are specially designed for 
local markets and fitted to the capabilities of the local labour force.    Such 
plants can provide the required designs, techniques and supervisory manpower 
for production under licence.    Foreign specialists and foreign designs can 
then gradually be replaced as indigenous technical and supervisory talent 
develops. 
y~!. Correspondence schools for manorial training have been successful in 
several countries including Poland, and may be useful in developing additional 
know-how especially for workers who may not qualify for other type» of train- 
ing, but who have the desire and determination for advancement. 

358. The training of indigenous research worker« and designers and their 
instruction in increasingly specialised branches of machine-building ia 
important for raising the competence of auch personnel.    This calla for close 
links between the research establishments and technical collagas of the 
country, «specially at the initial stag«« of development of local industries. 
An analysis of tho experience gained by various countries shows that th« 
organisation of research and design establishments is practical at th« follow- 
ing level» of industrial development:    countries possessing less than 10,000 
ruachin« tools should hav« a training instituts or coll«g« with laboratory 
faciliti««.    If th« aachin« tools are between 10,000 and 50,000 in msaber, 
a machine-building researoh centre should be established, while a metalworking 
research centre is d««irabl« for 100,000 to 200,000 machine tool«.    Specialised 
metalworking centre« are indicated if th« aachin« tool« in th« country number 
mow than 500,000.    Th« lower figuras apply to countries with stats planning 
praetio««, while th« higher figures are characteristic of countries with nor« 
highly developed private initiativ«1    in th« first osa«, all of th« specialists 
of the country work at one centre where th»y ««rvic« th« «nt«rpri««s of a 
giv«n industry.    In the sscond cas«, from 50 to 75 P»r c«nt of th« specialists 
are scattered «song individual «nt«rpri«««.    In th« Utter cas«, th« research 
centre proves n«c«s«ary only in a well-developed Industry where it is usad 
for handling difficult problems that are beyond th« oapaoity of on« oompany 
and call for concentration of efforts in several relatad soi«no««. 

359. It is especially important that davelopinf oountrie« asks an «ffort to 
mazials« th« us« of existing technical manpower.    On« way of accomplishing 
this is to develop a plan for sharing manager«, engine«!"« and othar personnel 
in staff positions among non-competing industrial plants.   Such an arrange- 
ment, whioh emu be considered an industrial pnrk for skills* manpower, con- 
stitute« th« streamlining of all specialised activitie« so that joba not 
requiring th« attention of an experienced engineer or manager can be performed 
by a subordinate staff member.    This praetio« would be most satisfactory if 
plants using the consulting service were looated nearby- for example, arranged 
in an industrial estatei    but this is not essential. 
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360. The industrial-park concept for teehni-al service« should be at tractive 
to many nascent metalworking enterprises, especial,)   tnose doing job-shop 
maintenance work or making relatively eimple products where deeign activities 
are small, but require the attention of highly specialised personnel.    Exper- 
ience in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has indicated the efficiency 
of centralised repair shops not only  in tenta of monetary savin«« but also 
in serving as a training ground for accumulating essential experience and 
spécialiste' skills. 

(2)   Use of capital-intensive eouianent 

361. Contrary to popular belief, automated processe« and shipment can bring 
a net gain to emerging nations in both their economic and social development. 
This «tin occurs when the packaged intelligence of an automated device quickly 
and inexpensively supplements or provides production and control skills which 
would otherwise be scarce or unavailable. 

36;.. if a special skill required for production of a given product is in short 
supply whils "ordinary" labour is abundant, then this nkin  h*c(mmm th« limit- 
ine factor in the total productive potential of the operation.    Thus, the use 
of an automated device or process which CM supply the needed skill in a 
package, by virtue of the intelligence designed into it, provides a very 
effective means of reducing the total cost per unit of the product, sine« less 
expensive labour can be assigned to the majority of job segments which recpiire 
lesser skills. 

363. The aut >mated device CM provide those skills which enable the machine- 
tool industry to initiate and continue its operation while the infrastructure 
of qualified manpower is being built up.    The numerically-controlled machine 
tool is an example of such a device.    This machine receives instructions) en a 
step-by-step basi* from a pre-recorded list;    these may be stored in media such 
as punched cards, the holes of a paper tape, or the magentic spots of an oxide- 
coated film.    The important feature is that the programme of instruction for 
the machine, once written, need never be written again.    Since the control of 
the machine lies in the instruction list and the machine itself, it is possible 
to make identical products reliably and accurately, and to p*«edict the time 
required to produce each.   The file of procedures for which instructions are 
available can be augmented by the product designers as time goes on, so that a 
large library of possibilities is available to the operator.    The instruction 
tapes that provide the intelligence for operating the machine can be prepared 
anywhere in the world and dispatched to the operator in compact fora. 

364. Usually, the majority of job «kills is unaffected by the introduction of 
automated equipment;    the operator of the specialised station must only be 
trained to us« it.    The operator training tin« required for automated equipment 
is measured in months, not years.   On« other advantage of modern te. hniquee 
such as numerical control (K/c) and the use of electronic computers to prepare 
instruction tapes is that they give an incentive to the university-trained 
engineer to apply SOM of the nor« sophisticated skills that he has learned. 

363. In the United State« of America, for example, a skilled lath« operator 
(who can set speed«, grind tool«, eet up work, componeste for expansion when 
necessary   etc. ) requiree at least four years of training.     Tb* trainine 
period for an N/C lath« operator i« anortar by several month«.   The aaohine- 
••rvieing requirements, on the other hand, are considerably increased, and call 
for a service man who is a skilled specialist.   However, comparatively few 
persons can servie« a large number of machines.   M/c also requir«« additional 
supporting skills such as programming, and taps or oard punching.   The««, 
however, are complex only in the oaae of contour machining, while being com- 
paratively simple for N/C point-to-point machining. 
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*')(-.  Certain disadvantages may accompany the introduction of automated erfuip- 
ment   in  an emeriTin^ economy,     .uch equipment may arvrravate  for nome tirre the 
structural  weakness of an industry which lacks a lar.~e body ^f moder-itely 
skilled  oemonnel ready to move up to more responsible positions an expansion 
occur*.     The choice of the most modern equipment may be  lepn advantageous than 
a decision  in favour of slirhtly more dated machinery which may  have skill and 
finance  remiirements better suited to the needs of a particular country. 

<?j".   In regard to the use of second-hand machinery in a developing country, the 
Tueßtion of needed skills  is not simple to answer.    As has been pointed out, 
skills  for the operation of an old machine are often different  fror tlioee 
required for a machine of new desi^-n, and they are not necessarily simpler 
skills.    The opposite is often true.    On the other hand,  the maintenance skills 
needed for modem machinery are usually greater than for older equipment.    The 
statement that the use of second-hand equipment venerates obsolete ski 11B has 
no more validity than the statement that second-hand equipment  should never be 
used in developing countries. 

xperiitce of selected countries 

VJ .  The rapidity with which the expansion of metalworking induptries has 
occurred in some Latin American countries has caused a la¿* in the adoption of 
institutional measures, amon*: them technological research and the trainine of 
labour forces, which should accompany euch an evolution.    The trainine of 
personnel requires time, especially if export products, which must meet 
exacting specifications of quality,  are to be manufactured.    The existinr 
trainiti* proçrawnee in these countries have been deficient in not irtcludin^ 
an appraisal of quantities and specialities of the trainees who are repaired 
for the future. 

36^.  The first step in the development of the machine-tool industry in Brazil 
was an investigation of the manpower retirements for 19?1 in each of the 
twenty ¿roups into which the metalworking industry had been divided,     »s 70 
per cent of the labour force employed in the industry is in the otate of Sao 
Paulo,  an estimate was formulated for this State and then extrapolated for the 
rest of the country.    The projection of manpower requirements in there 
industries agrees with the growth trends determined from statistical data pre- 
pared by the state of 3ib Paulo and the Brazilian Institute of Geography and 
Statistics.    On the basis of these data, 600,000 persons will be employed in 
the Brasilia* metalworking industries in 1971.    The number of machine tools 
required was determined for the various types of machines by applying the 
ratio of the number of persons to the number of machine tools existing in 
I960,  i.e.    2.3 persons per machine. 

370. A first evaluation of the import-substitution programme in Brazil suggests 
that it» implementation would require, over a five-year period, the establish- 
ment of a labour force of 7,150 workers, some 3,600 of whom would be engineers, 
technicians, and skilled operatives.   The feasibility of accomplishing such a 
great increase in skilled manpower (some 134 per cent) is unquestionably one 
of the most basic elements in the success of the plan. 

371. In India, a survey of scientific and technological personnel has been 
undertaken by opening a Central Register.    To assess the requirements in 
scientific and technical personnel, detailed studies are undertaken by the 
Directorate of Manpower and an institute established for this purpose. 
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CHAPTER XIX.     P^MMTWq Affl) pnODUCTTQM MAWA^f^p 

umiM on f nn^imri -"filî 

ll^i^i^*1; °f th* ^••Uli, 0f *" i"P<""*->ub.titution program for a davaloping country can provida uaaful information that la ralavant to thî 
d.valopa»nt of a •atalvorkin« induatry.    If grain i. takln M aTÎxalîï 

-SA     r   P*o*»Mf aquipaant for th. fartiliwr plant, raaultinî inT 
r^?;^jr11afh

PirL0Uî ^'ï" yUld> Woon.AÍ'.aving. 

.£ thTÎSnÎÎ,f2!°?iJ? rrUirw! •MW •ieht t0 *•» y«" « advance 
• ¡0LÎÎH.ÎÎ!*.     !*î    "5 ? wbatantial invaalownt of this kind, obviously 
LTtt ÍIÍÜ MB?Í1*! °f do"»Btic C«P"*1. «nd hanc. contu.ption! «ill 

«rain,   A« aaan froa thia axaapla, all of thaat faeton add UD to a m&io» 

in ti» Mtalworking industria« playa a kay pola. ^^      »HTWBSBIS 

373. Hational planning for aatalwarking industria« ia daairabla aine. th. 

¿•til    SiLi? "•P^" t0 tht »tinulua of aarkat damami.    Pirat, tha 
•«all- and •adiuB-acala antrapranaura oparating tha sain induatriáa in 
£Z ^SSL^S" *"" iB!ffici«" ta~lÄ of tha JSC a. I ¿Lia. 
¡Sîî-^TTÎ^** î^^ UftábU t0 foPM" *»• íiraction in which thia •arkat will davalop during tha naxt faw yaara. and tha naw tvoaa aid Ld-i. 

ÜltESailÍÍ ÍE ?í ??2ta?#OUS *•*•*•*"»* of tha ¿nauatry ara «watS^* 
¿S£l Sí S î5Lli"i]*dw,ir 0f th* plant"» tb« tactaioal intóaquíoy of 
îSS S .„LA Z? S* ;iffi^lu" «"oh an incipiant induîîrTï. 
Ä ^"^•.'dlouÎSïÎÎr th# k"0,,-hOW °f th- —Pon-^nduatria. 

2LTÎLIS'tiiriîîî °f th* 4"É»rtrt" of ** •ttalwrkint eosplax to aaoh 
ÎÎ2 w *° •" 0th*r Metor" of •" i»4u«trialiiad «conoay «2t ba undîî! 
atood bafora any national dav.lopa.nt pi« raaehaa th. rt¿a ot mnL^rST 

tribtttion to thi. and.    Por axaapla, aa an aid in analyaiiur loni-t.r« 

iîrsi^'ïïïïsu: ^re **ùr»*%àbl9 WAS aw. 
took^il«!     S     ïî* ï *!"• of the %im dwiB« whi0« * Particular chan«. 
îînî.ïiîo:,ar^ï>^îkl,l! baîk fP0* th»x«1«i~<l output in a «mn y."     ^^ 
Al?^L Í ÎÏT ^^P"* •fttri3t). <»»• o« dataraiina ail tha rîquirad ojpltjl «»d labour input, for ail induatria. „•«...«y to produo. nÜTÜll 

««Mi^"0^**"^1' is OBiy on# "•«• by ^ich long-tar« plannirur 
problaaa can ba atudiad.   Othar aathamatical prograa»injrlnd Droo.«^«fiv.4. 
Siä-HLÄ0 *î r^1 iB fo^-"»« and ïo^SSaUnTÎhî^îîîIÏÏ^ 
li Sîal-workíBf induatriáa within thair own aaotor compii* Si"n Slîtîo« 
¡la2Lr2i!!f 2 r50"0^' Studi" rtlattd t0 th« conîuïtîon of ÍIríouí 
S dívaí« L^oltinid.iff,r*nt »•Bufactwi«t induatria.^ both da^op^î ana aavaiopinf countriaa ara praraquiait*. for auch aoohiaticatad inv.tT 
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machinery required in planning industrial development.    A need still exists 
there, however,  for developing specific models, on the basis of the data,  for 
determining the optimal types and quantities of machine tools and personnel 
for the manufacture of specific  item* in countries of differing industrial 
structure and potential demand.    Special attention may usefully be devoted to 
problema of the engineering industries in work projects that are already 
under way, such as the problems of repair shops, standardization, and second- 
hand machinery.    There is also a fundamental need to reconsider the devel- 
opment   of specialized technical and managerial manpower in terms of a long- 
tern investment programme. 

Programming the machine-tool industry 
376. Certain questions usually arise in nations which are starting to expand 
their traditional industries, especially the mechanical industry, and also 
in countries which are already in a more advanced stage of industrial evolu- 
tion*    One of these questions concerns ths need to establish, in terms of a 
general evaluation, the extent to whioh it ia desirable that capital goods, 
among them machine tools, be manufactured within the country.   This problem 
concern« not so much the attainment of total national self-sufficiency in 
the requirement of ospitai goods, but rather the determination, quantitative- 
ly and qualitatively, of the type of domestic effort needed in the face of 
world d—and. 
377. Pint, it is neceesary to determine how many variables of types and 
models of machine tools should be manufactured in a country, knowing the 
inventory of machine tools already installed in its mechanical industries. 
To this end, criteria are needed for establishing what is meant by these 
variable«.   Theme criteria ars than applied to arrivo at the number of 
variable« of machine tools which constitute world demand, also called the 
univeree.   Next, one must determine for some countries the number of 
variables of machines manufactured by «aoh for its own consumtpion.    In this 
way, it is possible to sstablish, in a tentative way, the relationship 
between domestic machine-tool manufacture measured in variables of types and 
models, and ths inventory of machine tools utilised by the mechanical 
industrise.    If this relationship is proved by means of a more detailed study, 
concrete development plans could then be worked out for the manufacture of 
these machines in a given oountry. 
378. Some macro-technological background may be useful for the planning stage 
prior to the installation or expansion of machine-tool industries.    Some of 
this background is provided ia ths following paragraphs. 

379> A groat masber of veriablee and their definitions, some of whioh it is 
difficult to express quantitatively, Bust be considered.   Construction of 
the aera popular type« sad aodels of machinée is advisable, leaving aside 
the highly specialised meohinee whioh are not suitable for initial manu- 
facturing processes ia developing cowmtriee.   An index representing the 
complexity of ime aechinee la tasa adopted;    the seas complexity category 
will include maohinee differing widely from «aoh other in regard to design and 
performance.   The weight of tas amohines and their quality, the latter sub- 
divided lato ampárate categories, ara also taken into acoount as som» of the 
varieblee effecting production.   Pifares for tat intended sise of the enter- 
prises ara eelected ia advance.    Far example, a plant aay be designad to 
employ frea twenty to 500 persons.    Factory diaensions are planned to provide 
suitable space for the production equipment to be housed within their structure. 

380. On the basis of définit lone sad diecueeions of sash variable, the most 
adequata technically productive field of action for each enterpriee aay be 
established!    this field of action aay be extended and complemented in passing 
fron small to larger enterprises.    It is also suggeeted that consideration be 
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given to productivity p«r person and per year,  measured in tons,  deter- 
minine the annual production of each enterprise as well as the number of 
direct hours necessary to manufacture 100 kilorrame of product.    The latter 
quantity is regarded as the characteristic coefficient of production.    All 
estimates are carried out by making abstractions for a given product;    they 
•how the great differences in quality and complexity of the products which 
may be manufactured in plants of different sises. 

381. If other coefficients of an economic type are added to the technical 
ones, such as the fixed expenditures of the enterprise for 100 Kilograms of 
finished product,  it is possible to establish a link between the technical 
and economic factors, thus complementing the field of action of each of the 
enterprises. 
38¿. Ihe analysis should also take into account the relalionwhip which 
usually exists between the machine-tool manufacturing industry and the rest 
of the industry that supplies raw materials and parts.   This dependence 
varies, of course, with the complexity of the products and the size of the 
enterprise. 

ftal-t-tMB gtMBaM t> ïftf FW IfYf1 
383. In contrast to the planning of long-terra goals, short-term planning, 
i.e.    production management, relates in the main to the framework of 
resources which are already defined.   The planning function is then eon- 
fined to designing and evaluating alternative schemes for achieving pro- 
duction goals set by the top management of the plant. 

384. The main activities of production management can be grouped under two 
categories, namely, production planning and control, and methods engineering. 
The production-consumption cycle starts with the customer and and« with him. 
The sales department studies consumer reactions and prepares a sales fore- 
east which is submitted to the management.   The finanoe department then 
prepares a production budget on this basis, and a decision is made regarding 
the quantities to be produced.   The engineering department prepares drawings 
and apse if ieat ions whioh, in turn, are used by the manufacturing departments 
to issue production and delivery orders.    Passing through a series of further 
stsps of production planning, the cycle is completed when the product is 
sold to the oustosjsr.   During production, management receives interim and 
final reports on the technical and financial aspects of the manufacturing 
processes. 

385. Methods engineering, the second category mentioned above, eomprises 
work study, process evaluation, equipment policy, quality oontrol, standard- 
isation, safety, incentives, and plant layout.    In seme oountries, it has 
oome to include operational research, a new branch of engineering dealing 
with oomples problems of the management of large systems of men, machines, 
materials, money   eto. 

386. The secret of use of both of these oontrol techniques for developing 
countries is not to oopy blindly particular practices from high indus- 
trialised countries, but to adapt selected techniques whioh sessi particularly 
suited to their cirounstanees. 

387. In the course of their industrial development, it is essential that 
oountries occasionally take stock and examine not only the levels of per- 
formance in terms of quantitative targets, but also the structure and com- 
position of their emerging industries.   Plans for speoifio industries should 
be revieed where necessary, so that a reasonable compromise between long- and 
short-range development goals is achieved.   Otherwise a nation may achieve 
immédiats eoonomic goals without building up the industrial  infrastructure, 
the oadree of skilled manpower and the quality of production capability 
required for sustaining future growth. 
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Exprimo« of coleotod oountrioe 
388. Veneeuela'e national development plan for I963-1966 aetabliehee targata 
for the various econoaic activities, with a via« to attaining an annual 
avaraga growth rata of tha groas national product of 7.9 per cant aa against 
only 3.7 and 2.B par cant ragiatarad in 1957-1960 and 1960-1962, raspaetivaly. 
In thia progress», tha Mtalworking industria« play an outatanding rola. 
Within tha aanufacturing •actor, thair projected rata of deve1opeent - 
25.6 par oant par annus in valut of tha groas product - is tha highast. 
389. Tha initial objective of an Economic Conaiaaion for Latin Aaarioa 
study bsgun in 1963 was to consider tha practical pessibilitisa of Meting 
tha targata astablishad for tha mtalworking aactor undtr tha National Plan 
(Plan da la Nación), in tha light of various aar liar studias and of tha 
oharaotaristies of tha exieting industry.   During tha first phase of tha 
study, sarious daficlancia« in tha structura of tha Mtalworking industry 
wsra notad as follows» 

(a) 

(b) 

(e) 

Gsnaral under-oapitelisation of fir»af with •steblishnents 
contributing only 4.2 par cant of tha ftTad n*pttal aaaata 
of the «anufacturing industry whila employing 14.2 par oant 
(22,215) of tha pereonnal engaged in Mnufscturing.    Thaaa 
statistics inply the prasanea of 
(i)   Vary low capital density par eaployee and ooneequent 

low productivity - only 9.7 par oant of aanufacturara' 
«alúa addedf 

(il) a predoninance of »arvicing an« »aintananca antarpriaaa 
ov«r »ora strictly productiva activitiaa} 

A vary higa proportion (90 par cent) of nediun- sad anall- 
aoala aatabliahaanta aaong th« industry's 1,776 firw, with 
an industry avaraga of 12.4 enployeee par eetabliehnentj 
A larga proportion of production ooaoiating of transport 
•atarial - «ora than 55 par east in tarns of both froaa 
value of production and value added.   Cospoeed chiefly 
of large acala venida assertly plants and enaller-sised 
naintenance workahopa, thaaa aatabliahaanta use only about 
10 par cent of denastieally eenufactured geoda and provide 
only a anali addition to tha value of the end product«; 
A large group of plants aaaufecturing natal producta, 
neatly natal a truc turas, wire urodwets ana other oonatruction 
geoda, th« in« tall at ion of whieh waa ao ti vat ad by the feat 
that auch linea of «anufactura do not require very highly 
ekilled labour; 

(a)   A naehina-tool inventory conciating of a high proportion of 
netal-foming «achines and a low proportion of out ting 
•achina toóla, the lattar nalaly of the ainpleet general- 
purpoae type« 

390, la addition to these structural dafecte, the lack of apee if ic plana for 
Mtalworking activitiaa waa apparent.   It waa for thaaa reaaona that the 
•actor had not fully responded to the pronotional ineeativea provided by the 
Oovarnnent, and that it waa considered unlikely to eueeeed in reaching the 
targata eat up under the 1963-1966 Plan. 

391. In the reviaed progresa», therefore, «nphasla is placed on the correction 
of structural defaete rather than on tha actual fulfilaent of the Plan's 
objectivas.   To thia and, an laport-aubatltutlen progrsnae has been outlined 
for the Mtalworking aactor, designed to fill the technological gape in the 

(a) 
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•xi«tin* industry in tenas of basic equipment, production techniques and 
skilled manpower.    This   should create the sectoral infrastructure which 
will enable the Betalworkinf activities to improve their competitive 
position both on the doaestio and on the world market, and also to undertake 
the manufacture of more complex products in the fut ire.   The effeot of the 
programme on the country's balance of payments, and even considerations 
relating to internal manufacturing costs, are secondary oriteria. 

392. Businessmen in Venezuela will be given advisory assistance in the 
planning of establishments and of productivity.   This applies particularly 
to the introduction of accounting methods that will keep them informed about 
their actual production oosts.   Thus the production prooess can be led 
through its various stages, and the management of existing and new plants 
facilitated to achieve fuller utilisation of the productive resources that 
are available. 
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COHCLUBIQNB 

393. Fro« the 40 paper« presented by the experts at the Symposium on Metal- 
werkin* Industria« in Developing Countria«, most of which ar« taehnical and 
detailed and u««ful for future reference; fro« the general di«ou««ion« h«ld 
which were of great interest in regard to variou« issue« » and fro« the pre- 
ceding report, the following general conclusion« can be drawnt 

(1) In the «urvey of induatri«« in general in both developed 
and developing countries, it is evident that the contri- 
butions of the mstalworking industries to espionnent and 
value added to production, relative to other industries, 
are higher in developed countries (e.g. Britain, 40 per 
cent in 1^58) than in developing countries («.g. Pakistan, 
3 per cent), and that the «tat« of a country'• metai- 
working industry is roughly indicativ« of th« «tat« of 
that country'« industrial development. 

(2) The growth of maohine building is one of the «ost im- 
portant factors in the development of industry, and in 
the inerease of national income and employment in devel- 
oping countries. 

(3) From ease studi«« of industri«« in the developing coun- 
tries, it is found that a certain pattern of indus- 
trialisation prevail« nowaday«. A country developing 
it« ««talworking industry appear« to go through three 
typical »tagest a first «tag« during which installa- 
tion, maintenance and repair of netalworking machinât, 
and also of other type« of machine« in other indus- 
trie«, take place} a seoond stage in which some manu- 
facturing of metal goods is carried out mainly for 
local consumption| and a third stag« in which compli- 
cated maohine« are produced, not only for local UM but 
al«o for «sport, and in which the development of basic 
industries like «teal production take« place. Yugoslavia 
and India are examples of developing countries that have 
passed through the first two and are new in the third 
•tage. 

394. I* i« also found that the problem« of developing eeuntries vary at 
various «tagee of their netalworking development. It i« therefore not 
possible to premerlo« on« formula fer all developing oountrie». Per in- 
stane«, in thees oountrlee whioh are «till in th« first «tag«, the most 
pressing problems may bs mor« organisational than technical. 

309. Thus, when th« condition« neoeseary for establishing and promoting 
netalworking industrie« are considered, the background of each country and 
the stage of its dsvelopment have to be kept in mind. The experience« of 
developed eeuntries are useful, but must be adapted te leeal condition«. 
Co-operation with develeped oeuntrie« «nable« developing eeuntrie« to by- 
pans «any trial s tagee. 

396. Mmohine-buildinf projects cannot be considered separately, but must be 
viewed as part of a general plan for industrialisation. Ths gowment ef 
the developing oountry can initiate plans for ssttlng up such industrie«. 
It osa encourage free enterpriss or go into partnership with entrepreneur«, 
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and/or organic« • tat «-owned enterprises.    Some mean« should be employed, 
however, to ensure that the industry is developing in the rißht direction. 

397« The trade policies employed by government« of developing countries to 
protect newly developing industries can be useful.   However, such policies 
should not lead to complacency and stagnation on the part of industry. 
Bu'ore protective tariffs are imposed, a detailed study of the existing situ- 
ation is advisable. 

398. As a result of the absence of universally accepted standard specifica- 
tions, difficulties in the international trade of machine tools hav« arisen. 
The "Schlesinger Acceptance Tests" and other tests used during the early 
•tages of industrial i «at! on in some countries were designed to overcome such 
probIsms« 

399* The metalworking industry is continuously developing as technological 
progress is made.   This is evident in innovations applied to existing machines, 
and in numerical controls which reduce setting-up time and save the cost of 
jigs and fixtures, particularly for small-batch production.   It is also evi- 
dent in processes like the continuous-casting process.   The use of electro- 
physical and electro-chemical procedures, while thsse may seem sophisticated 
and ins necessary machinery expensive, may yet aolve JOB« particular produc- 
tion problems.   Mass-production techniques may be applied to certain products 
to reduce costs. 

400. It is generally supposed that automation will perhaps eventually make 
men superfluous. Also, it must be considered that, in the oase of certain 
countries, labour short«««« may «rise in the future if automation is not 
applied. However, «ach carne should be examined on its merits to determine 
whether mass-production techniques should be introduced. The knowledge of 
up-to-dat« methods, thsrsfore, will enable the developing countries to ssleet 
those that are best suited to their needs. 

401. Sinos they are the basis of metalworking industri««, machine tools wsrs 
dealt with meet extensively during this Symposium,   To bring about iaprove- 
ments in machine tools, research should be carried out in the areas of 
rigidity, accuracy and durability, especially under conditions such «s heat, 
large temperature variations, humidity and dust. 

402. A developing country with scarce resources cannot easily undertake all 
research alone.   The co-operation of developed countries and of international 
organisations, and also regional oo-operation among developing countriee, can 
help to solve this problem« 

403. Centres whose function it is to collect date and give needed information 
will greatly help the development of the industries.   These centres can also 
assist in the setting up of standards for industries for most of the oemmon 
items.   Standards used by developed countries can be adapted! help in this 
may be obtained from international bodies such an the United Nations, 
International Organisation for Standards (ISO)   etc.   Kowever, a uniform 
world etandard for items such as machins tools will facilitate their uss, no 
matter in what part of the world they are manufactured, especially in deve- 
loping oountries. 

404. Economie considerations in the setting up of metalworking industries 
are important.   In addition to considerations of finanoing, there is a need to 
know to what extent the existence of such industri«« will affect a country's 
economy.   Input-output analyses are useful means of working out a balance 
among interdependent industries, and are of help in reaching decisions about 
the types of industry to be sst up.   For this and for general planning, 
oensuaes of manufacturing plants and the preparation of machinery inventories 
are useful. 
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405. Several economic teohniquec are helpful durine ih« planning otage of 
••Ming up a mstalworking indu«try.   The development of a otatiotioal depart- 
Mnt equipped with computers MkM otatiotioal data readily available.    Break- 
•v« analyses oan b« employed in oeleoting, among alternativoa, tho naehines 
or methods bMt suited to a gira tank, and to tho lot aia« to be manufac- 
tured.   With than« teehniquss, it oan bo determined whether a eophietioated 
»rrH-v eu h as a iiumcrieally-oontrolled unit should be used, or whether 
mass-produotion Mthoda are preferable.   Boononio ooneideratione nay favour 
tho acquisition and use of •eoond-hand »achine» in developing oountries 
where shortage of capital is a problem, but technological and psychological 
ooaeidsrations weigh heavily against this. 
405. Looel rmmouroce and servioes have to be taken into account during plan- 
ning, and the availability of spars parts and cost of future maintenance con- 
siderad,   fhs possibility of setting up a oentralised repair ehop for 

i, if transportation facilities ars suitable, should be investigated. 
407. Metalworking industries in developing oountries require large invest- 
ments*   Por oouniriee too siali to start and maintain such an essential in- 
dustry, régional oo-operation among ssvsral nations could solve this problem. 
FintAoial and technical assistants and other forms of aid from developed 
countries ars another possibility. 
408. The manpower required and available for the metalworking induetriee 
that ars to be sst up in a developing oountry should be considered during 
the planning stags, so that training oan be began where necessary.   A pool 
of less! managerial staff and experte oam be formed! these could travel to 
areas where they ars needed.   Making optimum use of the few experte avail- 
able im developing oountriee is of paramount importano».   Developing oountries 
almo ansili d provide sufficient imoemtive for their own experts so that the 
"brain drain" to developed oomntries oam be prevented. 
409. The training ef skilled men is of tas utmost impórtanos in areas where 
the available aanimmf is insufficient fer an industrial project.   Training 
of personnel from the nemngerial level down to tho skilled-worker level can 
be carried out with the assistâmes of developed oountries.   Already, there 
are sons ia-plant training eohenes in opsration for engineers, arranged by 
the United nations with developed countries*   Teohnioal institutes in devel- 
oped   and developing oountriee, as wsll as apprentie» training, oan solve 
the problem of shortages of teohnioiane and skilled worksrs.   Training is 
another field where regional oo-operation may be called into play. 
410. If tas developing oountriee are to contribute high-quality metalworking 
naohiaee to tas world market, mode«; and practical designs will have to be 
adopted by then.   Deeigns fron developed oountriee oan be obtained at the 
initial étages of machine building through lloenoe agreements, keeping in 
muni that nìismgn in environment may nsosssitats modifications*   Patent 
systems in developing oountriee will help indues and protect improvements 
or innovations resulting fren Issai research and discoveries. 
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KBCCIOffltDATIOIfS 

The United Nations Symposium on Metalworking Industries in Developing 
Countries oalls the attention of the United Nations to the prime significano« 
whioh the metalworking industry has for the welfare of the developing and 
developed oountries. 

After extended deliberations, the Plenum of the Symposium fubaits to the 
United Nations the following rcoommendationa for promoting the progress of the 
metalworking industries in the developing oountriest 

1. Establishment of an Information Centra with the assignment of investigat- 
ing   and answering teonnologioal and eoonomio questions related to the problems 
of metalworking, whioh are submitted by developing and developed oountries. 

2. The United Nations should extend its help to promote and organise Ba- 
for the speoifio local needs of developing 

oountries.   These Institutes should begin as small pilot organisations and 
should gradually be expanded.    The most effective locations of such Institutes 
should be investigated. 

3. The United Nations should inoreas« its help in advising the developing 
oountries regarding planning and organisation of the development of metal- 
working industries, and in seleeting the types of product« to frf MaTaflìllTTl 

4. An international multi-language olassifioation «vt— of all metalworking 
machines should be initiated under the auspioes of the United Hâtions, in 
order to elininate existing oonfusion in terminology and misunderstandings in 
various oountries.    Suoh a olassifioation should be preoeded by an inter- 
national definition of a aaohine tool.   A similar olassifioation should be 
initiated for materials for metalworking industries. 

5*     The United Nations should assist in scouring the oanltal required for 
industrialisation of developing oountries. 

6. Assistance should be rendered by the United Hâtions in establishing 
patent aratama and offi,o«« in developing oountries. 

7. The United Nations should investigate the feasibility of the oreation of 
ft world patent ivate« for the international utilisation of patents. 

3.      Investigations by the United Hâtions of the possibilities of adapting 
aoooptanoa testa for ne» mJhÌM tlftls *° present requirements are rooism ended 
These may include the up-dating of the 3ohleslnger and other aooepted test« 
where required, taking into consideration developments in many oountri««. 
TSma t««tin» «ffifl irrtfllnff of aaohine tools with United Hâtions assistance is 
likewise reoasnended for this investigation. 

9.     Stops should be taken by the United Hâtions to prepare teohnioal text- 
be use books, in several languages, and other eduoaJUona^jater^a^i whioh can boused 

in the apprentice eohools of developingoowtriesT^Prepexation of similar 
books for training tcaohers is likewise reoommended. 

in both developing and developed oountries for aaohine operators, ¿eohnioi. 
and engineers.   Establishment of refresher ooursee for senior engineers is 
likewise recommended. 

11.    The investigation of the feasibility of setting up oourts of arbitration 
for teohnioal disputes between oountries is reoommended. 
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12. The assistance of the united Rations is recommended in securin«; low 
tariffs for the export of metalworking produots from developing countries. 

13. Investigations should be made by the United Nations on the establishing 
of standards for metal produots manufactured in developing countries. 

14. It is recommended to repeat symposia like the present one in different 
oountries, since the exchange of vie« and information proved most useful. 

The Plenum calls the attention of the developing countries to the follow- 
ing recommendations» 

(a) To establish an agenoy fop improving the collection of looal statis- 
tical data. Suoh data will also be useful in supporting the aims of 
ths United Nations! 

(b) To carry out maohinery oensuses at intervals; 

(e)   To familiarise themselves with the latest teohnical developments, 
so that they oan take optimum advantage of available resourcesj and 

(d)   To consider regional oo-opepation in setting up ressaroh oentres, 
and in obtaining advantages from a common market, from oommon train- 
in* and from the sharing of financing. 
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Annex II 

PAPERS PRESENTED TC THE SYMPOSIUM 

Technical papers At Stat« of motalworkin* industries 

A-l. "Current developments in metalworking", by P.A. BIDDERS, Director and 
Chief Associata Editor, Machinery. United Kingdom. 

A-2. »Machine-buiHing technology", by A.E. PROKOPOVITCH, Deputy Minieter 
of Machina Tool Industry of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

A-3. "Manufacture of industrial machinery and équipaient in developing 
countries", by 0. CUKOR, Technological Division, Centre for Industrial Dé- 
veloppant, United Rations Secretariat, 

A-4. "The development and planning of metalworking industrias in the ECAFE 
countries", by V.M. SUBRAMAHIAR, Chief, Metal and Engineering Section, 
United Rations Economic Commission for Asia and the Par Eaat. 

A-5. "The aetalworking industries in Latin America", by R. MATTHEWS, Chief, 
Matal Transforming Industries Section, United Rations Economic Commission 
for Latin America. 

A-7. "World machins tool production with special reference to developing 
countries", by V.R. VASILIEV, Technological Division, Centra for Industrial 
Povslopnont, United Rations Secretariat. 

A-fi. "Tha metal-traneforaing industry in Venesuelas an import substitu- 
tion development programmi", presented by the United Rationa Economic Com- 
mission for Latin Amarle*« 

A-10. "The manufactura of machine tools in Argentina", presented by the 
United Rations Economic Commiaelon for Ut in Amerioa. 

A-ll. "Tha manufacture of machine tools in Brasil", presentad by tha United 
Rations Booaomic Commission for Latin Amerioa. 

A-12. "A atudy of tha Indian machine-tool industry", by S.M. PATIL, Managing 
Director, Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., Bangalore, India. 

A-13. "Metalworking industries in southern Italy", by V. VALLETTA, Honorary 
President, Pint Motor Company, Torino, Italy. 

Ttttoitftt Ftpfw ft mfOTHffl mi\m m tòt f?HiwwfriM nmmtrtti 
B-l. Tiendo in the daeign of metalworking machinery and in production 
méthode", by M. KROIŒKBERO, Consultant, United States of America. 

B-2. "Special considerations of machinery design for industrially develo- 
ping countries", by H. OPITZ, Aachen Technological Institute, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
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B-3.    MProbl«n« in the development of notal-cutting techniques", by 
J. KACZKAREK, Member, Academy of Science and Director, The Institute of 
Hetal-Cutting, Cracow, Poland* 

B-4.    "New methods for non-mechanical machining of materials:    electro- 
physical and electro-chemical methods", by A.L. LIVCHITS, Experimental 
Scientific Research Institute for Machin« Tools, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republic«. 

B-5.    "Development of aggregation in the production of metal-cutting machines" 
by K. 0LE7ZR, Director of Machin« Tool Research Institute, Eastern Germany. 

R-6.    "Methods of process control in engineering industries", by A.P. 
VLATJZITEVSKY, Director, ENIMS, Union of Soviet Socialist Republic«. 

B-7.    "Product automation in developing countries", by VAN COURT HARE, Jr., 
Columbia University, United States of America. 

6-6.   "Simplified systems of programme control for universal machin« tools", 
by E. S ADOR, Director, Development Institute for Machine Tool Industry, 
Budapest, Hungary, 

B-9.    "Production management for developing oountriee", by 8. EILCM, Imperial 
College, London, United Kingdom. 

8-11. "Mase production methods in the machine-tool industry in the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics", by J.A. SUWUCnaV, Director of the Machine Tool 
Works, "Krasniy Proletariy", Union of Soviet Social let Republioe. 

B-12. "An exanple of machine-tool production methods", by C.A. SPARKBS, 
Kearns and Co., United Kingdom. 

B-14. "Basic problem« in the effieient selection of motalworklng Meninos 
for developing countries", by V.8. BtLOV, ESTO, Union of Soviet Socialiet 
Republics. 

B-15. "Main trends in development and organisation of designing and research 
work in machine-building industri«« of developing oountri««", by V.8. 
VASZLXEV, Director of Ree«arch, EMDŒ, Union of Soviet Socialiet Republioe. 

B-18. "Organisation of faciliti«« for repair and maint«nano« of industrial 
machinery and équipaient", by K.O. TAK0B8OM, ERIKS, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republioe. 

B-19. "Repair and maintenance of machin« tool« in developing countri««", by 
A.8. PRORIKOV, Rector of Moscow Technological Institute, Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republioe. 

B-21. "Research for the machine-tool indue try", by A.I« DE BAHR, Machine 
Tool Industry Reeeeroh Aseooiation, United Kingdom. 

B-22. "Soné problem« in the application of resssroh in the machina-tool in- 
due try", by A. N0TTVf Technical Dirvotor. Sooiétd Genevoise d'Instruments 
de Physique, Switssrland. 
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B-25. "Some major problem« in the introduction and mastering of digital con- 
trol at machine-building plante", by L. CHAMFETIER, Chief Engineer, Scienti- 
fic Research Centre for Machine Tool« (CEHMO), Prance. 

Technical paner« C: Economic aspect« of development of metalworking indu«trie« 

C-l. "Decision rule« for equipment investment« in metal product« industrie« 
with «pecial reference to metal-chipping and metal-cutting machine«", by 
O.K. BOOR, Consultant, Netherlands. 

C-2. "Organisation of a machinery ceneue and use of oenau« data with «pecial 
reference to induetrially developing oountriee", by A. A8HBURN, Editor, 

t, United State« of America. 

C-3. "The problem« and «ignifioanc« of industrial stendardi eat ion in metal- 
working industrie« of developing oountriee", by J.I. WIL80W, Vio« President 
of Manufacturing, MM Corporation, United Statee of America. 

C-4. "Criteria sad background information for programming the machine-tool 
industry", by P. fXBOSSXCl, Machine Tool Export, United nations Economic 
ConmlMion for Latin JMrlom. 

0-5. "Mini«« nomonolaturo of metal-cutting equipment recommended for pro- 
duotloa la developing oountriee", by P.P. SCKLIT, Director, Scientific Re- 

1 Deelgm Inetitute for Metalworking Equipment and Machine Tools, 

0-6. "fee position of metalworking industri«« in the etructure of an indus- 
trialised eoomomy", by N.M. UORfEsV end A.P. CARTE», Harvard University, 
United tutee of «aérien. 

0-7. "nmmeH ef earner* group ea ssoond hand equipment for developing ooun- 
triee" f leport by lamerte area», prepared fer the Centre for Industrial De- 
velopment, United amtioaa Seoretariat. 

0-10. "Deeiem of meohine-tool piemia la developing oountriee", by O.M. 
SAllAtOV, Chief Engineer, tute Institute for Deeign of Machine Tool Piente, 
Union of Soviet Sooialiet Republics. 

0-11. "hethodologioal ami operational aspects of meohine-tool studies in de- 
veloplng oountriee", by R. MATTBrnVS, Chief, Metal Tmnefoming Industriee 
teetion, United Bation« Economic Commission for Latin America. 

C-12. "letimetion of aanegerial and technioel pereoenel requiremente in 
aetel-prooeeeimg induetriee", preeented by Teohnologioal Division, llanagement 
ami Treining Section, United hmtioma Centre for Industrial Development end 
M.M. MAIT1, Colombia University, United Statee of Amerioa. 

O-IJ. "Bmeie prinoiplee ef training engineering and technical specialists for 
the metalworking imduetry", by ?,A. AWIlInW, Rector of Meecow Machine-Tool 
Building Xaatitmte, Union ef Soviet Sooialiet Republie e. 

0-14. "Probleme in amohine tool replacement", by lf.D.0. MOUWTPORI), Rolle 
i, United Klagdea. 
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